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Doyle New York
1
Egyptian Polychrome Decorated Wood Tomb
Figure
Middle Kingdom, 11th-14th dynasty, 2055-1650
B.C.
The standing figure depicted striding, wearing a
kilt and holding an implement, painted in red,
yellow, black and white polychrome pigment.
Height 4 3/4 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$700-1,000

6
Egyptian Faience Amulet of a Standing LionHeaded Goddess
Late Period to Ptolemaic Period, 664-30 B.C,
possibly later
Depicting a blue glazed standing goddess with
hands held to side, wearing a disk and crown
headdress. Height 2 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-400

2
Egyptian Glass Earring, Ear Flare and Heart
Amulet
New Kingdom, 18th-20th Dynasty, 1550-1060
B.C.
Each constructed with fused multi-colored glass
rods of contrasting colors. Height of largest 1 1/4
inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,000-4,000

7
Egyptian Faience Baboon-Headed Son of
Horus Plaque
Ptolemaic Period, 332-30 B.C.
The flat profile plaque in two-toned faience,
depicting Hapi, one of the four sons of Horus,
guardian of the internal organs, and a magical
talisman for protection, pierced for sewing into
the mummy bandages. Height 2 1/2 inches;
Together with an Egyptian Terracotta Plaque
of Harpocrates. Roman period, circa 1st century
B.C.-1st century A.D., the press molded relief
plaque depicting Harpocrates with hand held to
mouth, wearing a side lock of youth. Height 3
inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$700-900

3
Egyptian Limestone Stela
Third Intermediate Period, 1069-664 B.C.
The votive stele inlaid with three bronze cast
cobras, with remains of lapis lazuli inlay. Height
8 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$5,000-7,000
4
Egyptian Painted Gesso and Wood Mummy
Mask
Late Period to Ptolemaic Period, 664-30 B.C.
The almond shaped eyes and browns painted in
black and white pigment, with a fragmented
border, mounted on a presentation plaque.
Height 3 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-800
5
Egyptian Faience Lion-Headed Deity Bust
Late Period to Ptolemaic Period, 664-30 B.C.
The fragmented green glazed composition
depicting a lioness-headed human-bodied bust
of popular cult goddess, possibly Sekhmet or
Bastet. Height 2 5/8 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$700-1,000

8
Egyptian Limestone Relief Head of Hathor
Ptolemaic Period, 332-30 B.C.
Depicting a section of the full face of the
Goddess Hathor, displaying large outlined eyes,
cow ears, and a triangular nose.
Hathor was the goddess of women and of fertility
and love. Her principal animal form was that of a
cow, and she was strongly associated with
motherhood. There were cults of Hathor in many
towns in Egypt and numerous temple columns
and façades depicting her likeness survive.
Length 38 1/2 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$10,000-15,000
9
Group of Egyptian Faience Amulets, Scarabs
and Late Roman Glass Pendants
Late Period to Roman Period, circa 6th century
B.C.-5th century A.D.
Comprising eight Egyptian faience amulets,
including a small blue faience seated cat, two
depictions of Isis nursing Horus, two baboon
sons of Horus plaques, turquoise fish amulet,
sword and a head of a priest; two glazed and
pierced scarabs, inscribed on the base; and six
Phoenician glass line pendants, each with
loophole at the top. Height of largest 1 1/2
inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,000-3,000
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10
Two Achamenid Gold Lion-Headed Appliques
Circa 5th century B.C.
Each delicate embossed profile head with
openwork curling mane, meant to be set into a
diadem or crown. Diameter of each 3 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$6,000-9,000
11
Etruscan Votive Half-Head
Circa 4th-3rd century B.C.
The naturalistic profile with a handsome face and
wavy hair, surrounded by a diadem. Height 12
1/4 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$3,000-5,000

12
Campanian Red Figured Squat Lekythos
Circa mid-4th century B.C.
The bulbous body with a slender neck ending in
a flared rim, with a handle at the neck, decorated
with a spotted feline on the front and a palmette
on the reverse. Height 7 3/8 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,000-4,000

13
Two Canaanite Transport Amphorae
Circa 1st Millennium B.C.
Each slender cylindrical trade amphora with
grooved texture around the body and twin
compact loop handles on shoulder, on a pointed
base, one only with a custom Lucite stand.
Height 29 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$3,000-4,000
14
Group of Eleven Holy Land Pottery Articles
Circa 2nd Millennium B.C.-1st Millennium A.D.
Comprising seven oil lamps, including three in
the form of saucers, with pinched sides; and four
bronze edge juglets, including one with a relief
scene in tondo. Length of largest 5 3/8 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,000-2,000

15
Group of Seven Stone and Terracotta Articles
1st Millennium B.C.-3rd century A.D.
Comprising six Bronze Age Holy Land terracotta
handled jars, each in buff clay with remains of
pigment, one with twin handles, the rest with
single handles, height of largest 6 1/4 inches;
and a Near Eastern fragmentary vessel, with
stylized rams heads at the base of each handle
on either side, height 7 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
16
A Jewish Limestone Ossuary
Roman Period, circa 1st century BC to 1st
Century AD
The front panel incised with geometric
decoration and two large rosettes.
With cover (possibly supplied)
Length 23 x 12 height x 11 inches deep
Chips and losses. With Remains of yellow paint
to surface.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$8,000-12,000
17
Roman Marvered Glass Bottle
Circa 1st century A.D.
The vessel in elegant jewel tones, meant to
imitate a veined stone form.
The surface effect is produced by rolling the
vessel onto a surface to apply different colored
glass threads. Height 3 1/2 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,000-3,000

18
Roman Green Glass Lentoid Bottle
Circa 1st century A.D.
Of flattened ampoule form, with a narrowing
cylindrical neck and flared mouth ending in a
reinforced rim, with applied twin loop handles
from neck to rim. Height 4 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600

19
Roman Green Glass Miniature Jarlet
Circa 1st century A.D.
Of squat rounded form, with a wide flared rim.
Height 1 1/2 inches; Together with a Roman
Green Glass Bottle. Circa 1st-2nd century A.D.,
of squat form, with a globular body and a
cylindrical neck. Height 3 1/4 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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20
Roman Green Glass Double Unguentarium
Circa 1st-2nd century A.D.
The cosmetic vessel comprised of co-joined
slender twin-blown tubes, with twin applied
handles to either side. Height 5 1/2 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-700

21
Roman Green Glass Amphoriskos
Circa 1st-2nd century A.D.
Of slender elongated form, with a cylindrical
neck ending in a flared reinforced rim, with
applied twin handles, on a pointed base. Height
6 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$700-900

22
Roman Glass Needle
Circa 1st-2nd century A.D.
The large delicate needle with an eyelet opposite
a pointed end. Length 5 7/8 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500

23
Roman Green Glass Double Unguentarium
Circa 1st-2nd century A.D.
The cosmetic vessel comprised of co-joined
slender twin-blown tubes, with twin handles
under rim and trailing decoration, meant for
scented oil. Height 5 1/4 inches. One handle
detached.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600

24
Roman Green Glass Amphoriskos
Circa 1st.-2nd century A.D.
Of slender elongated form, with a cylindrical
neck ending in a flared reinforced rim, with
applied twin handles, on a pointed base. Height
6 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$700-900

25
Roman Blue Glass Bottle
Circa 1st-2nd century A.D.
The delicate vessel of bulbous form, on a
rounded base, accented with an applied spiral
band of white glass trailing. Height 4 1/2 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,000-2,000

26
Roman Blue Glass Unguentarium
Circa 1st-2nd century A.D.
Of slender tube form, with a slightly reinforced
rim, on a rounded base. Height 5 1/2 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-400

27
Palmyrene Limestone Portrait of a Veiled
Woman
Circa 2nd century A.D.
The large female head carved with elaborate
hair, diadem and earrings, the hair arranged in
groupings under a band, the eyes pierced, with a
deep recessed heavy brow. Height 13 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$8,000-10,000
28
Roman Lead Sarcophagus Panel
Circa 2nd Century A.D.
Cast in high relief, the decoration is broken into
an architect framework with the various motifs
separated by columns and braided rope bands.
In the center is a roundel with the head of a
Gorgon; to either side are sphinxes. Atop and
throughout are kanthori vases, grape clusters
amid vines and stars in the fields.
11 x 32 inches (28 x 82 cm)
Mounted and protected behind a plexiglass
cover
Fragmented borders and some tears but a nice
example.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,000-4,000
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29
Roman Green Glass Jarlet
Circa 1st-3rd century A.D.
Of delicate bulbous form, with a thin neck, flared
rim and applied handle, decorated with
contrasting color trailing around body. Height 3
1/4 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$700-900

30
Roman Green Glass Double Unguentarium
and Applicator
Circa 1st-3rd century A.D.
The cosmetic vessel comprised of co-joined
slender twin-blown tubes and with loop handles
to either side, with a spoon-shaped bronze
applicator. Height of unguetarium 4 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-900

31
Roman Blown Green Glass Drinking Horn
Circa 2nd century A.D.
The ritual vessel of convex form, coming to a
point with a small opening at the base, decorated
with a band of very fine trailing around the body.
Length 10 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$3,000-5,000
32
Roman Green Glass Jar
Circa 2nd century A.D.
With a bulbous body and a flared open mouth.
Height 4 1/2 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600

33
Roman Green Glass Trefoil Oinochoe
Circa 2nd century A.D.
With a bulbous body and cylindrical neck ending
in a pinched spout, with an applied loop handle.
Height 3 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600

34
Roman Green Glass Lentoid Amphoriskos
Circa 2nd century A.D.
With a bulbous body and thin neck, with darker
colored twin applied handles under the rim to
either side of neck. Height 4 5/8 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500

35
Roman Green Glass Two-Handled Jar
Circa 2nd-3rd century A.D.
With a folded rim and applied filigree handles,
decorated in two-tone with a trailing zig-zag
pattern around body, pontelle mark on base,
joined with wax to a Plexiglas base. Height 5 3/4
inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,000-4,000
36
Roman Green Glass Double Unguentarium
with Handle
Circa 2nd-3rd century A.D.
The cosmetic vessel comprised of co-joined
slender twin-blown tubes and a high-strap loop
handle, with an ornate decoration of trailing glass
zig-zags to the side. Height 9 inches. One
handle detached.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,000-2,000

37
Roman Green Glass Pastiche
Circa 3rd-4th century A.D., with later added
silver
Comprising a base and top of two different
vessels combined with a modern silver join at the
neck and ring base, numbered 960 at base.
Height 6 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500
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38
Late Roman Blown Green Glass Aphoriskos
Circa 5th-7th century B.C.
The long slender body with a cylindrical neck
ending in a flared rim, with twin handles at the
neck, on a pointed base. Height 15 5/8 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,000-4,000

39
Byzantine Mold-Blown Green Glass Jug
Circa 5th-6th century A.D.
Of hexagonal form, the pouring vessel with a
textured fluted body and a narrow neck ending in
a reinforced rim, with a ribbon handle. Height 7
3/4 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$3,000-5,000

40
African Akuba Wood Doll
Ghana
The fertility doll of abstract form, with a round
two-dimensional head above a cylindrical body.
Height 17 inches.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600

41
Pedro Veli
Peruvian Gourd. A carved Peruvian gourd, the
bottom incised Pedro Veli/Cochas
Chico/Huancaro/Peru, height 8 inches, length 12
inches. A accession number inked on the
bottom.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$100-200
42
Palm Frond Fossil
A palm frond fossil sculpture, Eocene period,
likely the Green River region of South Western
Wyoming
16 height x 18 length x 2 inches deep, irregular
edges.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$4,000-6,000

43
A pair of Chinese carved softwood twisted
bamboo sidechairs
Early 20th century
The crest rail, rear posts, legs, and aprons
carved in imitation of bamboo, the back splat
carved with a shou medallion
. Some areas of wear
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
44
Pair of Painted Chinoiserie Panels
Pair of painted panels in the Chinese style, likely
European, possibly on paper, depicting a man
presenting flowers to a maiden and a flautist
playing for a child, both set in lush gardens, in
bamboo style frames
58 x 31 inches (147 x 80 cm)
Some visible stains, not examined out of frames
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,000-1,500
45
A Southeast Asian Mixed Metal Three-Tier
Gong
19th-20th century
The shaped metal frame suspended with three
graduated circular gongs and fitted with a later
hammer; 28 inches high x 5 1/2 inches deep
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-300

46
An American Scrimshaw Whale's Tooth
Likely 19th century
Engraved with a Native American holding a
flintlock gun on one side, the reverse engraved
with a seated lady reading a manuscript in 18th
century costume, all surrounded by meandering
vines; 4 1/2 height x 2 wide x 1 1/4 inches deep
Minor wear.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600

47
Mechanical Bank
Trick Dog. Cast iron painted mechanical bank
titled Trick Dog on the base, with key, length 8 x
height 8 inches. Some wear; Offered with a
reproduction example of the same. (2)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-300
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48
Cast Iron Banks
Two cast iron banks. The first 4 inches high,
lettered "State Bank" on the front, the second
cast with "Bank" to the front, height 3 1/2 inches.
Both with remnants of original paint. Some wear
to each. (2)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$100-200
49
Tin Banks
A group of four small banks. Comprising The
Queen's Dolls' House, tin bank in the form of a
house, height 3 1/2 inches, some wear; Bab-O,
can bank with paper label, height 3 inches, chip
to paper; Betsy Ross Tea, can bank with paper
label, height 4 inches, some wear; and Fidelity
Trust Company/Boston, Mass., metal with
decorated cover, lacks key, losses. (4)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$100-200
50
Cast Iron Mechanical Bank
William Tell.
Patented and dated on the bottom circa 1896,
with remnants of original paint, length 10 x height
6 inches. Worn.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-400
51
Cast Iron Mechanical Bank
Dog on a Turntable.
Cast iron mechanical Dog on Turnstile bank,
height 4 1/2 inches, partly refurbished, nice
brown patina, minor wear.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-400
52
Cast Iron Mechanical Bank
Chief Big Moon. Manufactured by J & E
Stevens Co., Cromwell, CT, with "Patent Applied
for" stamped on base, green and brown paints
with some light retouches, overall fine condition.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-700
53
Cast Iron Mechanical Bank
Creedmore. Patented 1877 and manufactured
by J & E Stevens Co. Attractive example with
decent patina, slight paint loss, fine condition
overall.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-300

54
Cast Iron Mechanical Bank
Humpty Dumpty. Patented 1882, manufactured
by Shepard Hardware Co., Buffalo, NY, paint
loss and discolored to brown finish, with red hat,
good mechanics, fine overall.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500

55
Cast Iron Mechanical Bank
Boy Scout Camp. Manufactured by J & E
Stevens Co., Cromwell CT. Boy standing inside
tent, rather faded example with remnants of
green and yellow paints, good to fair condition.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-900
56
Modern Replica of Elephant Howdah
Attractive example with near complete paint,
Very Good Condition.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$80-120
57
Cast Iron Mechanical Bank
Professor Pug Frog's Great Bicycle Feat.
Mechanical cast iron bank, showing brownish
patina on this example of a rarer bank, some
refurbishment to the crank, good overall.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,000-2,000
58
Cast Iron Mechanical Bank
Eagle and Eaglets. Manufactured by J & E
Stevens Co., Cromwell, CT. Green and brownish
paint with colored claws, good mechanics,
overall very good condition.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
59
Five Coin Security Bank in Tin
Attractive tin bank with detailed scroll work,
manufactured by Chas. W. Shonk Co., Chicago,
U.S.A. Very good condition.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$100-200

60
[TELESCOPE]
Culpeper Instruments Table Telescope. A
brass catadioptric table telescope with a single
objective lens by Culpeper Instruments, England,
circa 1979, the top engraved, with a 3 inch mirror
with cover, length 22 inches, height 16 inches. A
few scuffs.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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61
An associated pair of George III style globe
topped columns. Two turned oak columns
terminating with small globes on gilt plinths. One
is slightly taller and with a fluted column and with
a more ornate plinth, the other with a plain
column and plinth, the bases matching.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600

62
[TERRESTRIAL GLOBE]
BERTAUX, EMILE. Globe Terrestre d'apres
les Decouvertes les Plus Recentes. Paris:
Emile Bertraux, [circa 1870]. Diameter is
approximately 19 1/2 inches (49.5 cm) and the
total height with the stand is 42 1/2 inches (108
cm); globe consists of twelve hand-colored
lithographed paper gores and two calottes
pasted to a plaster and wood sphere; the globe's
graduated brass meridian circle is set within a
later stand consisting of a wooden horizon ring
with a printed paper surface showing zodiac
symbols, wind directions and a calendar with
months; wood stretchers with acorn finials,
supported by three turned wooden legs with
metal casters; legs with a y-shaped stretcher
centered by a circular compass, with a printed
paper dial under glass. Globe with small nicks,
scratches, losses and restorations, hand color
toned, printed paper over horizon ring is a later
reproduction with a few cracks and chips to the
edges.
A fine and highly detailed French terrestrial
library globe showing the earth's geography as it
was mapped in the late nineteenth century. The
globe includes the oceans' major currents, the
declination of the sun, color-coded European
colonial possessions, the locations of railway
tracks, telegraph lines, and ocean liner routes,
as well as the tracks of various explorers,
including Columbus, Cook, Vancouver, D'Urville,
and Freycinet, among others.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$3,000-5,000

64
Jean Dufy
French, 1888-1964
Flowers
Stamped Jean Dufy (lr)
Pencil on paper
15 x 14 3/8 inches (38.1 x 36.5 cm)
Provenance:
Sale, Christie's, Nov. 17, 1988, lot 113 (as one of
three works)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500
65
Jean Dufy
French, 1888-1964
Still Life
Stamped Jean Dufy (lr and ll)
Ink on paper
12 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches (31.8 x 24.1 cm)
Provenance:
Sale, Christie's, Nov. 17, 1988, lot 113 (as one of
three works)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500
66
Jean Dufy
French, 1888-1964
Urn Study
Stamped Jean Dufy (lr)
Crayon on paper
11 1/2 x 9 inches (29.2 x 22.9 cm)
Provenance:
Sale, Christie's, Nov. 17, 1988, lot 113 (as one of
three works)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500
67
Jamie Wyeth
American, b. 1946
Lighthouse
Inscribed and dedicated Painted For Jay / Blo'N
Past 95 / Phyllis and Jamie (lc)
Watercolor, gouache, and pencil on card
8 x 8 inches (20.3 x 20.3 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$6,000-8,000

63
Roberto Fernandino
Italian, 19th Century
Hamilton's Casino at Posillipo
Inscribed Casino d'Amilton a Posilipo / Presso
Ferdinando Roberto strada toledo no 56 (lc)
Gouache on paper
13 x 18 1/8 inches (33 x 46.3 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-800
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68
Christo and Jeanne-Claude (1935-2020 and
1935-2009)
SURROUNDED ISLANDS PROJECT FOR
BISCAYNE BAY, GREATER MIAMI, FLORIDA
(SCHELLMANN 132)
Color screenprint, photograph, collotype and
collage of map, masking tape and pink woven
polypropylene fabric, printed in two parts, on
Fabriano paper, 1987, part one signed, each
numbered 93/125 and inscribed part 1 and part
2, respectively, in pencil, printed by Domberger
KG, Stuttgart and each with their blindstamp,
published by Edition Schellmann, Munich and
New York, the full sheets, framed together.
Each sheet 15 x 15 3/4 inches; 381 x 400 mm.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$4,000-6,000
69
Francesco Clemente (b. 1952)
FALLING STARS
Color lithograph, 1997, on laid paper, signed in
pencil, numbered 127/200 verso, from Fifty One
Days on Mount Abu, published by Anthony
D'Offay, London, the full sheet, unframed.
Sheet 8 1/8 x 6 inches; 206 x 152 mm.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-400

70
William Henry
American, 20th Century
Ocean View
Signed William Henry (lr)
Watercolor on board
21 1/2 x 29 1/2 inches (54.6 x 74.9 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500
71
Joyce Howe
American, 20th/21st Century
Coastal Views and Shells
Signed Joyce Howe (lr)
Watercolor on paper
22 1/2 x 30 inches (57.2 x 76.2 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-400
72
20th Century School
Building with Palm Trees
Signed Rosenblatt and dated 8/73 on the
reverse
Oil on canvas
42 x 31 1/4 inches (106.7 x 79.4 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600

73
Tayssiya Nikolayevna Skorodumova
Russian, b. 1928
Workers
Signed and dated indistinctly (lr)
Watercolor on paper
16 x 21 1/2 inches (40.6 x 54.6 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-400
74
Tayssiya Nikolayevna Skorodumova
Russian, b. 1928
Rafters
Signed twice in Cyrillic and dated 90 (lr)
Watercolor on paper
18 1/4 x 22 inches (46.4 x 55.9 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-400
75
Russian School
20th Century
Untitled
Mixed media with collage on paper
Sight 19 1/2 x 15 1/2 inches (49.5 x 39.4 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500

76
Vadim Voinov
Russian, b. 1940
The Red Era
Signed and inscribed as titled in Cyrillic on the
reverse
Mixed media assemblage on panel
24 1/2 x 20 3/4 inches (62.2 x 52.7 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-900
77
Edward Yashin
Ukrainian, b. 1960
Tower II, 1991
Signed with initials and dated 91 (lr); signed,
dated 1991, and inscribed as titled in Ukrainian
on the reverse
Oil on canvas
43 1/2 x 33 5/8 inches (110.5 x 85.4 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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Mira Lehr
American, b. 1936
Untitled, 1994
Signed and dated M.T.L. 97 (lr); signed Mira
Lehr, dated 1997, and inscribed Miami Beach on
the reverse
Mixed media on paper laid to canvas
30 x 24 inches (76.2 x 61 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-300
79
Anna Mercedes Hoyos
Colombian, b. 1942
Portrait, 1991
Signed and dated Hoyos / 91 (lr)
Pencil on tracing paper
11 1/2 x 13 1/2 inches (29.2 x 34.3 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
80
Bernardo Torrens
Spanish, b. 1957
Susana III
Signed Torrens (lr)
Acrylic on panel
19 1/2 x 19 1/2 inches (49.5 x 49.5 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
81
Porfirio DiDonna
American, 1942-1986
Untitled: Three
Two signed and dated Porfirio DiDonna 1972 on
the reverse; one signed and dated Porfirio
DiDonna 1973 on the reverse
Acrylic on canvas
Largest 32 1/4 x 28 3/4 inches (81.9 x 73 cm)
Unframed
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,000-1,500
82
Petey Cox
American, 20th/21st Century
Lady of Elutheara, 2011
Signed and dated Petey Cox 2011 (lr)
Pastel on paper
Sight 19 x 19 inches (48.3 x 48.3 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-400

83
Gerry Morehead
American, b. 1949
Back Beat, 1984
Oil on two canvases
72 x 48 inches (182.9 x 121.9 cm)
Provenance:
Barbara Gladstone Gallery, New York
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600

84
Jonathan Santlofer
American, b. 1946
Untitled, 1982
Signed and dated J. Santlofer 1982 (lr)
Pastel on paper
50 x 38 inches (127 x 96.5 cm)
Provenance:
Pam Adler Gallery, New York
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-400
85
20th Century School
Aesculapius Healing: Triptych
Oil on canvas
Each 57 1/2 x 77 3/4 inches (146.1 x 197.5 cm);
overall 172.5 x 233.3 (438.2 x 592.5 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
86
Gordon Hart
American, b. 1940
Nein W., 1975
Signed Gordon Hart, dated 1975, and inscribed
as titled on the reverse
Oil and gold leaf on panel
32 1/2 x 23 1/2 inches (82.6 x 59.7 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500

87
Garnett Puett
American, b. 1959
Geometric II, 1987
Beeswax, steel and wood in glass case
Overall 36 3/4 x 15 x 15 inches (92.1 x 38.1 x
38.1 cm)
Provenance:
Dart Gallery, Chicago
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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Joshua Neustein
German, b.1940
Bale of Hay on a Blue Shadow at H.R.
Signed Neustein and inscribed as titled (ll)
Mixed media on paper
Mixed media with pastel and graphite on paper
9 5/8 x 7 5/8 inches (24.4 x 19.4 cm)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-400
89
Lordy Rodriguez
American, b. 1946
(i) Tennessee
Signed and inscribed © Copyright 2005. Lordy
Rodriguez. "Tennessee". Made in California.
Catalogue #:00241. (lr)
Ink on paper
34 x 28 inches (86.4 x 71.1 cm)
Exhibited:
Austin Museum of Art, Austin, Texas, Lordy
Rodriguez: States of America, Feb. 21 - May 17,
2009
(ii) Houston City, Florida and Area
Signed and inscribed © Copyright, 1997. Lordy
Rodriguez. Made in China. This Will Self
Destruct in Five Minutes. (lr)
Ink on paper
9 x 12 inches (22.9 x 30.5 cm)
Unframed
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
90
POIRET, PAUL and VAN DONGEN, KEES
Deauville. Aquarelles gravées sur cuivre par
Maccard et dessins en couleurs de Van
Dongen. Paris: Editions M.-P. Tremois, [1931].
Copy 209 of 300 copies (i.e. on Arches).
Publisher's blue board portfolio, lettered in white,
white buckram spine, the contents loose in
wrappers with a pochoir design by Van Dongen.
18 x 13 cm (45 x 32 cm); eleven pochoir-colored
etchings, 5 full page, plus the illustrated cover
and five vignettes. Portfolio somewhat scuffed,
wrapper a little toned, four of the five plates very
well framed, but the portfolio is complete
including these.
A scarce and desirable work, quite scarce
complete with all the plates (though as noted,
four are separately framed here).
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,000-3,000
91
[MATISSE, HENRI]
ROUVEYRE, ANDRE. Repli. Gravures de
Henri Matisse. Paris: Éditions du Bélier, [1947].
Copy 68 of 315, signed in pencil by the artist and
the author. Publisher's pochoir-colored wrappers
in the slipcase of issue. 10 x 6 1/2 inches (25 x
16.5 cm); 170 pp., with ten lithographs and six
linogravures by Matisse. The slipcase worn and
restored, generally a fine copy.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$3,000-5,000

92
JOYCE, JAMES & MATISSE, HENRI
Ulysses. New York: Limited Editions Club, 1935.
Number 1476 of 1500 copies signed on the
colophon by Matisse. Publisher's decorated
brown cloth, upper cover embossed with a large
design in gilt after Matisse, card slipcase
present. 11 3/4 x 9 inches (30.5 x 23.5 cm); xvi,
[2], 365 pp.; six soft-ground etchings by Matisse,
each with a series of reproductions of the artist's
preliminary drawings. Slipcase worn and crudely
repaired with tape, the book with minuscule
rubbing, some separation of the front endpaper
at the hinge.
This was the first illustrated edition of Ulysses.
Artist and the Book 197; Slocum & Cahoon A22.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$3,000-5,000
93
[NONESUCH PRESS]
HOMER. The Iliad; The Odyssey. London: The
Nonesuch Press, 1931. One of 1450 and 1300
copies respectively. Two volumes, publisher's full
brown niger morocco gilt in marbled slipcases.
10 1/4 x 5 3/4 inches (26 x 15 cm); 927 pp., 759
pp. Light wear to slipcases, the binding with
virtually none of the usual darkening, covers very
slightly spotted, a very handsome set overall.
Printed at Enschede en Zonen in Haarlem, this
edition features the Greek text opposite the
English, and has exceptional type ornaments
throughout, these engraved (and the text
composed by) Rudolf Koch and Fritz Kredel.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
94
LOUYS, PIERRE
Les Chansons de Bilitis. Paris: A. Ferroud and
F. Ferroud (successor), 1906. Copy 6 from the
edition du tete (i.e. one of 60 copies), plates in
two additional states, initialled by the publisher,
from a total edition of 325, this copy with an
original drawing on real vellum by Raphäel
Collin, the illustrator of the work, not called for in
the justification. Full red crushed levant morocco
by Zucker of Philadelphia, the covers ruled in
gilt, spine in six compartments with onlays on
green (lettered in the second), broad gilt
dentelles, front doublure with the onlaid figure of
a nude against a purple ground, the figure
surrounded in an onlaid border of green; the rear
doublure with a design of a lyre, similarly
ornamented, marbled endpapers; the whole
housed in a cloth jacket and slipcase. 10 3/4 x 7
5/8 inches (27.5 x 19.5 cm); x, 180 pp., etched
illustrations by Raphäel Collin throughout in triple
state. The binding with some minimal wear, a
few spots of foxing (and one plate quite foxed),
but in all a fine example of this attractively
presented work. Bookplate of Benjamin
Abraham.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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LOUYS, PIERRE
Aphrodite. Paris: A. Ferroud and F. Ferroud
(successor), 1909. Copy 50 from the edition du
tete (i.e. one of 65 copies), plates in three states,
initialled by the publisher, from a total edition of
485, this portion printed on Japon imperial. Full
purple crushed levant morocco by Zucker of
Philadelphia, the covers with geometric onlays in
red diapered in gilt around a central cartouche,
spine in six compartments with onlays in red,
lettered in the second, broad dentelles, marbled
pastedowns and endpapers; the whole housed in
a cloth jacket and slipcase. 11 x 8 inches (28 x
20.5 cm); viii, 281 pp., [5] pp., color woodengraved illustrations by Raphäel Collin
throughout in triple suite. The binding with some
minimal wear, but in all a fine example of this
attractively presented work. Bookplate of
Benjamin Abraham.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$700-1,000
96
[FINE BINDING]
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayaam the AstronomerPoet of Persia rendered into English verse.
London: Macmillan and Co., 1899. "Vellucent"
binding signed by Cedric Chivers of Bath on the
rear turn-in, the covers with a design after H.
Granville Fell [unsigned], the front cover with a
young woman pouring wine from a jug, against
an Art Nouveau background delicately, the rear
with a book and a tree of life surmounted by a
singing bird, both designs (and spine) of
watercolor under transparent vellum, the design
accentuated with gilding to the vellum, the whole
protected in a pull-off case. 8 x 5 1/2 inches (20
x 14 cm); 112 pp. Minute wear, trifling defect to
the head of the front joint, but overall a
spectacular example of the firm's best-known
binding style.
Chivers had several other patented techniques
for the preparation of decorative bindings, but
the so-called "Vellucent" bindings are commonly
met with. We have seen other examples of the
present design, which is by the illustrator H.
Granville Fell, who did many striking designs for
the bindery. Another "Vellucent" version of the
present may be seen in Maggs catalogue 1212,
lot 291 (that example unsigned but certainly
Chivers), and the same motif in a different
technique may be viewed in the present Doyle
catalogue.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$700-1,000

97
[FINE BINDING]
KHAAYAM, OMAR. FITZGERALD, EDWARD-trans. Rubaiyat of Omar Khayaam. London:
Macmillan and Co., 1900. Ornate red morocco
gilt by Ramage, covers with a central quatrefoil
cartouche framed with a seme border, this
surrounded by a vinework arabesque design, the
vines terminating in onlaid peacock feathers or
leaves, gilt rule; spine in six compartments
lettered in the second, broad ornate dentelles
(signed by Ramage at the foot of the lower front
dentelle), cream silk pastedowns and endleaves,
all edges gilt. 5 7/8 x 3 3/4 inches (15 x 9.75 cm);
111 pp. Very light rubbing.
An attractive example of the work of one of the
leading London carriage-trade binders of the late
nineteenth-early twentieth century. The finishing
on Ramage bindings is frequently of a high
degree of excellence--this specimen is no
exception.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-800
98
[FINE BINDING]
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayaam the AstronomerPoet of Persia rendered into English verse.
London: Macmillan and Co., 1903. Tan cuir
repoussé signed by Cedric Chivers of Bath on
the rear turn-in, the covers with a design after H.
Granville Fell [unsigned], the front cover with a
young woman pouring wine from a jug, against
an Art Nouveau background, the rear with a
book and a tree of life surmounted by a singing
bird, both designs delicately hand-tinted and
heightened with gilt tooling, the whole protected
in the original felt-lined case. 8 x 5 1/2 inches (20
x 14 cm); 112 pp. Minute wear, a tiny wormhole
on the rear joint with a resultant trifling defect to
the rear endpaper and final blank, but overall in
exceptionally pretty condition.
While best known for their underpainted vellum
bindings (for a specimen painted to the same
design as the present see the present
catalogue), Chivers had several other patented
techniques for the preparation of decorative
bindings. We have seen other examples utilizing
the present method by the firm, but they are
much rarer than their work bound in transparent
vellum, and are, if anything, more striking, close
to the technical level of the French practitioners
of the modelled leather style of binding. The
illustrator H. Granville Fell did many superb Art
Nouveau designs for the bindery; another
version of the present may be seen in Maggs
catalogue 1212, lot 291 (and in the present
Doyle catalogue).
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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[FINE BINDING-KHAYYAM, OMAR]
BJERREGAARD, C.H.A. Sufi Interpretations
of The Quatraine of Omar Khayyam and
Fitzgerald. New York: J.F. Taylor and Co., 1902.
Number 19 of 26 copies, signed by the author.
Finely bound in dark green morocco gilt (by
Bécourt), with gilt lettering and a triangular grape
cluster design on the front cover, the spine
tooled and lettered in gilt and with grape clusters
between the raised bands, red morocco
doublures with gilt-stamped inscription in Arabic,
red watered silk and marbled endpapers. 12 x 9
inches (30 x 23 cm), Chromolithographed
additional title, 6 watercolored plates, some
heightened in gold, and 3 monochrome plates,
each with lettered tissue guards. A few stray
spots or marginal stains within, rubbing to
corners and extremities, scratches to rear cover.
A sumptuous production issued in a low
limitation, with watercolored plates, and in a fine
binding.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,000-1,500
100
[BINDING-JACQUES AUGUSTE DE THOU]
COLLINSON, REVEREND J. Life of Thuanus,
with some account of his writings, and a
translation of the preface to his history.
London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme,
1807. Red morocco decoratively gilt in the style
of a De Thou fanfare binding, top edge gilt,
binding signed by Macdonald N.Y. 8 1/8 x 5 1/4
inches (20.75 x 13.25 cm.); x, [2], [v]-xx, 467 pp.,
engraved frontispiece portrait, 1 pp. of ads at
rear. Rubbing and wear along spine and corners,
spine slightly darkened, contents intermittently
spotted and toned.
A biography of the French book collector,
historian, and statesman Jacques Auguste de
Thou, bound in an ornate fanfare binding
reminiscent of some of De Thou's more
elaborate bindings (such as those now in the
British Library's collection).
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$150-250
101
[BINDINGS]
MILTON, JOHN. The Works of John Milton.
London: Bickers and Bush, 1863. 8 volumes.
Three-quarters tan morocco by Bayntun, the
spines tooled and lettered in gilt and with blue
and green lettering labels. 9 x 6 inches (23 x 15
cm); plates and facsimiles. Light fade to spine,
contents lightly toned.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500

102
[BINDINGS]
GRIFFITHS, ARTHUR, Major. Mysteries of
Police and Crime. London: Cassell & Co., 1902.
Three volumes. 9 x 6 1/2 inches (23 x 16 cm);
illustrated. Nicely bound by Bayntun in threequarters green morocco gilt over marbled
boards, the spines stamped with a dog motif and
lettered in gilt, raised bands, all edges gilt. With
half-titles. Some spotting to preliminaries, the
bindings fine.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500
103
[BINDINGS]
IRVING, WASHINGTON. Life of George
Washington. New York: Putnam, 1855-1859.
First edition. Five volumes. Finely bound in full
blue morocco gilt, the covers panelled in gilt, the
spines tooled and lettered in gilt with raised
bands, gilt turn ins, marbled endpapers, the top
edge gilt, the original cloth covers bound in at
rear. 9 x 6 inches (23 x 14 cm); plates. Spotting
to plates, the bindings fine.
An attractive set. Sabin 35189.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-800
104
ADAMS, JOHN QUINCY
Autograph poem signed. Sonnet to Miss
Margaret L. Gamble. In remembrance of an
excursion in company with her and a numerous
party to Harper's Ferry, on the Chesapeake and
Ohio Canal--May 1834. Single page. written in
ink on a sheet headed with an engraved vignette
of a fountain in a landscape, with a dog reclining
at the base. 7 5/8 x 5 7/8 inches (19.5 x 15 cm);
five-line title as given, the fourteen lines of the
sonnet followed by his signature. Minor foxing,
soiling.
Adams was an enthusiastic and by no means
unaccomplished poet, frequently favoring young
ladies of his acquaintance with verses, as here.
There is a slightly melancholic tinge to the
present example; as he writes "Lady! The
remnant of my days is small--And many a joyous
year, in prospect thine." The conclusion of the
sonnet "Remember one, the senior of thy line,
Who in the opening blossom of the Spring, Saw
that, in thee, to love and to admire; Tho which,
his soul, in brighter worlds shall cling-- And
when, on Seraph's pinions thou shalt rise, Shall
hail Thee, welcome to thy kindred skies" adheres
to the same theme of youth and age, not to
mention immortality.
Provenance:
Christie's New York, May 19, 2006, lot 53
The Forbes Collection of American Historical
Documents, Part IV.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,000-3,000
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ADRICHOM, CHRISTIAN
Situs Terrae Promissionis SS Bibliorum
Intelligentiam Exacte Aperiens. Amsterdam:
crica 1590. Engraved map on joined sheets. 14
1/2 x 40 inches (37 x 101 cm). Repair including
tissue infill to worming and small tears, the right
edge trimmed close to border and mounted to an
old stub (likely original), some wear along
seams.
Adrichom's very finely detailed large format map
of the Holy Land was first included in the
Theatrum Terrae Sanctae, published in
Amsterdam in 1590.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
106
[AFRO-AMERICANA]
West Indian Illustrations of Shakespeare.
Georgetown, Demerara [i.e. British Guiana]:
James Thomson at The Argosy Office; and
London: John Haddon & Co., n.d. [1870]. First
edition. Original publisher's cloth, upper cover
blocked in black, titling in gilt. 10 1/4 x 13 1/2
inches (27 x 34 cm), title and fifty uncolored
lithographic plates. Front cover detached and
bumped, free endpaper detached, extreme foreedge a bit bumped, generally a clean copy
internally.
An extremely scarce work of satirical humor
based on Shakespearian quotations, illustrated
with supposed scenes of Guyanese life. The
date is taken from OCLC, though the one citation
we can find in the literature suggests 1885,
without stating a source for this date. In any
case, a rare and unusual Caribbean imprint and
quite rare (the only example we find at auction is
one we sold in 2009).
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-800
107
ALVAREZ, FRANCISCO-editor
Noticia del establecimiento y poblacion de
las colonias Iglesias en la America
Septentrional. Religion, orden de gobierno,
leyes y costumbres de sus naturales y
habitantes; calidades de su clima, terreno,
frutos, plantas y animales; y estado de su
industria, artes, comercio y navegacion...
Madrid: Antonio Fernandez, 1778. First edition.
Cream period vellum lettered in ink. 8 x 5 3/4
inches (20.5 x 14.5 cm); 196 pp. Vellum a trifle
soiled, clean tear to gutter margin of S4,
generally a sound, fresh copy internally.
An interesting account, from the Spanish
perspective, on the American colonies, including
Canada. Howes A-92; Palau 9252; Sabin 975.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-700

108
ALVAREZ, FRANCISCO-editor
Noticia del establecimiento y poblacion de
las colonias Iglesias en la America
Septentrional. Religion, orden de gobierno,
leyes y costumbres de sus naturales y
habitantes; calidades de su clima, terreno,
frutos, plantas y animales; y estado de su
industria, artes, comercio y navegacion...
Madrid, Antonio Fernandez, 1778. First edition.
Modern Spanish calf. 7 1/2 x 5 1/2 inches (19.5 x
13.5 cm); 196 pp. Generally a fresh copy.
Bookplate of Ruben J. Dussaut.
Written only a year before Spain joined forced
with the Revolution in America, this little work
contains a wealth of information on the British
colonies in North America. Howes A192; Palau
9252; Sabin 975.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
109
[ANCHOR LINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY]
A Souvenir of the Anchor Line Agents
Excursion on the Steamer California, August
14, 1872. New York: D. Appleton & Co., no date
(1872). First edition. Publisher's full dark green
pictorial cloth with elaborate gilt front cover
design reproducing the title-page elements; rear
cover blind-stamped. 12 3/8 x 9 1/2 inches (31.5
x 24.5 cm); 114 pp.; engraved frontispiece of the
Anchor Line offices in New York, pictorial title
page, 9 further engravings, 5 engraved
vignettes, folding map of the Anchor Line's
steamship routes. Minor rubbing to spine ends,
corners just showing, some light spotting to rear
cover, else a very fine copy, clean throughout,
the gilt device on the cloth brilliant.
This work is the Company souvenir of a day
excursion that the company gave to its agents to
celebrate the 1872 launch of their new steamer,
California. The company treated "six hundred of
the active, indomitable, enterprising, and arguseyed agents of the Anchor Line to take a day's
coasting in one of the yachts of their own
squadron." Includes many statements by various
newspapers about the excursion, a history of the
Anchor Line, a condensed history of steam, the
application of steam to navigation, a history of
Atlantic steam navigation, and a short history of
locomotion beginning with the railroads. This
interesting work ends with a listing of the Anchor
Line Atlantic Fleet and the dimensions of each
ship. The half and full-page engravings include
numerous steamships of the Line as well as the
buildings of the Line in New York and Chicago.
This is a near-fine copy of a scarce book, of
which the only copies in the auction records are
quite worn.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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ANDERSON, S.P.
Long autograph letter signed from St.
Augustine, 9 July 1837, to Capt. D[avid]
Conner, U.S. Navy, in Philadelphia. 4 pp. on a
folded sheet, address panel and seal on final
page. 9 7/8 x 8 inches (251 x 201 mm);
interesting content and with extensive
commentary about Florida real estate values and
prices. Usual folds, short split on central fold.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-800
111
ATKINS, JOHN
A Voyage to Guinea, Brasil, and the West
Indies; in His Majesty's Ships the Swallow
and Weymouth. Giving a Genuine Account of
the several Islands and Settlements of
Madeira, the Canaries, Cape de Vard.
Sierraleon, Sesthos, Cape Apollonia, Cabo
Corso, and others on the Guinea Shore;
Likewise Barbardoes, Jamaica, &c. in the
West-Indies. Describing the Colour, Diet,
Languages Habits, Manners, Customs, and
Religions of the respective Natives and
Inhabitants. With Remarks on the Gold, Ivory,
and Slave-Trade: and on the Winds, Tides
and Currents of the several Coasts. London:
Ward and Chandler, 1737. Second edition.
Three-quarters calf, perhaps 1920s. 7 1/2 x 4 7/8
inches (19 x 12.5 cm); [ii, the title with a vignette
of a sailing-ship], xxvi, [2], 19-265 pp. (textually
complete thus), [1] pp. errata. Binding rubbed,
the title page remargined at the gutter with the
cost of one letter (to "in"), somewhat toned, a
few inkspots, small stains etc., and lacking all of
the advertisement leaves at beginning and end.
The advertisements are frequently found lacking,
as here. Sabin 2275.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600

112
BACK, GEORGE, Sir
Narrative of an Expedition in H.M.S. Terror,
undertaken with a view to Geographical
Discovery on The Arctic Shores, in the years
1836-7. London: John Murray, 1838. First
edition. Period three-quarters purple calf,
marbled sides, all edges sprinkled red. 8 3/8 x 5
1/8 inches (21 x 13 cm); viii, 456 pp., terminal
folding chart of Hudson's Strait, 12 lithographic
plates. Light binding wear and rubbing,
occasional minor toning or pale foxing to plates,
in all a sound and attractive copy.
Back's final Arctic voyage, the Frozen Strait
expedition, was an extraordinary affair, in which
his vessel was icebound for ten long months,
with such misadventures encountered as being
jammed against a cliff (and raised some forty
feet above the surface) by the pressure from the
ice. The vessel, a stoutly-made bomb ship,
survived these extraordinary rigors, though in
near-sinking condition, as did her men (save for
some few who died of scurvy). Back was an
artist of talent, and the plates in this book are
exceptionally good. Arctic Bibliography 850; Hill
44; Ricks p. 30; Sabin 2617; TPL 2033.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
113
[BANK OF SCOTLAND]
An Historical Account of the Establishment,
Progress and State of the Bank of Scotland.
[Edinburgh?:] Printed February 1728. First
edition. Early three-quarters calf. 8 1/2 x 6 1/2
inches (22 x 16 cm); vi, 54 pp. A few spots to title
but otherwise internally fine, the binding worn
and repaired, stamp to endpaper "From the
Collection of Dr. Karl Baumgarten" and with a
neat "sold" overstamp.
An uncommon pamphlet, here bound. STC
T79924 Kress, 3753; Hanson, 3873; Goldsmiths
6603.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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BARCLAY, ALEXANDER
A Practical View of the Present State of
Slavery in the West Indies; or, an
Examination of Mr. Stephen's "Slavery of the
British West India Colonies." Containing
More Particularly Account an Account of the
Actual Condition of The Negroes of
Jamaica... London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1827.
Second edition. Bound with: The Consolidated
Slave Law, Passed the 22d December, 1826,
Commencing on the 1st May, 1827. With
Commentary, Shewing the Difference Between
the New and Repealed Enactments, Marginal
Notes, and a Copious Index. [Kingston,
Jamaica]: Published for Augustus H. Beaumont
by the Courant Office, 1827. Cloth spine, brown
paper boards, gilt leather spine label, all edges
marbled. 8 1/4 x 5 1/4 inches (21 x 13.25 cm);
[4], [i]-v, [vi], [2], [vii]-xxv, [1], [1]-462 pp.; xii, 47,
[1], 3 pp.; 16 pp. of publisher's ads at rear.
Rubbing and wear to boards and spine, corners
and spine ends bumped, rear board scuffed with
black marks, contents occasionally spotted and
toned.
Alexander Barclay's rare study on slavery in
Jamaica, where he advocated for education and
gradual enfranchisement. This second edition
includes an additional preface, as well as a
printing of the recently enacted Consolidated
Slave Law of 1827, with notes and commentary,
and extracts from the Code Rural of Haiti.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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BARTRAM, WILLIAM
Travels through North and South Carolina,
Georgia, East and West Florida, The
Cherokee Country, the Extensive Territories
of the Muscogulges or Creek Confederacy,
and Country of the Chactaws. Dublin: J.
Moore, W. Jones, R. McAllister and J. Rice,
1793. First Dublin edition. Contemporary calf in
calf-backed slipcase. 7 7/8 x 4 7/8 inches (20.5 x
12 cm); xxiv, 520, [12] pp.; frontispiece, folding
map of East Florida and 7 plates as 6 (two
folding, plates one and two combined on a single
sheet). Generally clean internally but with minor
wear to joints, plates 1 and 2 combined with old
misfold and repairs, loss to lower portion of plate
6.
"Extensive travels, in the early years of the
Republic, through the southern frontiers and
among the Creeks and Cherokees. A work of
high character well meriting its wide esteem"
(Howes). The map depicts the east coast of
Florida. "He wrote with all the enthusiasm and
interest with which the fervent old Spanish friars
and missionaries narrated the wonders of the
new found world. He neglected nothing which
would add to the common stock of human
knowledge."- Field. Sabin 3870; Howes B223.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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BATISTA, FULGENCIO
Interesting archive of signed items relating to
Batista's article comparing Cuban affairs to
the Nuremberg Trials. [Havana:] circa February
1959-April 1960. An archive of letters and signed
items from Fulgencio Batista to Mr. H. Keith
Thompson in New York comprising: 1) a typed
letter in English signed with initials dated 12
March 1950 from Batista to Thompson enclosing
the materials; 2) a typed attestation from Batista
signed with initials and in full allowing Thompson
to publish the materials and photograph; 3) a
manuscript inscription from Batista to Thompson
signed with initials gifting his book Respuesta; 4)
a two page typed description of Batista's public
life in Cuba from the 1930s onward; 5) Batista's
four page typed article "Nuremberg y el Caso de
Cuba dated 23 February 1959, each page with
an ink flourish mid-page resembling Batista's
initials; 6) a two page English translation of the
previous; 7) a vintage 7 x 5 inch photograph
inscribed with initials from Batista to H. Keith
Thompson; and two typed letters signed by
representatives of Batista offering these
materials, dated April and September 1960. A
few markings and handling creases but very well
preserved overall.
An interesting archive of materials between
Fulgencio Batista, the ousted former President
and military dictator of Cuba, and H. Keith
Thompson, publisher and literary agent
described as a post-War "Nazi agent" for his
commitment to Fascism. While Thompson was
Batista's publisher, here the Cuban leader seeks
to distance the situation in Cuba from the
Nuremberg Trials. Batista writes (in translation):
"It is obvious that it is only with the disloyal
intention of disorienting world opinion that the
comparison has been attempted between the
International Tribunal of Nuremberg, its origins,
motives, structure and procedure and the
slaughter which is now being carried out in Cuba
in the face of general indignation ... Therefore I
shall reserve for a more appropriate occasion my
comments, which you ask of me in so gracious a
manner, on the Nuremberg Tribunal, and the
trials which bear its name, reiterating that they
neither resemble, nor are they similar to in any
respect, and therefore incapable of serving as a
precedent for the organized massacre which
Cuba is suffering."
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,000-1,500
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BEARD, PETER
The End of the Game. New York: Viking Press,
1965. First edition. Publisher's cloth, dust jacket.
11 x 8 inches (28 x 20 cm); 256 pp., illustrated.
Light edgewear to jacket with a one inch tear to
top edge of front panel near the spine, price
clipped, cloth lightly toned at head and tail of
boards with very minor edgewear, small stain to
front endpaper, contents otherwise clean;
Together with Longing For Darkness.
Kamante's Tales From Out Of Africa. New
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1975. First
edition, first printing. Publisher's boards, dust
jacket. Light edgewear to jacket and boards, faint
toning along top edge of jacket, minor bumping
to spine, altogether a well-preserved copy.
Two first edition books by the artist, author,
diarist, photographer and socialite Peter Beard.
They include his first book, The End of the
Game, which documented a changing East
Africa and cemented the author's reputation as
an artist and conservationist, as well as his
homage to Blixen's classic memoir Out of Africa,
but this time as told many years later by her
close friend and cook, Kamante Batura.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-300
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[BENBOW MUTINY]
An account of the arraignments and tryals of
Col. Richard Kirkby, Capt. John Constable,
Capt. Cooper Wade, Capt. Samuel Vincent,
and Capt. Christopher Fogg, on A Complaint
exhibited by the Judge-Advocate on behalf of
Her Majesty, at a court-martial held on board
the ship Breda in Port-Royal Harbour in
Jamaica in America, the 8th, 9th, 10th, and
12th Days of October, 1702. For Cowardice,
Neglect of Duty, Breach of Orders, and Other
Crimes, Committed by them in a Fight at Sea,
commenced the 19th of August, 1702. off of
St. Martha, in the Latitude of Ten Degrees
North, near the Main-Land of America,
Between the Honourable John Benbow Esq;,
and Admiral Du Casse with Four French
Ships of War. For which, Col. Kirkby and
Capt. Wade were Sentenc'd to be Shot to
Death. Transmitted from two eminent
merchants at Port-Royal in Jamaica, to a
person of quality in the City of London.
London: Printed for John Gellibrand; and are to
be sold by A. Baldwin, near the Oxford-Arms in
Warwick-Lane, 1703. First edition. Extracted
from a volume of pamphlets, sewn but unbound,
house in a cloth folding case. 11 x 7 1/8 inches
(28 x 18 cm); [2], [10 pp. Toned. Slipcase with
the bookplate of Aaron J. Matalon.
A rare account of the Benbow Mutiny on the
Spanish Main, near Cartagena, Columbia, one of
the great debacles of English naval history.
Benbow's squadron of seven vessels fought
Admiral Jean du Casse, but several of Benbow's
captains refused to engage the enemy, leaving
the brunt of the action to just three vessels.
Benbow himself was seriously injured by a
chain-shot (from which wound he would later
die), but wished to continue the chase. However,
six of his captains signed a declaration,
presented by Kirkby "that after six days of battle
the squadron lacked enough men to continue
and that there was little chance of a decisive
action, since the men were exhausted, there was
a general lack of ammunition, the ships' rigging
and masts were badly damaged, and the winds
were generally variable and undependable." This
led to the prosecutions of the signatories
described in the present document. Alden-Landis
703/84; JCB (3) III: 29; Bibliographia
Jamaicensis 94.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500
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[BIBLE, OLD TESTAMENT]
Biblia en lengua española. Traduzida palabra
por palabra de la verdad hebrayca, por muy
excelentes letrados; ... y aora de nuevo
corregida. Amsterdam: Joseph Athias, 5421
(1661 C.E.]. Early polished brown calf panelled
in blind, brass clasps, all edges stained blue;
rebacked and relined (by Palmer, Howe & Co., of
Manchester), preserving an old flyleaf now
pasted down. Housed in a cloth clamshell case.
7 3/4 × 4 3/4 inches (19 x 12 cm); xvi, 1325, [7]
pp., the last blank, collating 3*^(8) A-4O^(8);
Roman types with italic, title within woodcut
architectural border, woodcut head- and
tailpieces, woodcut cartouche tailpiece on 3*3r
and 4O8r with letterpress mottos set in oval
cartouches. Rebacked to style, scattered very
light browning, occasional red-pencil
underscoring or marginalia. Bookplate and
ownership notation of R.O. Darbishire on the
retained flyleaf, notations in ink of Elza Berkeley
(see below) on title.
The copy of the great Irish philosopher Bishop
Berkeley's, according to his daughter's-in-law
inscription on the title-page: "This fine Spanish
Bible belonged to My Honoured Father-in-Law.
George Berkeley late Lord Bishop of Cloyne in
Ireland presented to me by My Dear Husband Dr
Berkeley Prebd of Canterbury Eliza Berkeley
The Oaks Canterbury." Eliza Berkeley lived at
The Oaks from 1771 till about 1780. Her son
George Monck Berkeley died in 1793, and her
husband, Bishop Berkeley's son, died two years
later, in January 1795; Eliza Berkeley then
consigned the combined library of her father-inlaw, her husband, and her son, for sale by
Sotheby's and Leigh on 6-10 June 1796. This
library contained a remarkably large number of
books in Spanish; but the present book cannot
be found in the sale catalogue, having been
retained probably by Eliza Berkeley. The
Gentlemen's Magazine noted that "she read
Spanish, Hebrew, and French, always taking a
Spanish prayer-book to church" (See DNB).
This typographically appealing edition of the
Ferrara version of the Old Testament in Spanish
was at first intended for the use of Spanishspeaking Jews who had been driven from Spain
and Portugal; it was originally edited by Abraham
Usque (Duarte Pine) from an older Jewish
version existing only in manuscript, and was first
printed at Ferrara in 1553. The present edition
was produced by the leading Hebrew printer of
Amsterdam, and represents an attempt to
market the Ferrara version to a wider public.
Athias, a rabbi, advertised the approval of the
Inquisition and the privilege of the Duke of
Ferrara on the title-page, and the work was
revised by Samuel de Cazeres. A rare and
important edition of the Bible in Spanish, with
considerable interest as Hebraica. Darlow and
Moule 8481.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,000-3,000
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BLAEU, WILLEM
Virginiae partis australis et Floridae partis
orientalis, interjacentiumq, regionum Nova
Descriptio. Amsterdam: Blaeu, circa 1640.
Engraved double-page map with hand-coloring,
text on the verso in French. 15 1/2 x 20 inches
(39.5 x 51 cm) to the neatline, sheet measures
16 3/4 x 21 1/2 (39 x 50 cm); framed. Lightly
toned and spotted, backlabel to frame of The Old
Print Shop, New York. Burden, The Mapping of
North America, 253.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,000-1,500
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BLAEU, WILLEM
Institution astronomique de l'usage des
globes et spheres Celestes et terrestres,
Comprise en deux parties, L'une, Suivant
l'hypothese de Ptolemee, Qui veut que la
terre soit immobile; L'autre, Selon l'intention
de N. Copernicus, Qui tient que la terre est
mobile. Amsterdam: Jean & Corneille Blaeu,
1642. First edition in French. Two parts in one.
Contemporary calf, rebacked preserving spine
strip, the spine gilt tooled and with raised bands,
the lettering possibly later, the edges specked
red. 7 7/8 x 6 inches (20 x 15 cm); [18] 277 pp.,
woodcut illustrations in the text. The binding with
some leather replacement, the corners rubbed,
the lower joint starting with one cord slightly
exposed, the title with a few ink names crossed
out and a faint old dampstain affects the margins
of the first leaves, old bookseller's label to
pastedown, the Frank S. Streeter copy with his
booklabel.
Blaeu's rare manual on the usage of globes, first
published in Dutch in 1620 during the "golden
age" of globe production in the Low Countries.
This edition was reissued in French by Willem
Blaeu's sons, Jean & Corneille Blaeu. Divided
into two sections, the first is in accordance with
Ptolemaic theory, the second in accordance with
the contemporary Copernican system. This copy
sold in The Frank S. Streeter Library: Navigation,
Pacific Voyages, Cartography, Science,
Christie's New York, 16 April 2007, lot 40.
Houzeau & Lancaster 9714.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,000-3,000
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[BOWLES, WILLIAM AUGUSTUS]
The Life of General W. A. Bowles, A Native of
America - Born of English Parents, in
Frederick County, Maryland, in the Year 1764.
New York: Robert Wilson, 1803. First American
edition, after the London printing in the 18011802 volume of Public Characters. Modern red
cloth, gilt lettered black leather spine label. 8 3/8
x 5 /14 inches (21.25 x 13 cm); 31 pp. Toning
and spotting, lower margin of title frayed, book
label of Thomas W. Streeter.
The Streeter copy of William Augustus Bowles'
exciting biography. His adventures include
fighting as an English loyalist during the
Revolutionary war, living with Florida's Cherokee
and Muscogee tribes, marrying the daughter of
the Muscogee chieftain, and operating a trading
post for the British. In 1795 he formed a shortlived state in northern Florida known as the State
of Muskogee, and styled himself its "Director
General." After designing a flag and drafting a
constitution, Bowles raised an army and raided
the nearby Spanish territories. In He declared
war on Spain in 1800, but was eventually
captured and died imprisoned in 1805. Streeter
notes: "After "Finis," on p. 31, a belated report
from Havana dated June 13, 1803, is given,
announcing that "The noted Bowles was brought
prisoner to this city three days ago" and giving
the details of his capture. This is followed by a
later report from Havana, dated June 23, telling
of his imprisonment in Morro Castle. This is an
interesting account of a most unusual man. It is
not generally realized, I think, that he was a
nephew of Carrington Bowles, the English map
seller." Rare - 6 copies in OCLC, only one other
copy at auction since 1967, when this example
last appeared. Howes B667 ("b"); Sabin 7083;
Streeter sale, II:1197 (this copy).
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,500-2,500
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BRETON, RAYMOND
A Sammelband of three works, all first editions.
Dictionaire Caraibe-François, meslé de
quantité de remarques historiques pour
l'esclaircissement de la langue. Auxerre: Gilles
Bouquet, 1665. [Idem]. Dictionaire FrançoisCaraibe. Auxerre: G. Bouquet, 1666; and
[Idem]. Petit catechisme, ou sommaire des
trois premières parties de la doctrine
chrestienne. Traduit du François, en la
langue des Caraibes insulaires. Auxerre: G.
Bouquet, 1664. Three works, all in the first
edition, bound in one volume, period French
mottled calf in compartments, all edges sprinkled
red and brown. 6 x 4 1/4 inches (15.5 x 10.5 cm).
Pagination: [16], 480 pp.; 415, [1]pp., without the
inserted signature à4 found in some copies; 70,
[2] (blank)] pp., parallel French and Carib text.
Illustration: woodcut crucifixion on p. 16 of the
final work with Latin exhortation below, woodcut
initials, head- and tail-pieces, binding:
contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt in
compartments, binding slightly rubbed, lower
joint partly split. Internally these are generally
sound, clean examples.
Three exceedingly rare works, all in first edition,
prepared by Raymond Breton, a Dominican
missionary who was one of four of his order who
helped establish the mission of the Frères
Pecheurs in the French West Indies, as he notes
on the title-pages. He also issued a fourth work
in 1667, the Grammaire Caraibe, which is not
present here (likely this group was bound before
its publication), but each work stands on its own.
Breton spent twenty years from 1635 on in the
French West Indies working for the Antilles
missions, and his remarks in the works indicate
that he had attained a remarkably sympathetic
understanding of the culture of the Indians, as
well as a comprehensive grasp of their language.
Gaetano DeLeonibus, in The French Review,
volume 80, no 5 (April 2007) discusses at
considerable length the ethnographic value of
the present works, written for the instruction of
young priests departing for the region. The
language Breton recorded is now essentially
extinct, largely displaced by Arawak, so this
comprehensive lexicon is an important historical
document.
Some copies of the Dictionaire françois-caraibe,
the second work here, contain an inserted
gathering à^(4) containing two letters which
begin, "A Monsieur Claude André Lecler" and
"Aux Révérends Pères Missionaire." That is not
present here, nor was it in the Macclesfield copy,
the last example sold, in 2008. All the
publications are of considerable scarcity in
commerce. Sabin 7740 & 7741; JCB iii, pp. 123,
140, 151 & 108; Alden & Landis 665/20, 666/12
& 664/31.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$12,000-18,000
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BUCHON, JEAN ALEXANDRE
Atlas geographique, statistique, historique et
chronologique des deux Ameriques... Paris: J.
Carez, 1825. Modern decorated paper over
boards, cloth spine. 21 1/2 x 14 1/2 inches (54.5
x 37 cm); [ii], iv, with 51 double-page maps
hand-colored by a contemporary hand, 8
letterpress tables, inlcluding the American and
Colombian Constitutions etc. (2 hand-colored)
and 2 plates, all mounted on guards. Old French
stamps on title, some plates toned.
This is a French edition of Carey and Lea's
Complete historical, chronological, and
geographical American Atlas of 1822 and 1823
(corrected to 1825). This appears to be the first
instance of an American atlas to be reprinted in
Europe. Phillips 1176
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,500-2,500
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BURR, AARON
Autograph letter signed ("Aaron Burr") to
"Elisha" (Elias) Boudinot (1740-1821), New
York, 21 September 1793. 12 x 8 inches (30 x
20 cm); single-page letter on a folded sheet with
the integral address panel on the conjugate leaf.
Portion of address leaf clipped away, light
browning along folds.
After six years of practicing law in New York,
Burr had been elected to the U.S. Senate. This is
written in his legal capacity, and demands funds
from the Livingston estate (perhaps that of
William Livingstone (1723-1790), a signer of the
Constitution and late Governor of New Jersey):
"The Debts due from Mr Livingstons Estate are
become so pressing that we can allow no longer
indulgence to the Creditors. Mr Reade joins me
in entreating that you will make the most speedy
settlement of the Debts in your hands to collect Atkinson's being the most considerable sum is
particularly relied on."
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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CASAS, BARTOLOME DE LAS
Den Spiegel der Spaensche Tierannije
geschiet in Westindien... Amsterdam: Cornelis
Lodewicksz, 1620; Part II by J.E. Cloppenburg,
1620. Early leather backed boards (nearly
defective). Two parts in one. 7 1/4 x 5 1/2 inches
(18.5 x 14 cm); the first part 52 leaves, A-N4
(without pagination), the second part [8] 126 pp.,
with engraved pictorial titles and 36 half-page
engravings within the text. Worn with a few
leaves detached, trimmed close at places, E4
with small loss to corner touching some text,
some edges frayed, old dampstain affecting
some leaves, the binding with losses and nearly
defective, sold with all faults.
A scarce Dutch translation of Las Casas' 1552
Brevisima Relacion de la Destruccion de las
Indias, which was first issued in 1610. The
present edition used the same plates as the
1610 edition to print the terrifying illustrations of
Spanish tortures inflicted upon natives in the new
world. This copy with a slip laid in reporting it
acquired in 1967 and the work is infrequent at
auction. Sabin 11259 (the first part only)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,000-1,500
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CASAS, BARTOLOMÉ DE LAS
Istoria o brevissima relatione della
distruttione dell' Indie occidentali... Venice:
Marco Ginammi, 1630. The second Italian
edition of Las Casas. Later Italian laced-case
paper binding (legatura alla rustica). 7 1/2 x 5 1/2
inches (19 x 14 cm); xii, 150, [2] pp., this last leaf
publisher's ads; the title with the fine printer's
device. Scattered pale staining throughout.
A rare early Italian edition of Las Casas's
account of the various iniquities of the Spanish
against the native populations of the New World,
first published in 1552 as the Brevísima relación
de la destrucción de las Indias. Sabin 11243.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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[CARIBBEAN]
Authentic Papers Relative to the Expedition
Against the Charibbs, and the Sale of Lands
in the Island of St. Vincent. London: J. Almon,
1773. Modern calf over spine and corners,
marbled paper boards, gilt decorated spine,
green leather spine label. 10 1/4 x 8 inches (26 x
20.5 cm); 83 pp. Very light edgewear, spine
faintly brightened, corners of title and adjacent
leaves toned, the occasional pale spot, leather
ex libris of Brent Grafton-Maxfield at upper
corner of front pastedown.
A compilation of British documents related to the
First Carib War (1769-1773) in Saint Vincent,
where Caribs successfully defended the
windward part of the island from the British army,
thereby rebuffing colonial expansion. Rare - no
copies have appeared at auction since 1991.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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CASAS, BARTOLOMEW DE LAS
Popery Truly Display'd in its Bloody Colours:
Or, a Faithful Narrative of the Horrid and
Unexampled Massacres, Butcheries, and all
manner of Cruelties, that Hell and Malice
could invent, committed by the Popish
Spanish Party on the Inhabitants of WestIndia: Together with the Devastations of
several Kingdoms in America by Fire and
Sword, for the space of Forty and Two Years,
from the time of its first Discovery by them.
London: Printed for R. Hewson at the Crown in
Cornhill, near the Stocks-Market. 1689. First
English edition. Modern ruled calf in period style,
the spine with gilt lettering and raised bands. 7
3/4 x 5 3/4 inches (19.5 x 13.5 cm); 4 leaves, 80
pp. Tissue strengthening to verso of the margin
of the title and first leaf, ink pagination to the top
right corners, paper flaw affecting headline of
leaf A3, spotting mostly to margins and edges.
The English translation of Bartolomé de Las
Casas' Brevissima Relacion, first published in
1552, which condemned atrocities reportedly
committed by the Spanish in the New World.
Printed for propaganda purposes, the text opens
with a section titled "The Cruelties of the
Spaniards in America" noting that "the Spaniards
never received any injury from the Indians, but
that they reverenced them as Persons
descended from Heaven, until that they were
compelled to take up Arms, provoked thereunto
by repeated Injuries, violent Torments, and
unjust Butcheries." The work is scarce: we note
only two copies at auction in recent decades and
few copies held institutionally. We trace this copy
to MacManus, Catalogue 234, 1977, item 234.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$3,000-5,000
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CASAS, BARTOLOME DE LAS
Oeuvres de Don Barthelemi de las Casas,
eveque de Chiapa, Defenseur de la liberte
des naturels de l'Amerique. Paris: Alexis
Eymery, 1822. First French edition of the
complete works. Two volumes. Contemporary
speckled calf, possibly Spanish, the covers with
a gilt border, the spines with red and black
lettering labels. 8 x 5 inches (20 x 13 cm);
frontispiece portrait, [7], cx, 409 [2]; [4], 503 pp.
Hinge cracked in volume I with prelims
detaching, spotting and small stains, the
bindings with some worm damage and small
losses. Palau 145385; Sabin 11276.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500
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[CATALOGUES]
A large group of early auction and dealer
catalogues relating to rare books, maps &
atlases, and related collections, 1950s-70s. A
fine large collection of auction catalogues from
Parke Bernet, Sotheby's, Kenneth Nebenzahl,
Goodspeed's, Charles Hamilton, etc.
Approximately 100 items. Most in original
wrappers, some with price lists laid-in, many with
notations. With various markings, some worn or
with detached or torn covers, sold as is.
A trove of scarce auction and dealer catalogues
retained by Mr. Kislak, including many of the top
collections of the day. Includes The Library of the
Late Barton W. Currie of Philadelphia, two parts,
1963; The Celebrated Library of Boies Penrose,
1971, two parts; Rare Books ... Collected by the
Late William Randolph Hearst, 1963; Frontier
Americana ... from the Stock of Peter Decker,
1963; The Distinguished Collection of
Presidential Autographs & Portraits formed by
Lindley and Charles Eberstadt, 1964; and many
other of note.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
132
CATHERWOOD, FREDERICK (1799-1854)
Jerusalem: two drawings, perhaps circa
1833. 12 1/4 x 18 1/2 inches (31 x 47 cm); pencil
and watercolor heightened with white on
watercolor paper mounted to card. With the
adhered overmats presumably removed some
time shortly after the sale of the drawings at
Christie's (who provided a measure of the matted
area only), with resulting damage to the extreme-previously obscured--margins, the drawings
showing some fading relative to these previously
matted portions. Some mostly minor foxing.
Frederick Catherwood, best known for his
explorations in Central America and for his
studies and drawings of Mayan sites, began his
career as a topographical artist with travels to
the Mediterranean. In 1833, he made a six-week
survey of the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem,
one of the first such by a Westerner. Given the
centrality of the Dome in these views from the
outskirts of the city, we would cautiously ascribe
these to that period of Catherwood's work. They
are, by any standard, important views of
Jerusalem by one of the foremost topographical
artists of the period.
Provenance:
John Davies F.R.I.B.A. and thence by descent;
sold Christie's Sale 7073 (Exploration and
Travel), Lot 258, Sept. 21, 2005 (at that time,
from the measurements, without removal of the
overmats); purchased by Bernard Shapero for
the Collection of Jay I. Kislak
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$3,000-5,000
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[CATS]
MIND, GOTTFRIED. X Blatter Katzengruppen.
Liepzig: Gerhard Fleischer, [1827]. Dark brown
bubble-grain cloth over spine and corners,
oblong marbled paper boards. 9 3/4 x 12 3/8
inches (24.75 x 31.5 cm); 8 pp., 10 lithographed
plates after Gottfried Mind, five of which are
hand colored. Rubbing and wear to boards,
spine ends and corners bumped, contents foxed.
A complete set of ten lithographs after Gottfried
Mind, the Swiss autistic savant animal artist
known as "The Rafael of Cats," along with a
biography of the artist.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-300
134
CHARLES V
Document signed "Yo el Rey", 18 November
1518. 12 1/2 x 8 1/2 inches (31.5 x 22 cm); one
page, 23 lines plus signature, countersigned and
with secretarial endorsements. Usual folds,
scattered foxing, but generally in excellent
condition, framed with a portrait.
Ordering that payment and livery be issued to
the halberdiers who had served his brother
Ferdinand.
Provenance:
With Kenneth Rendell
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,000-1,500

135
[CHASE, WILLIAM H.[ENRY], Trustee]
Sale of Town Lots at Pensacola, with a
Description of the Place, Climate, &c. [New
York]: printed by T. & C. Wood, 1836. Publisher's
stitched printed wrappers in leather-backed
slipcase. 10 x 6 inches (25.5 x 15.5 cm) [N.B. as
the brief text is printed on pages of irregular size,
the dimensions given are of the wrappers]; 8 pp.,
two fine large folding maps (see below). Minor
dust-soiling, a few minute creases to wrappers
and a central fold, likely from mailing; slight
separation to a fold of one map. The Edward
Eberstadt copy, with his collation notations; to
Thomas W. Streeter, with his book label.
Chase, a West Point graduate, was a military
engineer who had been assigned to construct a
fort to protect a newly-constructed naval yard,
christened Fort Pickens. Through associations
with local banks and businessmen, he amassed
considerable land holdings, which he and his
brother intended to develop through the scheme
shown in this pamphlet. However, the 1837
financial panic derailed their plans.
The two fine folding maps are lithographed by
Graham and Price. The first (23 x 18 inches) is a
"Plan of the New City of Pensacola with a part of
the Old City and Vicinity in West Florida, by G.
C. Chase, 1836." It shows the proposed blocks,
squares and streets. The second map (21 x 16
inches) shows "Concentrated Railroads and
Canals to Pensacola."
As with every Florida real estate proposal
(probably since the time of Ponce de León!), it
offers (for the time) somewhat inflated
assessments of the potential of the region: "Mr.
Chase predicts the permanent prosperity of
Pensacola, a future as a health resort and, an
enviable position as a commercial center."
Eberstadt stated that this work is unrecorded, but
we now trace three copies in institutions via
WorldCat, but is still unquestionably rare and
fugitive. Streeter Sale 1235.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-800
136
CHAZOTTE, PETER STEPHEN
Facts and Observations on the culture of
vines, olives, capers, almonds, &c. in the
Southern States, and of coffee, cocoa, and
cochineal, in East Florida. Philadelphia: J.
Maxwell, 1821. Full speckled calf by Sangorski
and Sutcliffe, gilt ruled, red leather spine label. 8
x 4 3/4 inches (20 x 12 cm); 24 pp. Very light
rubbing to extremities, faint toning to margins on
first and last few leaves, two small chips to leaf
edges.
Chazotte's rare study on the viability of certain
tropical crops, such as coffee and chocolate, in
Florida's climate was an inducement to the U.S.
government to establish a territory there. Florida
Territory was, in fact, incorporated the following
year in 1822. Sabin 12355 - "The only copy we
have seen has no title-page, place or date".
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,200-1,800
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[CIVIL WAR-UNION NAVY]
Five manuscript items concerning Acting
Master John McKay and the U.S.S. Preble,
with items signed by Gideon Welles and
David Farragut. [V.p.:] May 1861- December
1862. Five various items all relating to John
McKay, Acting Master in the U.S. Navy on the
U.S.S. Preble, then part of the blockade in the
gulf. Largest 10 x 8 inches (26 x 20 cm). Stains
and handling wear.
The five items here are: 1) A letter signed by
Secretary of the Navy Gideon Welles appointing
McKay Acting Master in the U.S. Navy and
ordering him to a vessel being fit for service, 18
May 1861.
2) A letter signed by the Commandant of the
Boston Navy Yard ordering McKay to report "for
duty on board the U.S. Sloop of War 'Preble,'" 11
June 1861.
3) A note ordering McKay to report to Lt. W.E.
Hopkins for duty as a member of a court martial
to be held on board the Preble, 13 August 1861.
4) A letter signed by Rear Admiral David
Farragut on board the Flag Ship Hartford then at
Pensacola Bay, detaching McKay from the
Preble and ordering him to report for duty on
board the U.S. Brig Bohio, 3 November 1862.
5) A note signed by N.W. Hitchcock, captain of
the U.S. Susquehanna then at Pensacola,
ordering McKay to report for duty on board the
Potomac, 3 December 1862.
Present is also a printed oath of the United
States, issued by the Provost Marshal of New
Orleans, dated only Dec. 7 and signed by Maria
McKay.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-300

139
[CIVIL WAR-MAPS]
The New York Herald War Maps and
Diagrams. New York: Edward Lloyd, n.d., circa
1861. An unusual compilation of lithographed
maps within a black border, appears to be four
sheets joined, the map likely issued on rollers
originally (not present). The map with about 29
maps with coloring in blue and pink and various
text description. Overall 35 1/2 x 45 inches (90 x
114 cm). Mounted to linen, worn with small
losses and stains, sold as-is.
This is an unusual composite map in a wall size
that appears to correspond with a special issue
of the newspaper dated 11 September 1861
titled "New York Herald/War Maps and
Diagrams" which comprised 35 maps on 8
broadsheets. The maps provide a very good
overview of the various theaters of the war, even
at the outset of the conflict. We not trace another
copy prepared as such and note a copy of the
newspaper issue pictured on the Curiosity
Collections webpage of the Harvard Library, see:
https://curiosity.lib.harvard.edu/scannedmaps/catalog/44-990101525720203941
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500

138
[CIVIL WAR]
Collection of ten autographs of Civil War
Union Generals and one U. S. Senator, each
signed on a card, the largest 2 1/4 x 4 inches,
housed in two frames. Includes Joseph Hooker,
Ambrose Burnside, Benjamin Butler, John
Sherman (Ohio Senator), Philip Sheridan,
William Rosecrans, Nathaniel Banks, David
Dixon Porter, George McClellan, Winfield Scott
Hancock and Hugh Judson Kilpatrick. The
Burnside with a few stains, other ink smudges,
overall very good, unexamined out of frames;
Together with an autograph document
General Orders No. 8. Fort Monroe, VA: 31
August 1861. One page document in pencil
signed secretarially on behalf of General Wool,
the orders celebrating the actions of the Army
and Navy in the Battle of Hatteras Inlet. 9 1/2 x 7
inches; framed. Unexamined out of frame but
with a few short splits to folds; An 1864
manuscript document relating to The
Chicago Platform. Washington: 13 September
1864. Signed in an unknown hand, regarding the
plan to build a new jail, framed; A manuscript
quotation by Benjamin Perley Moore, dated
1885, 3 x 5 inches, framed with a portrait. Good
condition overall; And a framed portrait of
General Philip Kearny. Not examined out of
frames. Together six frames.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-800
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[CIVIL WAR-CONFEDERATE]
Constitution or form of government for the
people of Florida, as revised and amended at
a Convention of the people begun and holden
at the city of Tallahassee on the 3d day of
January, A.D. 1861, and at a called session
thereof begun and held January 14th, A.D.
1862, together with the Ordinances adopted
by said convention at said called session.
[Tallahassee: 1862]. First edition thus. Stitched
as issued, housed in a red quarter morocco
case. 9 3/4 x 6 1/4 (24.5 x 15.5 cm); 48 pp., the
last signatures unopened. The cover leaf is
lightly toned and with an ink burn and spot in the
lower margin, the edges somewhat curled and
creased with a few short tears or chips, a few
pencil and crayon marks, generally well
preserved and in original condition.
The very rare final Florida Confederate
constitution. Following the election of Abraham
Lincoln in November 1860, a special secession
convention known as the "Convention of the
People of Florida" was called by Governor
Madison S. Perry and occurred starting January
3rd, 1861. By January 10th, the vote was
overwhelmingly in favor of secession and
convention delegates formally adopted an
Ordinance of Secession. Florida was the third
state to secede after South Carolina and
Mississippi. About this time the constitution was
printed at Tallahassee by Dyke and Carlisle at a
length of 68 pages. Florida joined the larger
Confederacy and the war began in April 1861. In
October Governor Perry was replaced by John
Milton who reversed some of Perry's resolutions
and a new convention was called for January
14th, 1862. The present constitution is the result
of that convention and, with its updated
resolutions including an executive council to
serve alongside the governor, is the wartime
constitution for Florida. It stood until the war's
end in 1865 (the year both Perry and Milton
died). Both issues of the constitution appear
equally rare with Rare Book Hub listing no
copies at auction and the most recent trade
listings being with Goodspeed in the 1940s. We
trace 18 institutionally held copies of the 1862
constitution.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$4,000-6,000
141
[CIVIL WAR-FLORIDA]
Battle of Olustee, Fla. Chicago: Kurz & Allison,
1894. Chromolithograph, framed.
Image 17 5/8 x 25 inches (49 x 63.5 cm);
framed. Visually fresh, not examined out of
frame.
The Battle of Olustee, fought on February 20th,
1864, was the largest battle fought in Florida
during the Civil War. The Confederate force
under General Joseph Finegan decisively
defeated the Union army commanded by
General Truman Seymour, and insured the
Confederates' control of Florida's interior for the
balance of the war.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-400

142
[CONSTITUTION]
DE LA ROCHEFOUCAULD D'ENVILLE, LOUIS
ALEXANDRE (Duc de), translator.
Constitutions des Treize Etats-Unis de
L'Amerique. Philadelphia and Paris: [printed for
La Rochefoucault and Benjamin Franklin by] Ph.D. Pierres and Pissot, Father and Sons, 1783.
One of 500 copies of the regular issue (100
copies were issued on large paper).
Contemporary French calf in modern slipcase, all
edges sprinkled red. 7 5/8 x 4 3/4 inches (19.5 x
12 cm); 540 pp., the title page with the obverse
of the Great Seal of the United States, the first
use in a book. Upper joint broken, lower joint
starting, extremities of binding repaired, first
signature pulling from text block, but a clean
copy internally.
The translator, the Duc De La Rochefoucault,
was profoundly sympathetic to the American
Revolution. He befriended Benjamin Franklin
soon after his arrival in France in 1776. This
work, which incorporates the Declaration of
Independence, Articles of Confederation, and the
treaties between the United States and France,
the Low Countries, and Sweden, includes over
fifty footnotes most probably by Franklin. Initially
a supporter of the French Revolution, and an
elected deputy of the Estates General of 1789,
he was killed in 1792 after his arrest while en
route to the Château de La Roche-Guyon.
As Streeter notes "Franklin's grand gesture in
publishing and distributing these constitutions,
about which there was an intense interest and
curiosity among statesmen, was one of his chief
achievements as propagandist for the new
American republic." Franklin himself stated his
aims with this publication in a letter to Thomas
Mifflin of 25 December 1783: "The extravagant
Misrepresentations of our Political State in
foreign Countries, made it appear necessary to
give them better Information, which I thought
could not be more effectually and authentically
done, than by publishing a Translation into
French...." It is a work of great appeal for its
association with Franklin, as the first appearance
in print of the Great Seal, and as an early
European printing of the primary documents of
American Independence. Howes C-716;
Livingston Franklin and His Press at Passy
pp.181-188; Sabin 16118; Streeter sale II:1035.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$3,000-5,000
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COOK, JAMES
The Three Voyages of Captain James Cook
Round the World. London: Longman, Hurst,
Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1821. Seven volumes
in period brown calf, rebacked to style, all edges
marbled. 8 5/8 x 5 3/8 inches (22 x 13.5 cm); xii,
398; vii, [1 blank], 368; vii, [1 blank], 372; viii,
304; vii, [1 blank], 472; xii, 503, [1 blank]; xi, [1
blank], 462 pp. Half titles in all but vols 3 & 5
(conforming to Forbes 522); frontispiece portrait,
24 aquatint plates, large folding map and 2
folding tables. Some binding wear, attractively
rebacked. Bookplates of Thomas Maitland and
Charles F. Roth, ink signature of H. Phelps
Clawson.
Abbey Travel 5; Beddie 94; Forbes 522.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$700-1,000

144
[COOKING]
M. H. [=perhaps maiden name of
TILLINGHAST, MARY?]. The young cooks
monitor: or, directions for cookery and
distilling. Being a choice compendium of
excellent receipts. Made publick for the use
and benefit of my schollars. The second
edition, with large additions. By M. H. London:
Printed for the author at her house in LimeStreet, 1690. Stated second edition. Bound with:
Rare and excellent receipts. Experienc'd, and
taught by Mrs. Mary Tillinghast. And now
printed for the use of her scholars only.
London: 1690. Two works in one volume,
modern sheep, all edges sprinkled red. 5 5/8 x 3
1/8 inches (14 x 8 cm); [iv], 9-160 pp. (ending
with finis); [ii], 30, [iv] pp. index for the first work;
the first A^(2) B-K^(8) L^(4); A-B^(8); [chi^(2)].
Spotted and browned, some staining, the title of
the first work reinforced at gutter; marginal tears
restored; worming affecting a few letters, the
lower margin of the second work cropped just
into text (not impacting legibility) at the lower
margin. The second work bears a 1691
inscription by Amy Wisley, perhaps one of
Tillinghast's "schollars."; there are the bookplates
of John Bostock, M.D., Edward Hailstone and
Claudia Q. Murphy.
A delightful work, with several medical recipes as
well as instruction on cooking and wine-making.
Stewed carp, dressed pullets and forcemeat
begin the first volume; the second commences
with a selection of pastry recipes, including puffpastry, and is devoted to pies, an area of
culinary endeavor not covered by the first work.
The pagination is as the ESTC copy in regard to
the four-page hiatus after the introductory matter
(we believe that the contents leaves, which
certainly do not belong to the second work where
they are presently bound, were originally located
before the main text and are properly A3 and A4
in the first work, i.e. pp. 5-8, but they are
unsigned and unnumbered, so this is partially
conjectural). The collation does differ from
ESTC, which notes "three contents leaves (quire
L), followed by a caption title: "An appendix to
the young cook's monitor," but in our copy quire
L is all receipts and the continuation (if
continuation it is) is the separately paginated and
quired book, whereas ESTC notes the
pagination running continuously to p. 180 (in the
previously noted appendix). These works are
almost vanishingly rare; we note only one
example (likely this) at auction (Sotheby's June
14, 1993, lot 113, $800) in the past fifty years or
more, clearly subsequently rebound (the
Sotheby's catalogue slip is laid into the copy and
matches otherwise). ESTC notes only five copies
of the two works, two in the U.S; of the second
three copies, none in the U.S. For the first work,
ESTC R218608, Wing (2nd ed.), H96 [but
probably an unrecorded variant]; for the second
work ESTC R221736, Wing (2nd ed., 1994),
T1183
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,500-2,500
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[COOKING]
MARTINEZ MONTINO, FRANCISCO. Arte de
Cocina, Pasteleria, Vizcocheria, y
Conserveria. Madrid: Joseph Fernandez de
Buendia for Manuel Lopez, 1662. Later edition
(first printed 1611). Contemporary Spanish
vellum binding, lettered in ink on the spine. 5 7/8
x 3 7/8 inches (15 x 10 cm); [8], 231, [9] ff.; fullpage woodcut illustration (of a spoon) at end of
text. The binding somewhat soiled, the front
hinge holding on one cord only, the text with
some toning, a few marginal tears. The
Macclesfield copy, with the North Library
bookplate with the arms of the Parkers, the Earls
of Macclesfield.
An important early Spanish cookbook, which
went through many editions after its first
appearance in 1611 (we note previous editions
of 1617, 1628, and 1637), with an edition as
recently as 1997. All early editions are rare. BL
STC Spanish XVIIc. M147; Palau 155362; cf.
Vicaire 607 (the 1617 edition)
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,200-1,800
146
[COOKBOOK-MANUSCRIPT]
A compilation of manuscript recipes and
medical cures in a wide variety of hands.
England: late seventeenth-19th century, written
in ink, a few recipes possibly later still, and one
or two pages with pencil notes almost certainly
modern. Full laced vellum. 7 1/2 x 6 inches
(18.75 x 15 cm); approximately 110 leaves.
Binding soiled and rather worn, internally well
handled, evidence of some excised leaves.
An unusual work, evidently handed down from
one housekeeper to another over some
considerable span of time (the earliest hands are
almost certainly seventeenth century, and the
latest substantive additions are perhaps early
19th century). Medical simples (some for very
serious conditions) alternate with delicious
receipts for wines, jellies, fruit confections,
Westphalian hams and the like, in about equal
proportion. This is a fascinating manuscript,
remarkable for the continuity of usage evidenced
in its pages.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$700-1,000

147
[COOKBOOK-MANUSCRIPT ]
Compilation of manuscript recipes and
medical cures in a wide variety of hands.
England: 18th century. Original panelled calf. 12
x 7 1/4 inches (30.5 x 18.5 cm); approximately
150 ff., carefully executed, with almost 400
recipes carefully inscribed in at least five
different hands, many of which are elegantly
accomplished. Common for recipe collections of
the period, the volume was divided in two
sections by turning it upside down and starting
again from the back. This method was often
used to divide medicinal and comestible recipes,
though here the first section mixes the two freely
(with "To dress carps with black sauce" being
immediately preceded by "To take away the
pimples or redness in the face"). The second
section does consist solely of medicinal receipts
and simples. Original panelled calf, worn and
abraded with loss of leather at corners, spine,
and edges; small mark on front and larger
excised section on the back cover from the
removal of a clasp. Joints partially open, ties
holding. Minor chipping to edges of some pages.
One free endpaper torn with loss to lower half;
first two leaves of mixed section with small burn
holes, some evidence of extracted leaves in a
blank section.
Some of the preparations seem to be handed
down through generations of a family, as in the
"Receit of my Lady Grandmothers poppy water."
Others originate elsewhere, and a number of
names are cited in the text, including Lady Carr,
Lady Licoatt, Lady Sidney Whyne, Lady
Pendegrass, Mr. Henry Howard, and "Coz
Thelivall." There are recipes here for sausage
(sounding very good though quite laborious),
cock ale (a widely lauded beverage of the
period), scotch eggs, "Sir Walter Raleighs'
cordial water" etc. etc.
For the most part, the collected recipes are much
more cleanly and neatly recorded than is usual in
culinary manuscripts; almost all are extremely
legible. In addition, the free endpaper at the start
of the mixed recipe section is decorated with an
oval, hand-inked calligraphic design.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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CROOKES, JOHN PHILIP EDWIN
Letters from the Steamship "Narva" written
by the late John Philip Edwin Crookes while
engaged in laying the electric cable between
Cuba and Florida in the discharge of which
duty he lost his life Sept. 22, 1867. London:
[William Crookes], 1868. Gilt decorated brown
morocco leather, gilt lettered front board, gilt
dentelles, all edges gilt, bound by H. F. Gyde. 7
1/8 x 4 1/4 inches (18 x 12 cm); [2], xiii, [3], 60
pp., illustration in text. Light wear to spine ends
and corners, a dried drip of clear glue at spine
not associated with any restoration, front board
slightly bowed, spotting to contents.
John Philip Edwin Crookes, an engineer on the
steamship CS Narva, worked to lay an electrical
cable between Havana Cuba and Key West
Florida for the India-Rubber and Gutta Percha
Telegraph Company. His letters from the journey
recount how the project was plagued by
difficulties, including bad weather, sailing off
course, losing the cable, and yellow fever, which
is what caused Crookes' early demise. The book
was published, edited and apparently typeset by
his brother, the eminent chemist William
Crookes. Rare, with no past auction records as
per RBH and ABPC, no copies currently offered
in the trade as per Vialibri, and only four
institutional examples as per Worldcat.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
149
[CUBA]
POR UN CUBANO PROPIETARIO[=SANTOS
SUÁREZ, JOAQUÍN]. La cuestion africana en
la isla de Cuba; considerada bajo su doble
aspecto de la trata interior y esterior. Madrid:
El Clamor Público, 1862. First edition.
Publisher's glazed paper wrappers in modern
cloth. 11 1/2 x 8 inches (29 x 20.5 cm); 63, [1]
pp. Cloth a bit soiled, the text a trifle toned.
A rare work proposing the abolition of the system
of slavery on which Cuban agriculture was
based, discussing the usual arguments for
slavery, refuting them, and suggesting ways be
which the abhorrent practice could be curtailed.
The attribution is from Figarola-Caneda. Dicc.
cubano de seudónimos. Slavery was ultimately
abolished in 1886 in Cuba, one of the last
Caribbean nations to use slave labor.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500
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DARBY, WILLIAM
Memoir on the Geography, and Natural and
Civil History of Florida, Attended by a Map of
That Country, Connected With the Adjacent
Places and an Appendix, Containing the
Treaty of Cession, and Other Papers Relative
to the Subject. Philadelphia: T. H. Palmer,
1821. First edition, a presentation copy from the
author. Disbound from a pamphlet volume. 8 1/4
x 5 1/4 inches (21 x 13 cm); retains the folding
map of Florida, lacks the syllabus and
advertisement leaves (8 pp.) at the rear. Several
tears to the section of the map from the tab, this
section(only) laid to linen, a few minor stains to
map, a few tiny tears to the extreme margin of
the first few leaves, disbound as noted.
Intended as a promotional work for the newlyacquired territory, the text includes notes on the
cultivation of coffee and cocoa. The Adams-Onis
treaty is appended at the rear. The detailed
folding map of Florida is one of the best available
at that period. It includes insets showing
Pensacola, Mobile Bay, and Espiritu Santo Bay;
the map was engraved by Benjamin Tanner. The
map also shows portions of Southern Georgia
and Alabama.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,500-2,500
151
DEL RIO, JOSE
Plan du Port et de la Ville de la Havanne leve
en 1798. [Paris:] par Ordre du Ministre de la
Marine et des Colonies, l'An IX de l'Ere
Francaise, [circa 1800]. Engraved map with the
"Depot de La Marine" stamp and place marker at
upper right "No. 69." Engraved by Etienne Collin.
17 1/2 x 22 1/2 inches (44.5 x 57 cm); matted
and framed. Toned and spotted.
A detailed plan of the harbor and fortifications
that surround the city plan of late 18th century
Havana. This is the uncommon French printing
of the plan made by Jose Del Rio of the Spanish
Royal Navy. Of note are the slave quarters,
named here as "Barracones," located just
outside the city wall.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500
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DES BARRES, JOSEPH FREDERICK WALLET
The North East Shore of the Gulph of Mexico.
London: circa 1780. A very large hand-colored
engraved map on four joined sheets. Overall 30
x 84 inches (76 x 214 cm). The verso silked
closing some tears, one small puncture in the
image above the word North in the title, other
abrasions and wear along folds, light spotting,
trimmed close along bottom edge costing some
of the thin border, worthy of conservation, sold
with all faults.
A scarce and monumental map of the north east
gulf coast from Des Barres' Atlantic Neptune,
showing the area from about current day Mobile
Bay, Alabama eastward to Apalachicola, Florida.
The circa 1780 Atlantic Neptune, remarkable for
its accuracy and great beauty, was used
extensively by the Royal Navy during the
American Revolution. The lands shown here are
uninhabited save small settlements at Pensacola
and a small village named Campbell Town. We
trace few examples of this fine chart at auction.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$3,000-5,000
153
[DODO]
BLAINVILLE, HENRI MARIE DUCROTAY DE.
Nouvelles Annales du Muséum d'Histoire
Naturelle, ou recueil des mémoires... tome
quatrième. Memoire sur le Dodo, autrement
Dronte. Paris: Roret, 1835. Recent dark brown
gilt lettered calf spine, marbled paper boards. 10
1/4 x 8 inches (26 x 20.5 cm); [2], 36 pp., four
lithographed plates, one colored and two folded.
Light edgewear to binding, uneven foxing
throughout but mostly to the first few leaves, one
plate lightly toned, Bodleian Library collections
stamp and cancel on title-page.
De Blainville's article on the Dodo, the first
chapter in the fourth volume of the scientific
journal Nouvelles Annales du Muséum d'Histoire
Naturelle, deals with two separate topics
regarding the long extinct bird. Firstly, he
attempts to classify the Dodo into a larger family
after the Linnean system, arguing that the Dodo
was a flightless relative of the vulture - a novel
but ultimately incorrect hypothesis. Secondly,
Blainville argues that the Dodo was rendered
extinct through humankind's thoughtless greed in
a place where the birds' numbers were already
severely limited. Blainville's studies were largely
based on his access to certain remarkably wellpreserved specimens held in English collections:
a head from the Ashmolean in Oxford and a foot
held at the British Museum. A curator at the
Ashmolean, professor William Buckland, had
recently sent Blainville a plaster cast of their
Dodo head, reproduced here in a colored plate
showing what they believed the bird looked like
when alive. Rare: no copies of either the journal
or this chapter on its own have appeared at
auction as per RBH and ABPC, and no copies
are available in the trade (as of 5/16/2022).
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,000-1,500
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[DODO]
HACHISUKA, MASAUJI. The Dodo and
kindred birds or the extinct birds of the
Mascarene Islands. London: H.F. & G. Witherby
Ltd. 1953. First edition, copy 83 from an edition
of 485. Publisher's blue buckram gilt in dust
jacket. 11 x 8 1/2 inches (27.75 x 21.5 cm); xvi,
250 pp., colored frontispiece of the Keulemans
dodo painting and 22 plates, of which 11 are
colored. Light fading to the cloth to spine, and a
small bump to the extreme inner front margin
impacting about 16 leaves.
A very scarce and desirable modern
ornithological work, discussing the dodo, the
Rodriguez solitaire (Pezophaps solitaria), the
flightless red rail (Aphanapteryx bonasia) and
other extinct species.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-800
155
[DODO]
OWEN, RICHARD, with a historical
introduction by BRODERIP, WILLIAM JOHN.
Memoir of the Dodo. London: Taylor and
Francis, 1866. First edition. Original green
patterned cloth, gilt lettered spine, glazed yellow
endpapers. 12 3/8 x 9 3/4 inches (31.5 x 24.5
cm); [6], 55 pp., hand-colored lithographic
frontispiece and eleven lithographed plates, of
which one is hand colored and one is folded,
illustrations in text, with letterpress
acknowledgment slip pasted to verso of
dedication. Fading and staining to cloth, short
tear along spine, corners and spine ends
bumped, front hinge starting, title page and
frontispiece sprung, creasing and a tear to
folding plate, a few plates with pale spots and
faint toning.
The eminent English biologist Richard Owen and
naturalist William Broderip penned this
significant historical survey and osteological
study of the extinct dodo bird. The highly detailed
lithographed plates show dodos in their natural
habitat and give a comprehensive illustration of
their complete skeletal structure. According to
Hume, Cheke & McOran-Campbell (How Owen
'stole' the Dodo..., Historical Biology, 21:1-2, 3349, 2009), the book had a print run of only one
hundred copies, twenty of which were intended
for presentation by the author. Nissen IVB, 703;
Wood p.509.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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[DODO]
STRICKLAND, H.E. and MELVILLE, A.G.. The
Dodo and its Kindred; Or The History,
Affinities, and Osteology of the Dodo,
Solitaire, and Other Extinct Birds of the
Islands Mauritius, Rodriguez, and Bourbon.
London: Reeve, Benham, and Reeve, 1848. First
edition. Publisher's pale blue cloth, gilt with a
design of a dodo. 12 1/2 x 10 inches (31.5 x 25
cm); viii, 142 pp., with 12 lithographic plates and
5 anastatically-printed plates, 1 hand colored
and 1 folding. Some soiling to covers, very lightly
worn; internally some scattered pale foxing,
mostly to (and opposite) the plates, but in all a
very sound copy. Bookplate of the great
naturalist (and collector of natural history books)
Sir William Jardine and his daughter Catherine
Dorcas Maule Jardine, with the admonition
"Borrow Bravely. Keep Carefully. Peruse
Patiently. Return Righteously".
Hugh Strickland, a the eminent Victorian
geologist, was a friend of Charles Darwin. His
co-author, Alexander Gordon Melville, was an
Irish comparative anatomist. The two met at
Oxford, and it was there that Strickland and
Melville began work on their joint effort. The
book's publication sparked a search for fossil
evidence of the dodo on Mauritius, the aim of
which was to supplement the very few
specimens available to nineteenth-century
scientists. Wood, p 585; Zimmer, p 606; Anker
490; Fine Bird Books, p 145; Nissen, IVB 900.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,500-2,500
157
DOUGLAS, NORMAN
Capri: Materials for a Description of the
Island. Florence: G. Orioli, 1930. First edition,
the deluxe issue with the frontispiece signed in
ink, printed on Binda hand-made paper (the
deluxe issue thought to be 103 copies, from the
subscriber list). Publisher's sky-blue cloth,
leather spine label. 11 5/8 x 8 1/4 inches (30 x
21 cm); xvi, 366 pp.; frontispiece, 24 plates. The
rear cover a trifle stained. An uncut copy.
The subscriber list is in interesting one, including
Harold Acton, Nancy Cunard, Max Beerbohm,
Arnold Bennett, H.G. Wells, Calvin Coolidge,
Alfred Knopf (and one bookseller--Jake Zeitlin).
The book is rare in this form.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500

158
EDWARD, DAVID B.
The History of Texas, or the Emigrant's,
Farmer's and Politician's Guide to the
Character, Climate, Soil and Productions of
that Country: Geographically Arranged from
Personal Observation and Experience.
Cincinnati: J. A. James, 1836. First edition.
Publisher's cloth, but with the cloth separated
from the lower board. 7 1/4 x 4 3/8 inches (18.5 x
11 cm); xii, 13-336, [2] ad pp.; the rare map
present but separated from the text. As noted the
cloth has detached from the rear board; the
upper board has a notation in ink, and the lining
of the spine is lacking, also with the cloth
detached, the spine label no longer present. The
text block is clean though the ad leaves at rear
have separated. Of the map, the right edge is
irregular, some light spotting, some browning
and small losses in margin at ends of fold, the
imprint faint.
An important early work on Texas, with a sound
copy of the rare map, now separated from the
cloth binding which is in poor condition. Streeter
remarks that "This contemporary history by
Edward, notwithstanding some idiosyncrasies of
the author, is one of the essential Texas books."
Howes notes "conditions just prior to the
Revolution described by an actual observer."
The map shows the various grants in outline
color, including that of Stephen F. Austin and
Austin's Colony. A note just below the Red River
reports: "Col. B.R. Milam, before entering on the
duties of his second grant fell at the storming of
Ft. Alamo (San Antonio de Bexar), Dec. 10,
1835." A note at the bottom of the map reports
that if the Rio Grande is made the "western
boundary of TEXAS (as desired by its
inhabitants) will add 100 miles of to the sea
coast..." Graff 1208; Howes E48; Rader 1279;
Raines, p. 74; Basic Texas Books 53; Sabin
21886; Streeter 1199.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,000-3,000
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[ELIOT, JOHN]
Documents signed, dated April 4, 1769 from
Pensacola, one with the signature of Eliot,
the Captain General of and Governor of West
Florida. Consists of a Power of Attorney granted
by John Allen Martin of Pensacola, the
Comptroller of His Majesty's Customs for the
Province, to Ezra Collins of Boston, this signed
by Martin and further notarized and signed by
Francis Pousset; preceded by a separate
confirmation of Francis Pousset as the
subscribing witness to the first document, the
document signed by John Eliot, the Captain
General and Governor of the Province of West
Florida, the original blue silk laced through the
two documents, to which is affixed the Great
Seal of West Florida, wax with covering paper.
The Eliot document a single page, secretarially
written on a bifolium (conjugate blank), boldly
signed by John Eliot, sheet size 15 x 9 inches
(38 x 22.5 cm); the accompanying document
signed by Martin and Pousset, 2 pp. secretarially
written on a bifolium (conjugate blank), same
sheet size. Usual folds, some fraying to
extremities and rubbing of the seal, some
separations to the folds of the Power of Attorney
document.
Provenance: Christie's, 26 June 1991, lot 376
Likely one of the earliest procurable documents
from the British colonies in Florida, which were
established just six years earlier from land
acquired from France and Spain after the Seven
Years' War. Because of the size of the area
acquired, the region was administratively divided
into East and West Florida. John Eliot, a Royal
Navy captain, was appointed the Governor of
West Florida in 1767, but he did not leave for
Pensacola until 1769, landing on April 2, just two
days before this document was prepared and
signed by him. His tenure was exceedingly short,
for some time on the night of May 1 or the
following morning, he hanged himself, as the
result of melancholia or possibly illness. His
signature as governor is thus vanishingly rare.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$4,000-6,000

160
[EXTRA-ILLUSTRATED]
BAKER, W.S. William Sharp: Engraver, with a
Descriptive Catalogue of his Works.
Philadelphia: Printed for the Author, 1877.
Number 5 of 11 copies especially "Illustrated with
the insertion of Portraits, Views, Autographs, etc.
Collected and arranged by Charles Henry Hart,
Philadelphia." Full tan morocco gilt. 13 x 10
inches (33 x 27 cm); The front endpaper, first
inserted plate and half-title split at gutter and
detached, spotting to some plates and margins,
the binding somewhat faded and scratched with
the joints starting, worthy of repair.
This interesting album opens with a manuscript
note from William Sharp regarding Thomas
Phillips' portrait of Byron and a second note
signed dated 1789 regarding portraits of Charles
I and Oliver Cromwell; the album continues with
an 1812 document from L'Academie Imperiale et
Royale des Beaux Arts a Vienne and a copy of a
letter that accompanied Sharp's Diploma, a
similar pair of documents from the academy in
Bavaria, also of note is a large folding linenbacked document from the academy at Vienna;
also present are about two dozen various
inserted prints and portraits. This extra-illustrated
edition is naturally scarce as only 11 copies were
assembled and we trace no copy on Rare Book
Hub since 1927
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
161
EXQUEMELIN, ALEXANDRE OLIVIER
Piratas de la America, y luz a la defensa de
las costas de Indias Occidentales. Traducido
del Flamenco en Espanol... Madrid: Ramon
Ruiz, 1793. Third edition in Spanish, but the first
edition printed in Spain (the earlier editions were
published in Germany). Modern period-style calf,
all edges red. 8 x 5 1/2 inches (20.5 x 14 cm);
xxiv, 228, [4] pp. Near fine, slight soiling to title,
minor toning, but overall internally a fresh copy.
A scarce edition of Exquemelin's History of the
Buccaneers of America, published in Madrid.
Palau 85732; Sabin 23474.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
162
[EXQUEMELIN, ALEXANDRE OLIVIER
The History of the Bucaniers of America.
London: Printed by J. Walker for J. Johnson &
co. [etc.], 1810. Period diced calf, spine neatly
rebacked to style and richly gilt. 4 3/4 x 2 3/4
inches (12 x 7 cm); xxiv, 660 pp., frontispiece,
engraved and printed titles. Neatly rebacked as
noted, a clean copy.
An attractive near- miniature edition, and quite
scarce.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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FAIRBANKS, GEORGE R.
The History and Antiquities of the City of St.
Augustine, Florida, Founded A. D. 1565. New
York: Charles B. Norton, 1858. First edition.
Modern cloth. 8 3/4 x 6 inches (23 x 14 cm); 200
pp., frontispiece and six plates and maps.
Spotting and toning, a very sound copy. Howes
F9; Sabin 23670.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$100-200
164
[FIELDING, JOHN]
The Polite Traveller; being a modern view of
the thirteen United States of America... with a
general survey of the independent state of
Vermont and of East and West Florida...
London: John Fielding, [1783]. First edition. Later
red morocco leather, gilt ruled and titled, gilt
dentelles, all edges gilt. 5 1/2 x 3 1/4 inches
(13.8 x 8.2 cm); [7], 10-144 pp., engraved folding
map. Light wear to spine ends, joints and
corners, very slight bow to boards, folding map
with short marginal tears at folds and a vertical
crease, contents faintly toned throughout with
very rare pale spots, old pencil inscription stating
"From the Private Library of A.S.W. Rosenbach"
signed J[ohn] F[leming].
An early travel guide to the newly formed United
States of America, containing a wealth of
information about each states' history, climate,
geology, economy and inhabitants. There are
also chapters on the territory of Vermont,
Spanish East and West Florida, Canada, and the
British West Indies. The folding map, with portrait
vignettes of Washington and Franklin, is among
the earliest English maps to name the United
States. Howes, 435a.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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FERRO MACHADO, JUAN
[Text begins:] Senor. El Bachiller Don Juan
Ferro Machado, Presbitero, natural, y
Domiciliario de la Ciudad de la Havana,
Obispado de Cuba, Visitador General de las
Provincias de la Florida... [bound with:]
AYETA, FRANCISCO DE, O.F.M. [Text
Begins:] Senor. Al mas modesto, y prudente,
nunca pudiera causar admiracion...[Madrid?:
c. 1689--1690]. 20th century Spanish half calf,
marbled sides. 11 x 7 5/8 inches (28 x 19.5 cm);
22 ff.; 227 ff., signed in type at the foot of the
final leaf by Fr. Francisco de Ayeta [N.B. the
works are complete without title-pages]. Light
binding wear, generally a fresh copy, complete
without title-pages as noted, but lacking the
terminal blank indicated by Lathrop Harper.
A pair of reports, both in the form of letters
addressed to the Spanish King, Carlo II, that
were issued undated and without a title. Rare
Book Hub notes only the Lathrop Harper copy of
this work, with no auction records (we note one
copy sold subsequently, in 2008, though lacking
portions of the final two leaves). Given the dearth
of literature on these works, we quote the
Lathrop Harper description here: "The first title is
a report by Ferro Machado (died March 25,
1724) on his official visitation, under the
auspices of the Bishop of Cuba, of the Province
of Florida from January to August, 1688--the first
in almost 100 years (since 1595)--during which
he had traveled over 500 leagues. He speaks of
the urgent necessity of establishing a separate
bishopric for Florida, due to its distance from
Havana and the many hazards and perils that
accompany the journey, particularly from pirates
infesting the channels between them. He cites as
a precedent the recent establishment of the
Bishopric of Jamaica. Ferro Machado was a
native of Havana educated in Seville who
received the post of canon of the church of
Valladolid, Mexico, as a reward for his findings
and proposed reform in Florida.
Of particular interest are Ferro Machado's
recommendations concerning the Indians of
Florida, pointing out their ill-treatment under the
existing regime, and how their existence would
be bettered and their adherence to the Christian
faith secured by a local religious establishment.
St. Augustine is frequently mentioned in this
respect.
The second title present here, a vehement and
detailed attack on Ferro Machado's proposals,
was written by the eminent Franciscan scholar,
Francisco de Ayeta, one of the great figures in
Spanish colonial history. As the King's
procurador general of the Franciscan province in
Mexico he had carefully studied the existing
methods of conversion and possible reasons for
the large number of Indians relapsing afterwards,
thus becoming painful losses in the Order's
statistics. Ayeta's rebuttal of Ferro Machado's
recommendations, especially those relating to
the treatment of the Indians in Florida, may,
however, not be entirely based on factual
criticism but rather on his preference for a
bishopric in Florida under Mexican and not
Cuban sovereignty. It is interesting to compare
the lengths of both reports present, Ferro
Machado's original one occupying only 22
leaves, as against Ayeta's of 227 leaves."
European Americana, 688/92, 690/13; not in
Palau or Sabin; mentioned in Medina BHA
VI:6238, 7136; discussed at length in the 1866
Supplement
the Cyclopædia of American
Sale
Date -to06/15/2022
Literature, 13-14.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$3,000-5,000

166
[FLORIDA]
Le Roy de Floride. Paris: A Paris chez
L'Armessin, Rue St Jacques a la Pomme d'Or,
proche St Severin, Avec Privit, du Roy, circa
1680. Engraving by Nicolas de L'Armessin , 9
1/8 x 6 3/8 inches (23 x 16 cm); matted and
framed. Trimmed within the platemark and inlaid
to a larger sheet, small losses to imprint text,
small penciled atlas marker in upper right corner,
light spotting.
A rare portrait, albeit of a fictional king of Florida,
with a variant imprint. Most copies of this portrait
bear the Bertrand imprint but the present copy
replaces Bertrand's name with L'Armessin, who
in 1654 had married print publisher Pierre
Bertrand's daughter and took over his stock at
his death about 1678.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
167
[FLORIDA]
Narrative of a Voyage to the Spanish Main, in
the Ship "Two Friends;" The occupation of
Amelia Island, by M'Gregor, &c.-Sketches of
the Province of East Florida.... With an
Appendix, Containing a Detail of the
Seminole War. London: John Miller, 1819. First
edition. Contemporary three-quarters calf over
marbled boards. 8 1/4 x 5 1/8 inches (21 x 13
cm); [16], 328, [1], retains half-title, errata at end,
page 325 misnumbered 235. Spotting, the front
cover hanging from a cord and the lower portion
of the spine torn and nearly detached, other
wear to binding.
A scarce work "Almost entirely devoted to events
in Florida during its last days under Spain,
including the best narration of Captain
McGregor's filibustering seizure of Amelia Island,
account of Seminole Indians, etc." (Howes). This
copy sold by Eberstadt, catalogue 168, 1965,
item 192. Field 1119; Howes N12; Sabin 51782;
Streeter sale 1201
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-900
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[FLORIDA]
HACKLEY, RICHARD S. Titles, and Legal
Opinions thereon, of Lands in East Florida,
belonging to Richard S. Hackley, Esq.
Brooklyn: Printed by G. I. Birch, 1822. First
edition, with two manuscript maps and a clipping
laid-in (see note). Contemporary binding, likely
Spanish, of black leather backed green
patterned boards, the spine gilt tooled and
lettered Documens Sobre La Posesion de La
Floridas. 8 3/8 x 5 inches (21 x 13 cm); 122 pp.
(bound with duplicates of pages 103 but the
pagination complete), with a contemporary
manuscript folding map of the southeastern
United States bound in and another copy of the
same map, likely later, laid-in. The binding
rubbed with losses at the head and foot of the
spine, spotting throughout and with an old stain
to the title; the map bound-in is soiled, the other
quite clean but with one puncture.
Published at the time of the Adams-Onís Treaty,
this an interesting copy in a Spanish binding,
extra-illustrated with two manuscript maps and
with a long Spanish newspaper clipping laid-in
regarding the treaty. Hackley served as the first
surveyor of East Florida in 1821 and made claim
to lands based upon grants the King of Spain
had made to the Duke of Alagon which were
subsequently sold to Hackley in 1819. The
present book collects legal opinions and offers
discussions of the Adams-Onís Treaty.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-800

169
[FLORIDA]
Petition of Samuel A. Lawrence and others,
Citizens of New-York, for Confirmation of
their Title to Lands in East Florida, purchased
from Richard S. Hackley, with the Opinion of
Counsel, of his Title thereto. Printed [New
York?]: s.n., 1824. Red half morocco. 8 1/8 x 4
7/8 inches (20.5 x 12.5 cm); [5]10-74 pp. (all
copies appear to have this collation). The binding
fine, some foxing and toning to the text, Thomas
W. Streeter's tiny notes in pencil on the title
page. The Streeter copy (lot 1210, $80 in his
sale), with Streeter's book label.
Recording some of the earliest legal blows
traded in a very long-standing dispute over land
ownership in Florida, this little work is of
importance to the history of land ownership in
the Tampa region in specific, and to the legal
vicissitudes pertaining to land ownership that
were widespread after the passage of the
Adams-Onis Treaty. In fact, owing to some
omissions in the provisional form of the Treaty, a
large part of Florida would have remained in
private hands, as part of land grants to Spanish
subjects favored by the royal court, had this
issue not been discovered by Henry Clay and
subsequently addressed by Adams. Some of the
grantholders transferred their lands to American
citizens in an attempt to avoid the resulting
annulment of their title. Richard S. Hackley, the
former consul of the United States at Madrid,
who was exceptionally well-connected in
Washington, claimed that he had signed a
contract for a large tract on May 22, 1818. The
lands included in this transfer included the
central part of Florida extending from the
Suwannee River to Lake Okeechobee. The
litigation over this continued until at least 1905.
See
https://digitalcommons.usf.edu/cgi/viewcontent.c
gi?article=1040&context=sunlandtribune
for an interesting discussion of this controversy.
Streeter Sale 1210;
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-800
170
[FLORIDA]
CALL, RICHARD KEITH. Autograph letter
signed to Levi Woodbury, Secretary of the
Navy. St. Augustine: 3 November 1832. One
page letter signed "R.K. Call" on one sheet, 9 1/2
x 8 inches (24 x 20 cm). Usual folds, small stain
at head, fine overall.
Richard K. Call was the Territorial Governor of
Florida from 1836-39 and again from 1841-44
but at the time of this letter in 1832 he was
developing two large plantations in Leon County.
Call here recommends James Hanson to
Secretary of the Navy Levi Woodbury to be a
midshipman in the U.S. Navy. This letter
acquired in 1966.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-300
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[FLORIDA]
DUVAL, WILLIAM POPE. Long autograph
letter signed to Secretary of the Navy Abel P.
Upshur. St. Augustine: 5 September 1842. A
long autograph letter signed "W.P. Duval" on the
recto and verso of both sheets of a bifolium, 10 x
8 inches (25 x 20 cm), Usual folds, very fine
otherwise.
A long letter from William Pope Duval, the first
Territorial Governor of Florida from 1822-34, to
Secretary of the Navy Abel P. Upshur. This
interesting letter deals mostly with the decline of
the once booming town of St. Joseph in the
wake of a yellow fever epidemic and
abandonment by the Lake Wimico & St. Joseph
Canal & Railroad Company. Duval seeks the
appointment of his son-in-law, a well-respected
local doctor, within the Navy. He continues
discussing the high quality of Florida timber for
use by the Navy in building ships. A long letter
acquired in 1966.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500

173
FORBES, JAMES GRANT
Sketches, Historical and Topographical, of
the Floridas; more particularly of East
Florida. New York: C.S. van Winkle, 1821. First
edition. Full period tree calf, all edges sprinkled.
8 1/2 x 5 1/4 inches (23 x 14.5 cm); viii, 9-226,
[1] pp. ads; with the folding engraved frontispiece
map, "Plan of the Town of Colinton in East
Florida," lacking in many copies. Some binding
wear, long tear to the map (repaired), top edge
slightly trimmed else a large, uncut copy.
After Florida was ceded to the United States by
the 1819 Adams-Onís Treaty, a town site called
Colinton was laid out by Colin Mitchell near Fort
Gadsden. The map in this work depicts the town
lots that were drawn out, but Mitchell's claim to
the land was deemed invalid and the town was
never settled and established. The map, an
important document in Florida history, is not
present in all copies. Clark II: 203; Howes F243;
Sabin 25046; Servies 1078; Streeter sale 1205.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$700-1,000

172
[FLORIDA]
AN INVALID. A Winter in the West Indies and
Florida; containing general observations,
upon modes of travelling, manners and
customs, climates and productions, with a
particular description of St. Croix, Trinidad
de Cuba, Havana, Key West, and St.
Augustine, as places of resort for Northern
invalids. New York: Wiley and Putnam, 1839.
Publisher's black cloth, stamped in gilt and in
blind, signed by Colton and Jenkins. 7 1/2 x 4
1/4 inches (19 x 11 cm.); 199 pp. Light
edgewear, spine end softened, one corner a bit
bumped, contents with pale spots, altogether a
crisp example of this unusual signed publisher's
binding.
An early account of Florida as a resort, in this
case for invalids. Sabin 104829; Clark, Old
South III:257.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$150-250
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FORBES, JAMES GRANT
Sketches, Historical and Topographical, of
the Floridas; more particularly of East
Florida. New York: C.S. van Winkle, 1821. First
edition. 19th century three-quarters brown
morocco, cloth sides, top edge gilt. 9 x 5 3/4
inches (23 x 14.5 cm); viii, 9-226, [1] pp. ads;
with the folding engraved frontispiece map, "Plan
of the Town of Colinton in East Florida," lacking
in many copies. Some rubbing to the front joint,
tear at the gutter margin from the tab (restored,
separation at the head of one fold), top edge
slightly trimmed else a large, uncut copy.
After Florida was ceded to the United States by
the 1819 Adams-Onís Treaty, a town site called
Colinton was laid out by Colin Mitchell near Fort
Gadsden. The map in this work depicts the town
lots that were drawn out, but Mitchell's claim to
the land was deemed invalid and the town was
never settled and established. The map, an
important document in Florida history, is not
present in all copies. Clark II: 203; Howes F243;
Sabin 25046; Servies 1078; Streeter sale 1205.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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FOX, CAPT. GUSTAVUS V., for the UNITED
STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY
Methods and Results. An Attempt to Solve
the Problem of the First Landing Place of
Columbus in the New World. Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1882. Appendix No.
18, Coast and Geodetic Survey Report for 1880,
with a tipped in compliments slip from the author.
Publisher's dark brown cloth, titled in gilt on the
front board. 11 1/2 x 8 3/4 inches (29 x 22 cm);
68 pp., color printed folding map in pocket at rear
board. Typical fading, rubbing and wear to cloth,
some bumping to edges and corners, water stain
to lower corner of rear board, contents with the
occasional pale spot, folding map with faint
toning and offsetting.
U.S. Navy officer Gustavus Fox (1821-1883)
proposes in this report that Samana Cay in the
Bahamas was San Salvador, where Christopher
Columbus first made landfall in the Americas.
His sources were La Cases journals (included
here in both Spanish and English), the
geography of the islands and various
navigational charts. Fox also explains and
challenges four other theories about islands
where Columbus may have made landfall. His
Samana Cay hypothesis was refuted soon after
the publication of this report, and then ignored
for over a century. However, it has recently
regained some traction--in 1986 National
Geographic Magazine published an article that
revisited, added to, and supported Fox's
hypothesis.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-400

177
FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN
The Way to Wealth or Poor Richard
Improved; La science du Bonhomme,
Richard, ou moyen facile de payer les impôts.
Paris: Printed [by P. Causse, Dijon] for Ant[oine]
Aug[ustin] Renouard, 1795. Speckled calf over
spine and corners with marbled paper over
boards, gilt ruled spine, black leather spine label,
all edges marbled. 5 1/2 x 3 3/8 (14 x 8.5 cm);
[4], 181, [6] pp., two half titles and titlepages,
engraved portrait frontispiece of Franklin by
Tardieu after Duplessis, with 31 pp. publisher's
catalogue at rear. Rubbing and wear to boards
and spine, marbled paper chipping at edges in a
few spots, corners bumped, front hinge cracked
after front free endpaper but holding soundly,
contents with a pale dampstain along the top
edge and the occasional toned leaf, early
ownership signature to front endpaper. An early
bi-lingual compilation of Benjamin Franklin's
writings. Most of the texts are printed first in
English, then followed by their French
translations by A.F. Quotient. This copy contains
both of the rare publisher's catalogues. The first
one, listing Bodoni books being sold in Paris, is
titled Catalogue des livres imprimes par J. B.
Bodoni, qui se trouvent chez Ant. Aug.
Renouard. The second catalogue is untitled and
lists books from a variety of printers, including a
large number by Didot. Celebration of My
Country 132; Ford 107 and 135; Sabin 25596.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,500-2,500

176
FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN
La Science du Bonhomme Richard de
Benjamin Franklin, precedee d'un A brege de
la Vie de Franklin, et suivie de son
Interrogatoire devant la Chambre des
Communes. Paris: l'An II [1794]. Modern tan
morocco backed marbled boards, the spine
tooled and lettered in gilt with raised bands, the
original blue marbled paper wrappers bound in. 6
5/8 x 3 1/2 inches (17 x 9 cm); lxiv, 119 pp.,
printed on blue paper. Spotting mostly to edges
and margins, small toned area to corner of title,
paper flaw to margin of page xxxiii, a nicely
bound copy.
Franklin's The Way to Wealth was published in
Paris several times in Franklin's lifetime under
the title La Science du Bonhomme Richard. This
edition is the first to include la Vie de Franklin,
which Ford attributes to J.B. Say. Sabin 25585;
Ford 133.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-800
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FRANKLIN, JOHN, Sir
Franklin (John). Narrative of a Journey to the
Shores of the Polar Sea, in the Years 1819,
20, 21, and 22 ... With an Appendix on various
subjects relating to Science and Natural
History. London: John Murray, 1823. First
edition, first issue (with 768 pp). Period brown
calf, rebacked, all edges marbled. 10 1/2 x 8 1/4
inches (26.5 x 21 cm); i-xvi, 768 pp. (i.e.
including the half-title); 30 engraved plates
including 11 hand-colored aquatints, 4 folding
maps at rear. Rebacked to style as noted, some
offsetting from plates and occasional minor
foxing to same, in all a handsome copy.
Ravensworth Castle bookplate (Henry Thomas
Liddell, first Earl of Ravensworth).
Sir John Franklin's account of his first voyage to
the Arctic. The expedition was to survey the area
from Hudson Bay to the north coast of Canada,
eastwards from the mouth of the Coppermine
River, in order to establish the route of the
Northwest Passage. The exploring party was
almost constantly in a state of near-starvation:
game was scarce, supplies were intermittent,
and there was little help available from the furtraders and Native people, as the winter of 1819
was exceptionally harsh. Eleven of his party of
nineteen died, most on the return, and there
were rumors of murder and cannibalism.
Objectively, the journey was a disaster. For all
that, Franklin returned to London in 1822 a hero,
his shortcomings ignored, and this narrative
became an enduring classic of travel literature.
Arctic Bibliography 5193; cf. Abbey Travel 635
and Sabin 25624 for the second issue
(sometimes referred to as an edition), with 784
pp. (Sabin also incorrectly cites 34 plates).
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-900
179
FULLER, CAPTAIN WILLIAM; JEFFERYS,
THOMAS; and DE BRAHM, WILLIAM
GERARD
Plan of Amelia Island in East Florida [and] A
Chart of the Entrance into St. Mary's
River...[and] A Chart of the Mouth of Nassau
River... London: Thomas Jefferys, 26 March
1770. Engraved map on a single sheet, outline
and wash color. Sheet measures 21 3/8 x 29 3/4
inches (54 x 75.5 cm); framed. Pale toning, faint
offsetting, oxidation to wash color, mat burn in
margins, a few short tears along margins and
one at bottom of fold, altogether a very attractive
example in original condition.
A rare set of three eighteenth-century sea charts
showing how to navigate the natural deep water
port at Amelia Island, and the mouths of the St.
Mary's and Nassau Rivers in Northeast Florida.
The charts were printed on a single sheet by the
British royal cartographer Thomas Jefferys,
using De Brahm's large-scale map of South
Carolina and Georgia and Captain William
Fuller's 1769 surveys as source material.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,500-3,500
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GABRIEL DE CARDENAS Z CANO
[=GONZALEZ DE BARCIA, ANDRES] and
LASSO DE LA VEGA, GARCIA. Ensayo
Cronologico, Para La Historia General De La
Florida... Madrid: Nicolas Rodriguez Franco,
1723. First edition. [and:] De la La Florida del
Inca. Historia del adelantado Hernando de
Soto, governador y capitan general del Reino
de la Florida y de otros heroicos caballeros
Españoles, e Indios ... Y El Ensaio
Cronologico Que Contiene, Las Sucedidas,
hasta en el Año de 1722. Madrid: Nicolas
Rodriguez Franco, 1723. Third edition. Two
volumes, uniform old tree calf gilt, edges tinted
blue. title printed in red and black, marbled
endsheets on binder's waste dated 1811 (the
approximate date of the bindings). 12 x 8 inches
(30.5 x 20.5 cm); [40], 366, [56] pp; folding table;
and [32], 268, [12] pp. Some scuffing and wear
to bindings, the second volume a bit wormed on
the front cover, with a loss to a portion of the
label. Generally clean internally.
The first work "Covers early explorations in the
whole continent north of Mexico and east of the
Pacific coast... The principal authority on Florida
itself during its two decades of undisputed
Spanish supremacy"--Howes B130. Though
called a chronological history of Florida, this
work comprises nearly the whole Continent of
America north of Mexico" (Sabin). It also covers
New Mexico, Sinaloa, Quivira, Virginia, New
York, Canada etc. Of special interest, however,
is the account of the competition between the
French and Spanish for control of Florida in the
sixteenth-century, as well as the account of the
exploits of Pedro Menéndez de Avilés, Cabeza
de Vaca, Coronado, De Soto, Onate, La Salle
and Ponce de Leon. The second work, on the
expedition of Hernando de Soto into North
America, was first published in Lisbon in 1605.
This edition is corrected and contains an index.
The first work is European Americana 723/10;
Wagner Spanish Southwest 84. The second is
Sabin 98745; Palau 354793; Hill 680.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,200-1,800
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GAYARRÉ, CHARLES
Essai Historique sur la Louisiane. New
Orleans: Benjamin Levy, 1830-31. Presentation
copy with "Compliments to Dr. Joseph Bauer
from the author Charles Gayarré" on the first
blank of each volume, and with Bauer's tiny ink
monogram on each title. Brown half morocco,
marbled sides, top edge gilt, marbled endpapers.
7 1/2 x 4 1/2 inches (19 x 11.5 cm); iv, 5-210, iv
pp.; 231, [1], vi pp. Light binding wear, scattered
foxing and toning, a sound copy overall.
Presentation copy as noted above; offered by
Kenneth Nebenzahl, 1961.
This first attempt at a history of New Orleans by
Gayarré, who became an authority on Louisiana
history, was the author's first published historical
work, issued when he was only 25. He penned a
revised and far more extensive treatise on the
city in 1846-7. This work is based in part on
Francois-Xavier Martin's History of Louisiana,
1827-9. Anecdotally it was considered so
valuable that by order of the legislature of the
State of Louisiana copies were distributed to the
various school districts of the state. It is printed
by the pioneer New Orleans printer Benjamin
Levy. We note no copies at auction, and just this
copy at retail, identifiable by its inscription, on
Rare Book Hub. See Bertram W. Korn,
"Benjamin Levy," Papers of the BSA, 54 (1960),
pp. 250-251, items 138 and 140; Checklist
American Imprints 1555; Florence Jumonville
New Orleans 708, 724.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
182
GEORGE III
Document signed "G.R." Windsor: 3 August
1782. One-quarter page document in a
secretarial hand on a bifoilum, signed by the
King as "G.R.", the document approving of the
"two Minutes of Cabinet." 9 1/2 x 7 1/2 inches
(24 x 19 cm). Usual folds, else a fine, dark
example.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500

183
[GEORGIA]
J.M.K. (=KRAMER, J. M.). Neueste und
richtigste Nachricht von der Landschaft
Georgia in dem Engellandischen Amerika ...
durchaus mit Anmerkungen, die der
Uebersetzer bey seinem vieljahrigen
Aufenthalt in Amerika angestellet hat.
Gottingen: Johann Peter Schmidt, 1746. Later
stencilled paper boards. 6 5/8 x 3 7/8 inches (17
x 10 cm); title (printed in red and black), 88 pp.
Covers a bit soiled, the title possibly trimmed at
the fore-margin, some slight toning to the text.
A very rare German work on Georgia, certainly
intended to promote emigration,
pseudonymously written by J.M.K. (who is
almost certainly Johann Matthias Kramer, who
served as the secretary to the Moravian leaders
Nikolaus Ludwig, Count von Zinzendorf, and
Pufendorf). Otto Lange, in 1935, cataloguing one
of the few copies of the work we can trace that
has been offered for sale, wrote that the original
text from which the work was drawn is
attributable to Governor Oglethorpe, or to
Benjamin Martyn, and indeed a portion comes,
as is explicitly stated on the title-page, from
official English reports. However Kramer did
emigrate to the United States at some point quite
early on, and refers to his "vieljahren Aufenthalt
in Amerika" on the title; he appears to have
briefly served as a professor of French and
German languages for the Academy of
Philadelphia in 1755, and some of the text
additionally hints at first-hand experience of
America. Howes K264, Sabin 66848. See also
Häberlein, M. (2018). The Strange Career of
Johann Matthias Kramer: Transatlantic
Migration, Language and the Circulation of
Information in the Eighteenth Century. European
Review, 26(3), 448-460. Provenance:
Sotheby's, 30 October 1969, lot 199.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,500-2,500
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[GEORGIA]
Collection of 14 letters and documents.
Official copies of papers relating to the affairs of
Georgia and the dispute with Spain, including a
secretarially accomplished letter signed from
Thomas Pelham-Holles, Duke of Newcastle, the
Secretary of State, to Sir Robert Walpole, the
Prime Minister, for submission to King George II,
dated 2 July 1736. Housed in a morocco-backed
slipcase and chemise. 12 x 7 5/8 inches (30.5 x
19.5 cm); 43 pp., stitched together at the head
and endorsed "from the Duke of Newcastle, 2
July 1736," on a cover sheet, otherwise
unbound. Slight toning, gilt foredges evidencing
having once been bound, in all in excellent
condition.
The collection consists of the letter signed from
the Duke of Newcastle, two copies of letters
exchanged between General Oglethorpe and the
Duke, one copy of a memorial about Georgia,
two copies of memorials from the Georgia
trustees and eight copies of documents executed
for General Oglethorpe in Frederica, South
Georgia.
Taken together, this significant gathering of state
documents shows General Oglethorpe's
attempts to reconnoiter and secure the southern
frontiers of Georgia in 1736 against possible
attack by the Spanish forces in Florida, in the
runup to the conflict that would be known as The
War of Jenkin's Ear. This was the same year that
Oglethorpe constructed Fort Frederica on St.
Simon's Island in Georgia as a southern defense
against Spanish incursion.
Oglethorpe's letters give details of his dispute
with the Spanish governor at Fort St. Augustine,
who alleged that the British had made a raid on
Spanish territory, which Oglethorpe denied. In
his letter of 17 April, 1736, he writes forcefully:
I will alive or dead, keep possession of it [i.e.
Georgia and part of Carolina] ... I can assure
your Grace that the fidelity of the Indians to his
Majesty ... is such, that with the same assistance
which we had last year from Parliament, I shall
not only be able to keep possession of all the
force of Florida, Cuba and Mexico, but ... should
entirely conquer them...
The Duke of Newcastle's letter to Walpole
discusses Oglethorpe's disputes, which he has
communicated to the Queen (then acting as
regent) who has commanded him to send all the
relevant matter on to the King in Hanover.
Provenance:
Sotheby's New York 4th December, 1961, lot
394.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,500-3,500

185
[GEORGIA - YAZOO LAND FRAUD]
State of Facts Shewing the Right of Certain
Companies to the Lands Lately Purchased by
Them from the State of Georgia. United
States: 1795. First edition. Modern brown cloth,
gilt spine label. 8 x 4 3/4 inches (20 x 12 cm); 64
pp. Spotting and toning, early annotations
(underlining and marginal notations) in ink.
A defense by the perpetrators of the 1795 Yazoo
land scandal, in which the Governor of Georgia
sold lands in western Georgia very cheaply to
speculators who had bribed state officials. Once
the scandal erupted, state reformers overturned
the sales, but that ruling was again overturned
by the Supreme Court in a landmark case as it
was one of the first times the Supreme Court had
overturned a state law. Georgia eventually ceded
all of these lands and they are now part of
Alabama and Mississippi. Evans 28745; Howes
G126 ("aa"); Sabin 27112; Streeter 1158.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
186
GOVENIUS, JOHAN
Lithografiska Skizzer fran Fregatten
Norrkopings Expedition till Amerika och
Westindien 1861-1862. [Stockholm:
Foreningens Boktryckeri, 1863]. First edition.
Finely bound in modern straight grained greenish
blue morocco, the cover with a gilt border and
lettering, the original pictorial wrapper bound-in.
9 1/4 x 12 inches (23.5 x 30.5 cm); with printed
wrapper, 12 tinted lithographed plates, some in
color, 40 pp. text. Well restored and attractive
copy, a few scratches to the leather, repair to a
corner of the frontis, the third plate backed,
marginal strengthening to the final text leaf,
occasional spotting or small stains, with the
travel-themed bookplate of Aaron J. Matalon.
A scarce work with interesting plates, the
Swedish novelist and traveller Johan Govenius
here provides (in translation) Lithographic
Sketches of the Frigate Norrkopings to the
United States and West Indies. Of note among
the plates is a view of the then Swedish held
harbor at Gustavia, St. Barthelemy, a Catholic
missionary preaching to West Indian natives,
and a view of a plantation in Cuba. Govenius
also took great interest in the arts scene in
Boston and two plates depict actresses. This
atlas accompanied a larger text issued in 186162, not present here. Not in Sabin.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-900
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HAKLUYT, RICHARD
The Principal Navigations, Voyages,
Traffiques and Discoveries of the English
Nation. London: Dent, 1927. 8 volumes.
Introduction by John Masefield. Three-quarters
blue morocco gilt by Bayntun, the spines tooled
and lettered in gilt and with red and green
morocco lettering labels. 8 x 5 inches (20 x 14
cm); numerous photogravure portraits and
plates. Light fade to spine and some spotting to
cloth sides, an attractive set of this modern
edition.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
188
HAMILTON, EMMA and NELSON, HORATIO
Autograph quatrain addressed by Emma
Hamilton to Horatio Nelson entitled 'veni vidi
vici' [i.e. "I came. I saw. I conquered," the
phrase assigned to Julius Caesar by Suetonius
and Plutarch]. Single slip or page, 3 1/8 x 5 1/4
inches (7.75 x 13.75 cm), laid down on old paper
(itself laid down on conservation board), the
mount inscribed in an early hand 'Epigram on the
Battle of Copenhagen composed by and in the
handwriting of Lady Hamilton'; with an attached
exhibition label numbered 955 and 3542 'Lent by
Nelson Ward.' Old folds and soil.
The text reads as follows:
"Veni vidi vici
Two thirds of Caesars vaunted-Fame
Thou Nelson must Resign
to Come & see was parkers Claim
to conquer only Thine"
This evocative piece of verse was written by
Emma Hamilton to her lover Nelson in the
aftermath of the Battle of Copenhagen against
the Danes. This was a great victory for Nelson,
who was supported by the heavier first-rates
under Admiral Hyde Parker, to whom Nelson
was second-in-command. Parker could not
easily enter the inlet to Copenhagen with these
vessels (the channel soundings were not known
to the British), and he delegated the actual attack
to Nelson, who used vessels of lower draught.
Sold in the Roy Davids Collection Part II at
Bonhams in 2011.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$3,000-5,000

189
HARRIOTT, JOHN
Struggles through Life, Exemplified in the
Various Travels and Adventures in Europe,
Asia, Africa, and America, of Lieut. John
Harriott, Formerly of Rochford, in Essex; now
Resident-Magistrate of the Thames Police.
London: Printed for the Author by J. Skirven,
1808. Second edition. Two volumes. Modern
black cloth, retains original endpapers. 7 x 4
inches (18 x 10 cm); frontispiece portrait, folding
plate ix, 375, postscript; xi, 347 pp. A fine copy
internally.
Harriott made several voyages to America and
West Indies 1760s and tried his hand to many
trades, including a patent for a fire escape as
shown in the folding plate. The work fits into Mr.
Kislak's collection as "The author operated farms
in New York and Rhode Island and seems to
have acted as agent in a gigantic British scheme
to purchase from Georgia seventeen million
acres bordering on the Mississippi. This, tied in
with intrigues to acquire Florida from Spain and
to take over the disaffected Western country
from the United States, undoubtedly had for
object the confinement of the United States to
the Eastern seaboard" (Howes). Sabin 30461;
Howes H220 (the first edition).
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500
190
HENDERSON, GEORGE
An Account of the British Settlement of
Honduras; being a brief view of its
commercial and agricultural resources, soil,
climate, natural history, To which are added
sketches of the manners and customs of the
Mosquito Indians, preceded by the journal of
a voyage to the Mosquito shore. London: C. &
R. Baldwin, 1809. Modern calf to period style. 7
1/8 x 4 1/4 inches (18 x 11 cm); xii, 203 [1], [4
pp. ads; illustrated with a folding map. Binding
about fine, the map a bit foxed and with short
tears to folds. A scarce work.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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HENSON, MATTHEW A.
Typed letter signed. New York: 5 June 1929.
Two pages on a bifolium written to "Mr. Straus,"
neatly typed with a three-word correction ("the
Pole") in ink, signed boldly at the end "Matthew
A. Henson." 8 x 5 1/2 inches (20.5 x 14 cm).
Slight even toning to the paper, usual folds.
A superb account giving "a short history of our
dash for the Pole." He writes "I went to the pole
with Peary, not through favoritism, but because
frozen feet forced all the others to turn back." He
goes on to recount the harrowing journey in
substantial detail, up to the planting of the flag.
Though written over three decades after Peary
and Henson's journey, this is the most desirable
content that one could ask for in a Henson letter,
and these are quite uncommon.
Matthew Alexander Henson was an
exceptionally skilled African American explorer
who was well versed in Arctic survival
techniques which, along with Peary, he had
learned from the Inuit peoples. Henson spoke
Inuit fluently and could drive and train dog teams
using the Native methods. Originally hired as
Peary's valet, he accompanied him on seven
expeditions, totaling some nineteen years. His
accomplishments put him at the very pinnacle of
Arctic explorers, all the more remarkable
because of his disadvantaged childhood; his
parents were sharecroppers, and he left school
by age twelve.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
192
[HERRERA Y TORDESILLAS, ANTONIO DE]
Twee onderscheydene reys-togten d'eene ter
zee en d'andere te land, in de West-Indien,
beyde gedaan in het jaar 1524. De eerste door
Gil Gonzales Davila, van St. Dominica na de
Honduras ondernoomen; behelsende de
volk-planting van St. Gil de Buena Vista ... De
tweede handeld van de gevaarlijke land-togt,
door Ferdinand Cortes... Leyden: Pieter
Vander Aa, 1706. First edition thus. Modern
green gilt lettered cloth. 7 1/2 x 5 inches (19 x 13
cm); [2], 107, [10] pp., with one folding plate and
two folding maps, vignette on title, with index, an
uncut copy. Small marginal puncture and some
edgewear, the first plate with a small loss into
the image and a split at the fold, other spotting
and short tears.
An early Dutch translation of Herrera Y
Tordesilla's Historia general de los hechos de los
Castellanos, first printed Madrid in 1601. This
work was issued by Pieter Vander Aa and
formed part of a larger work on early voyages
translated to Dutch Naaukeurige versameling der
gedenk-waardigste zee en land-reysen na Oost
en West-Indien. The present work excerpts from
Gil Gonzales Davila's 1524 account of Honduras
and St. Dominica, with an interesting plate, and
from Cortes' conquest of Mexico, with to maps of
the region.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-900

193
HERRERA Y TORDESILLAS, ANTONIO DE
The general history of the vast continent and
islands of America, commonly call'd, the
West-Indies, from the first discovery thereof:
With the Best Accounts the People could
give of their Antiquities. Collected from the
original relations sent to the kings of Spain...
London: Jer.[emiah] Batley (printed by Samuel
Palmer and others), 1725-6. Six volumes, 19th
century three-quarters morocco, top edge gilt,
other edges sprinkled. First edition in English. 7
1/2 x 4 1/2 inches (19 x 12 cm); various
paginations, with two engraved frontispiece
portraits of Columbus and Cortez, three folding
maps (two at ends of volumes, one in text), and
thirteen plates (twelve folding). Joints a bit
rubbed, some spines faded, a few pencil
notations and a bit of toning, still generally a
clean set internally, the large map of South
America backed in linen.
Herrera's history, based on access to the
archives of Philip II, III and IV of Spain, was
published as the Historia general de los hechos
de los Castellanos en las islas y tierra firme del
Mar Oceano (Madrid, 1601-1615). The first
edition in English of one of the primary accounts
of the early Spanish conquests of the New
World, originally published in Madrid in 1601-15.
Herrera was the official historian to Philip II, and
was able to examine many documents which
were later destroyed, making his work a primary
document in its own right. It is one of the most
basic of New World histories. "These volumes
are of the greatest importance for the history of
the conquest, colonization, and progress of the
Spaniards in America-Hill." Alden & Landis
725/95; Hill 804; Palau 114314; Sabin 31557.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
194
HUBBARD, WILLIAM
A Narrative of the Indian Wars in NewEngland. Brattleborough: William Fessenden,
1814. Fourth or early edition. Contemporary tree
calf with a red morocco lettering label. 6 3/4 x 4
1/4 inches (17 x 11 cm); viii, 359 pp. Toned,
paper flaw to first leaf, spotting, the headcap
pulled, the binding rubbed at places and the
hinges tender.
A Vermont printing of this popular work in its
contemporary binding. The first edition was
printed at London 1677. Sabin 33452.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500
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HUTCHINS, THOMAS
An Historical Narrative and Topographical
Description of Louisiana, and West-Florida,
comprehending the River Mississippi with its
Principal Branches and Settlements, and the
Rivers Pearl, Pascagoula, Mobille, Perdido,
Escambia, Chacta-Hatcha, &c. Philadelphia:
Printed for the Author, and sold by Robert
Aitken, 1784. First edition. Three-quarters green
morocco, marbled sides, top edge gilt. 8 x 5
inches (20.5 x 13 cm); iv, 94, [1] pp. Table of
Distances, verso blank. Front board detached,
some minor foxing and toning, but an attractive
example overall. Bookplate of Edwin Stanton
Fickes.
Thomas Hutchins was a British officer, born in
the United States, who had served during the
French and Indian Wars, but who (sympathetic
to the American cause) resigned his commission
during the American Revolution, and became the
only British regular officer to have switched to
the American side during the hostilities. After the
War's end, he was appointed the official
"Geographer of the United States" in 1781, the
sole holder of this short-lived office. His
knowledge of the West Florida region was
extensive, having spent five years there working
on surveys, and in 1774 he had participated in
an expedition along Mississippi River. He drew
on that intimate knowledge of those regions for
the present work. Evans 18532; Hildeburn 4493;
Howes H845; Sabin 34056; Servies 608;
Streeter sale 1521; Vail 705.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,500-3,500

196
[JAMAICA]
Papers relating to the Earl of Balcarres,
Governor of Jamaica 1794-1801. Comprises
the following: BALCARRES, ALEXANDER
LINDSAY, 6th Earl. Three autograph letters
signed. 3 pages, various sizes, Kingston, 1
October and 21 December 1795 and 12 April
1800, to various correspondents, the first two
concerning the suppression of the Maroon revolt,
one offering a proposal for encouraging a party
of Spaniards to hunt armed Maroons with dogs,
and offering general rewards for killing those that
are carrying guns the other commenting on the
arrival of troops ("which may strike such Terror
as to induce the Rebels to surrender upon the
original Promise"); the last to Admiral Sir Hyde
Parker about naval transport; PORTLAND,
WILLIAM BENTINCK, 3rd Duke. Two letters
signed. 5 pages, Whitehall, 8 July 1795 and 11
July 1798, to Balcarres, both marked as
"duplicates", concerning allowances made to
French emigrants from St. Domingo to Jamaica
and a "secret" letter about arming the Musquito
chief should the Spanish threaten the British
settlement at Honduras; YORK, FREDERICK,
Duke of. Letter signed. Three pages, Horse
Guards, 10 July 1800, to Balcarres, marked
"duplicate", rebuking him for transferring soldiers
from one regiment to another without permission;
with 3 others. All of the above housed in a
morocco-backed clamshell case. Together 9
pieces; some tears and remains of mounts still
attached.
Balcarres was governor of Jamaica during the
Second Maroon War; he purchased 100
bloodhounds from Cuba, where they had been
used to pursue escaped slaves. The Maroons
mentioned in the second letter were those of
Trelawny Town who surrendered on a promise
that they would not be deported; they were send,
despite these assurances, to Nova Scotia. These
unfortunate exiles ultimately travelled to
Freetown, after the Sierra Leone Company
established it in West Africa (in present-day
Sierra Leone).
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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[JAMAICA & WEST INDIES]
Group of seven autograph letters signed and
documents of Jamaica and Barbados
interest. Includes BALCARRES, ALEXANDER
LINDSAY, 6th Earl, Governor of Jamaica
Autograph letter signed, dated July 13, 1799,
from Jamaica; TRELAWNY, WILLIAM,
Governor of Jamaica. Document signed. An
appointment for Peter Ramsay as Register of the
High Court of Chancery of the island, 2 June
1772; TOWNSHEND, THOMAS, 1st Viscount
Sydney. Secretarial letter signed from Whitehall,
26th April, 1785, to Lieutenant Governor Clarke
of Jamaica, regarding various matters of state,
and his own future in his post (he remained
Lieutenant Governor until 1791, when he was
appointed Lieutenant-governor of the new
province of Lower Canada and commander of
British forces in North America); COCHRANE,
ALEXANDER, Admiral Autograph letter signed,
dated 20th June, 1806 (marked "duplicate"),
regarding reporting on his navigation, vessels
encountered etc. in the West Indies after leaving
Barbados. It was commonplace to issue more
than one such letter, given the vicissitudes of
naval mail; BECKWITH, GEORGE, Governor
Autograph letter signed, London 7th
December 1814, in explanation of certain
charges made in his capacity as Governor of
Barbados; SAVAGE, WILLIAM. Extensive
autograph letter signed from Kingston, Jamaica,
October 15th 1803 to Representative William
Eustis of Massachusetts, regarding American
interests on the island, etc. Savage was a
member of an American merchant family active
in the West Indies; AIKMAN, ALEXANDER.
Autograph letter signed, January 14th 1803,
pertaining to transcripts of the minutes of the
Council of Jamaica. Alexander Aikman (23 June
1755 - 6 July 1838) was a Scottish printer,
newspaper publisher, planter, and member of
Jamaica's House of Assembly. All of the above
with usual folds, occasional wear, minor soiling,
some dogearing etc.
An interesting miscellaneous group of
documents pertaining to Jamaica and the West
Indies generally.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-800
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[JAMAICA]
PARKER, SIR WILLIAM. Signed letter as
Commander-in-Chief of Jamaica to Captain
Thomas Bertie on board HMS Hindostan.
Swiftshure at Jamaica: 14 July 1796. One page
letter on a long sheet in a secretarial hand
signed in a shaky hand "WParker", 12 1/2 x 8
inches (32 x 21 cm), usual folds, else fine.
In this letter, commander-in-chief to Jamaica
William Parker allows Captain Thomas Bertie on
board HMS Hindostan to return to England due
to "the accident you had received to your head."
Parker had a long career in the Royal Navy and
around this time distinguished himself in two
major sea-battles, the Glorious First of June in
1794 and the Battle of Cape St. Vincent in 1797.
His signature is scarce.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-800
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[JAMAICA]
EYRE, EDWARD (Governor). Autograph letter
signed to R. Nunes. Kings House [Jamaica?]
28 December 1865. 4 pp., regarding his poor
health and imminent departure for London...
"There has been so much misrepresentation with
regard to recent events in Jamaica and a good
deal of pressure has been brought to bear upon
the ministry by the anti-slavery, Baptist and
radical parties..."
R. Nunes, the recipient, was a prominent citizen
of Sephardic descent. Edward John Eyre (5
August 1815 - 30 November 1901) was an
English land explorer of the Australian continent,
colonial administrator, and a controversial
Governor of Jamaica. From 1854 he was
Governor of several Caribbean island colonies.
As Governor of the Colony of Jamaica, Eyre,
fearful of an island-wide uprising, brutally
suppressed the Morant Bay Rebellion of 11
October, 1865, resulting in a death toll of at least
400. This resulted in a furious debate in England
(Thomas Carlyle, Dickens and Tennyson
supported Eyre; Herbert Spencer, Charles
Darwin and T.H. Huxley bitterly opposed him).
Legal actions against Eyre, both civil and
criminal, followed, but were ultimately
unsuccessful. The episode cast a much-needed
light on the excesses of British Colonialism. Old
mount at gutter margin, usual folds; Boxed with
[ANONYMOUS]. Recollections and comments
of a former resident of the island of Jamaica."
Manuscript in verse, undated, 5 pp., including
two sketches and an hand colored cartoon
[affixed], signed in initials (PMCH). Extracted
from a bound volume.
"Far in Jamaica's Isle a landscape lies,
Where Saint Ann Mountains tower to the skies."
A somewhat ironic juxtaposition exists between
these two pieces!
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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JEFFERYS, THOMAS
The Coast of West Florida and Louisiana/ The
Peninsula and Gulf of Florida or Channel of
Bahama with the Bahama Islands. London:
Robert Sayer, 20 February 1775. Engraved map
on joined sheets with hand-coloring. Sheet
number DG.4 printed at upper right. 19 x 49
inches (49 x 125 cm); matted and framed.
Toned, a few areas unevenly so, does not
appear laid down, not removed from frame.
A large and beautiful map, Jeffery's The Coast of
West Florida and Louisiana is considered the
earliest obtainable large format engraved map of
Florida and the Eastern Gulf and is one of the
best 18th century maps of the region. The map
provides a wealth of knowledge of English and
Spanish trade routes, roads and trails, Native
American settlements, etc., reaching from the
mouth of the Mississippi and New Orleans in the
west to the Bahamas in the east. An attractive
example. Stevens & Tree 26(a); Sellers & Van
Ee 1608
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,000-3,000
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KEULEN, JOHANNES VAN
Pas kaart Van de Boght van Florida Met de
Canaal Tusschen Florida en Cuba Door.
Amsterdam: Gerard Van Keulen, [1734]. Fifth
state. Engraved map, hand colored, framed;
sheet measures 21 1/4 x 25 inches (54 x 63.25
cm). Lightly soiled in margins, a few pale spots,
faint toning to fold, chip to margin at corner not
effecting the map.
An attractive navigational map of Florida and
Cuba, showing the Florida coast from Key
Biscayne to Pensacola Bay, as well as most of
the coast of Cuba. The chart includes numerous
soundings, rhumb lines, three insets showing
Cuban harbours and an allegorical cartouche.
While first published in part IV of Johannes van
Keulen's 1684 navigational atlas the Zee-Fakkel,
this example of the chart is the heavily reworked,
amended and improved 1734 fifth state, which
was published by Johannes' son Gerard van
Keulen. Burden, 591.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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KEULEN, JOHANNES VAN
Pas kaart van West Indien behelsende soo
deszelffs vasie kusten als d' Onder
behoorende Eylanden aan de Noord Oçeaan.
Amsterdam: Johannes van Keulen, [1735].
Engraved map, hand colored, framed; Sheet
measures 20 x 23 inches (50 x 58 cm). Very
browned and brittle, with a split at the top left
corner and a few short edge tears, two small
holes along top edge, old central fold.
Oriented with the north to the right, this
navigational map shows shallow banks and
coastline along the Atlantic coast of North
America from Newfoundland to Florida, the Gulf
Coast, and the Caribbean Islands and the
northern coasts of South America from Guyana
to Peru. It includes a decorative cartouche
featuring three cherubs eating, and a woman
with an empty cornucopia, who looks on as
slaves harvest sugarcane.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500
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LABAT, JEANNE BAPTISTE
Nieuwe reizen naar de Franse Eilanden van
America, behelzende de natuurlyke historie
van de landen... Amsterdam: Balthasar
Lakeman, 1725. Volumes I and II bound together
(of four volumes issued). Period cream vellum
over boards, tooled in blind. 8 x 6 inches (20.5 x
15.5 cm); [iv], 350, [2] pp.; [ii], 403, [1] pp.; maps,
plates and plans throughout. Binding stained, a
bit overopened, with a few slightly protruding
signatures. Not fully collated, and sold as-is.
"Labat went to the West Indies as a Dominican
Missionary, and gives in this, his most famous
work, details of all the islands he visited, and
notably of Martinique and Guadeloupe. He
speaks also of many of the smaller islands; of
some of them this is the only early information
we possess. He gives accounts of the cultivation
of tobacco, sugar, indigo, etc., and many
anecdotes of the inhabitants." (Cox II, p.235).
This first Dutch edition has the same plates as
the first French octavo edition, published Paris
1722. The folding map of North America shows
California as an island.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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LAET, JOHANNES DE
Florida, et Regiones Vicinae. Leiden: circa
1630. Double-page engraved map on
watermarked laid paper. Plate marks 11 1/8 x 14
1/8 inches (28 x 36 cm), with slightly larger
margins. An unrestored, lightly toned example
with some scattered spotting in the image and
one small darker spot near the word Golfo, two
small neat labels in the lower margin hidden
under mat, archivally hinged, offered with frame
or matted.
The rare map of Florida from Joannes de Laet's
Nieuwe Wereldt ofte Beschrijvinghe van WestIndien, engraved Hessel Gerritsz. The main body
of today's Florida is named Tegesta provinc after
a native tribe living on the southwest coast (the
name Florida is applied to the larger region). The
map draws on both the cartography of Jacques
le Moyne and the nomenclature of Ortelius, both
decades old by 1630, and the map greatly
influenced those that followed by Blaeu,
Janssonius and Sanson. Burden, The Mapping
of America, 232.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,500-2,500
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LAFAYETTE, GILBERT DU MOTIER,
MARQUIS DE
Autograph letter signed to William Tudor
Esq., Consul of the United States. La Grange
[Château de la Grange-Bléneau]: September 30
1827. Single-page letter in English on one sheet
signed "Lafayette," address panel and seal on
verso. Usual folds, in a framed with an engraved
portrait.
Writing from La Grange in 1827, Lafayette
warmly recalls for William Tudor the ecstatic
reception he received in his farewell tour through
America: "I hope you have long ago received my
grateful acknowledgment and expressed to our
fellow citizens in June the High Sense I have of
their most gratifying remembrances in behalf of
their Surviving veteran general. Be pleased to
proclaim ... my best regards to them, to the
Commodore, to the officers of the Navy and
other Sons of the U. S. now on the shores of the
Pacific. This letter will be delivered by Mr.
Monchy an agent of the respectable French
House Nicolas Franklin & Freres of South Havre
they hold a fine rank on the list of European
industry: they are also among the fine patriots of
the country. They are my personal friends, and
one of them, James, has been for six years and
still is my colleague in the Chamber du deputies.
M. Monchy is a deserving young man. I beg you
will favor him and the House [of] Franklin with
your good advices and benevolent interest.
Provenance:
Christie's New York, Jun 14, 2005, lot 320.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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LAFAYETTE, GILBERT DU MOTIER,
MARQUIS DE
Autograph letter signed to Philip Hone,
former mayor of New York City. Paris:
September 17 1829. Single-page letter in
English on one sheet signed "Lafayette," no
address panel present. 9 3/4 x 7 1/4 inches (25 x
18 cm). Usual folds, in a window mount, with an
accompanying transcript.
A fine letter, in which the Revolution of 1830 is
presaged. "We parted a few days ago at Lyons,
the head quarters of the Consulate, amidst the
kind of Bustle of a Reception which I cannot
better qualify than in calling it American, with this
difference, however, that it took place in spite of
the total and supreme authorities. The papers
will inform you of the toils in which France has
been unexpectedly thrown by a Counter
revolutionary intrigue, and of the necessity we
are under to oppose it with firmness and
concert..." He discusses the political position of
the various Parisian newspapers and mentions
their attacks on him: "...in the Gazette and
guardine you may find among many lies the
effusions of disappointment and Rage. That your
friend [i.e. Lafayette] has been a principal bull
[target] of these feelings, because he is
considered as a principal obstacle to these
designs, you will easily conceive..." Provenance
Simon Collection - Christie's New York, Jun 14,
2005, lot 1072.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,500-2,500
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LEE, WILLIAM
The True And Interesting Travels of William
Lee... London: T. and R. Hughes, [1808].
Second edition (first obtainable, see note). Later
brown calf. 6 3/4 x 4 inches (17.25 x 10 cm); [3],
8-40 pp., engraved frontispiece. Loss at head of
spine, front joint cracked and the rear is starting,
contents lightly soiled with spotting to
frontispiece and title.
An account of William Lee's exciting adventures
in colonial America. Lee arrived in New York City
in 1768 and soon travelled west through
Pennsylvania, the Ohio Territory, to New
Orleans, Pensacola, and finally Georgia, where
he lived for a time as a farmer. The
Revolutionary War forced his departure, first to
Jamaica and then on to England, where he
arrived in 1782. Notably, Lee writes extensively
about the Native Americans he encountered, and
also gives an account of his trying experiences
as an English loyalist during the Revolutionary
War. Rare: the York first printing of circa 1782
possibly exists in a single copy (at the University
of Georgia) - the last copy of this second edition
at auction was the Siebert copy in 1999. Not in
Clark, Hubach, or DeRenne. Howes L222; Sabin
39805
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,500-3,500
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LEE, HENRY, III ("Lighthorse Harry")
Autograph letter to Colonel George De Neale
in Alexandria, signed with initials. Baltimore,
Md.: 31 January, 1812. Single page on a folded
sheet the address panel on the conjugate leaf
with additional notations in the hand of another,
including calculations, on one of the side panels.
Usual folds, short edge tear, some marginal
staining.
Lee was a General of note in the American
Revolution, and was later the ninth Governor of
Virginia and the father of Robert E. Lee.
Bankrupted in the Panic of 1796-97, and
personally impacted by the bankruptcy of Robert
Morris, he spent a year in debtor's prison. In this
letter, he writes that he has received Neale's
letter "...yesterday. If you had ever mentioned to
me its purport, I must have unequivocally told
you, that I was compelled to go to the WI [West
Indies] without delay. There I should have been
but for unexpected incidents & there I shall
proceed as soon as possible. It is entirely out of
my power to execute yr. wish, however
honorable to my feelings & agreeable to my
heart..." Later this year, Lee was attacked by a
mob that disliked his stand against the war of
1812, and was, along with several other men
(one who was, in fact, killed) severely beaten.
This left enduring injuries and he did indeed
leave then for the West Indies to recuperate,
though his health was at that point permanently
compromised and he died on the return journey
in 1818.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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LOAISA [LOYASA], FRANCISCO CARDINAL
GARCÍA DE
Letter in Spanish, signed ("Frater] G[arci]a
Card[ina]lis Hispal[en]sis"), and
countersigned by Juan de Sámano, the royal
secretary, to Antonio de Mendoza, Viceroy of
New Spain. Talavera, Spain, 14 March 1541.
Housed in faux leather portfolio. 12 x 8 1/2
inches (30 x 21 cm); 2 pp., approximately 50
lines of text, four-line footnote, signatures etc.
Minor wormholes not affecting text, trace of old
sewing at the gutter margin of the recto.
"Cardinal Loaisa, in the king's name and on his
authority, relates to the viceroy Bishop
Zumárraga's complaint to the king of the
treatment of the Indians of the town of Ocuytuco,
Morelos at the hands of the Augustinians.
Zumárraga, Mexico's first bishop, had told a
sensational tale: First, the Augustinian friars had
resolved to build a church much more grandiose
than the Indians had the capacity to build, and
then planned to have the Indians build them a
monastery at the same time.
The bishop had urged the friars to defer the
monastery and, in order to lighten the load on
the Indians, had had the Royal Audiencia
suspend collecting one third of the royal tribute
from them. But the Augustinians took advantage
of the concession to go ahead and start their
monastery, aggravating the situation and forcing
Zumárraga to nominate his own vicar to take
possession of the church at Ocuytuco, especially
since the Augustinian friars were "molesting and
imprisoning and flogging the Indians."
Zumárraga had reported that when his vicar had
made the friars demolish two jails that had been
constructed for recalcitrant Indians, and
proceeded "to administer the sacraments, teach
the Indians doctrine, and minister to them," the
Augustinians had retaliated by stripping the
church of what it contained, taking "the bell, the
ornaments, the locks, and even the oranges and
other plants from the churchyard"--it being their
intention to use the loot in their own monastery.
The cardinal requires the viceroy to confirm the
truth of all of the above. And when, not if, he
confirms the charges, he shall cause the
Augustinians to leave Ocuytuco~-which is a
small town, unable to bear works of the
magnitude envisioned by the friars--and move to
the Augustinian monastery of Totolopa, two
leagues away. Further, the Augustinians shall be
prevented from returning to the old site, be
confined to Totolopa, and be compelled to return
the stolen goods (many of which Bishop
Zumárraga had donated, including the bell and
chalices); and Zumárraga's vicar shall be
assured peaceful possession of his church." [the
above drawn from previous cataloguing]
The verso of the letter bears the paraphs of five
of the Councillors of the Consejo de Indias.
Bishop Zumárraga's involvement with the Indians
of Ocuytuco, see: García Icazbalceta, Don Fray
Juan de Zumárraga, primer obispo y arzobispo
de México (Mexico, 1881), documents 28, 33,
and 43. An exceptional document with important
content on the Spanish missions in the New
World, revealing some of the internecine strife
and factionalism that was evidently present.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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[LOUISIANA]
An Account of Louisiana. Being an Abstract
of Documents delivered in, or transmitted to,
Mr. Jefferson, President of the United States
of America; and by him laid before Congress,
and published by their order. London:
Hatchard, 1804. First English edition. Bound with
two other English works of the period (see note).
Modern red morocco backed cloth, the spine
tooled and lettered in gilt. 8 1/8 x 5 inches (20.5
x 12.5 cm); 43 pp., folding table. Ink spot and
crease in the lower corner of title, some spotting
to the cloth covers.
The uncommon English edition of this work, first
published the year before in America, both just
following the Louisiana Purchase and providing
much sought after and useful information on the
recently acquired area. The work is bound with
two contemporary English titles of European
military interest: An Enquiry into the Manner in
which the Different Wars in Europe have
Commenced, during the last two centuries, 1805,
72 pp.; and A Sketch of the Campaigns of Count
Alexander Suworow Rymnikski. With a Particular
Account of the Defeat of the French, By that
General, at the Passage of Mont St. Gothard,
1804, with a fine large folding plate which is a
guide to a painted panorama of the battle, 32 pp.
For the Louisiana work: Howes L493; Sabin
42178; Wagner Camp 2b:13.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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LOVE (MARY) OR LUCY LYON
A Peep at the Esquimaux; or, Scenes on the
Ice. To Which is Annexed, a Polar Pastoral...
By a Lady. H.R. Thomas and Westley and
Tyrrell, Juvenile Repository, 1825. First edition.
20th century green cloth. 7 1/8 x 4 1/2 inches (18
x 11.5 cm); viii, 58, [4] pp. ads.; 40 hand-colored
woodcut illustrations of native life (20 full-page).
Light wear to cloth, pp. 7/8 with a restored loss
from a marginal defect and a marginal tear,
scattered foxing, offsetting and toning,
occasionally significant, one leaf slightly narrow.
A rare little Arctic juvenile, which has been
attributed to either Mary Love, a native
Canadian, or to Lucy Lyon, the wife of Captain
George Francis Lyon who travelled to the Arctic
with Parry, and on whose illustrations the
woodcuts in the work are based. Lande 2066;
Osborne I, 75.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-900
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[MANUSCRIPT MAP-BOLIVIA]
El Obispado de La Paz. Cuzco: Hecho en la
Ciudad del Cuzco por D., likely 18th century.
Manuscript map on laid paper in brown ink, with
a four line text below the image. Sheet 12 3/8 x
15 3/4 inches (31.5 x 40 cm). Some fading to the
ink, the verso tissue backed and with tears
mended, the lower left corner with paper
replacement.
An interesting Spanish colonial map of La Paz,
Bolivia, divided into provinces. The map centers
on La Gran Laguna and the various surrounding
missions with numerous churches, settlements
and geographical features indicated.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-800
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[MANUSCRIPT MAP-CARIBBEAN]
Carte de L'Isle Dominique. France, likely 18th
century. A manuscript map in colors on laid
paper, with a decorative title cartouche and inset
map of the Caribbean islands, 15 x 12 inches (38
x 31 cm). Mounted to modern paper, a larger
losses to the top edge and right border, other
smaller losses including one at the foot of the
island, spotting.
A finely detailed map of the Caribbean island
now known as Domenica. The French settlement
at Dominique began about 1690 and lasted
through the Seven Years' War when it was
ceded to the English.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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[MANUSCRIPT MAP-FLORIDA & MISSISSIPPI
RIVER]
Map Showing Raiford's Proposed Artificial
River and Plan to Continue the Western and
Southern Inland System of Navigation to
Harbors in the Atlantic. [Fernandina, FL: circa
1870]. Manuscript map in dark brown ink with
blue wash, the map depicting the southeastern
United States reaching on the east coast from
New York to Florida and in the west from
Brownsville, Texas to Omaha, Nebraska. Sheet
10 x 9 inches (26 x 23 cm). Two horizontal folds,
some light handling creases, very well preserved
overall.
An attractive manuscript map illustrating Colonel
Philip Raiford's proposed plan to construct a
wide channel across northern Florida that would
connect the Atlantic Ocean to the Mississippi
River, and onward to Galveston, Texas. A copy
of a dealer description present reports this is the
map printed and included in Report Relative to
Inland Steamboat Navigation between the
Mississippi River and Tributaries and Atlantic
Ports published at Fernandina, FL in 1870 (not
present). Colonel Philip Raiford was
commissioned as Adjutant General of Alabama
and organized a regiment of volunteers in Mobile
for the Mexican War. In 1847, he was elected in
Macon County to the Alabama Legislature and
was appointed U.S. Agent for the Indian Territory
in modern Oklahoma. Later he manufactured
bricks for Forts Jefferson and Taylor in Florida
before moving to Travis County, Texas to raise
stock. After this diverse career, Raiford moved
back to Georgia and was active in promoting a
construction of a series of canals along the Gulf
Cost and across Florida, depicted in the present
map.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,000-1,500
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[MANUSCRIPT MAP-MAINE]
CHADWICK, JOSEPH. Plan of part of the
lands belonging to the Heirs of Brigd.r Waldo
... measured by Joseph Chadwick Nov.r 1765.
[New England]: November, 1765. Manuscript
survey of the coastline reaching from the
western bank of the Penobscot River, through
present day Belfast and Searsport, and nearly
reaching Frankfort. The map on seven joined
sheets, ruled in red, the coastline and text in
black ink and with some green wash, the
manuscript title is signed "Joseph Chadwick."
The edges somewhat irregular, overall about 38
x 33 1/2 inches (97 x 84 cm). The left edge with
tissue backing, spotting, some staining where
the sheets are joined, edgewear and creases but
well preserved overall; Together with a small
companion manuscript map titled Sketch of
Brigd.r Waldo Island or Mouse Island, circa
1765, showing the island now known as Sears
Island. Ink on paper ruled in red. 14 1/2 x 18
inches (37 x 45 cm). Spotting, wear along the
right edge, small puncture at center wear
formerly folded.
Provenance: Sir Francis Bernard (1712-1779),
by descent (this reported in the following auction
catalogue); sold Bonhams, 20 September 2016,
lot 28
An interesting manuscript survey in present day
Maine, made at the time of the French & Indian
War. Samuel Waldo (born 1695) was a
Massachusetts merchant and politician but land
speculation was his major pursuit and the Waldo
Patent comprised over 500,000 acres between
the Muscongus and Penobscot rivers. He was
made brigadier-general in the 1745 expedition
against Louisbourg and died on May 23rd 1759,
on the Penobscot River, near present-day
Bangor, Maine. This map shows parts of the land
inherited by his heirs but was more than likely
used to provide a military route to Quebec.
In 1744, Joseph Chadwick was commissioned
lieutenant of artillery for the first Louisburg
campaign and at the time Samuel Waldo was
second in command of the Massachusetts
forces. Louisburg was returned to the French in
1748 but a decade later Waldo offered a plan to
William Pitt which was employed to recapture
Louisbourg in 1758. Waldo died in May 1759
while on a military expedition accompanying
Governor Thomas Pownall's force in taking
possession "of the King's ancient Rights, and
establishing the same by setting down a Fort on
the Penobscot River." Joseph Chadwick was
also the artist of a view of Harvard engraved by
Paul Revere. In 1768, Governor Francis Bernard
commissioned Chadwick to survey Mt. Desert
Island and possibly ordered the present survey
as well.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$4,000-6,000
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[MANUSCRIPT MAP-MAINE]
After DES BARRES, JOSEPH FREDERICK
WALLET. Hand-drawn map of a portion of the
Maine coast off Falmouth, copied from Des
Barres. Likely early 19th century. Manuscript
map in black ink on paper watermarked R. Park
& Co, the verso with manuscript docketing
reading Chart of Coast from Small Point to
Portland by J.F.W. Des Barres, April 29 1776. 9
7/8 x 16 inches (25 x 41 cm). Old folds with splits
to ends and a two small punctures at the points,
spotting.
An interesting manuscript map showing the
islands on the Maine coast from Bangs up to
Harpswell Island, roughly the area from Portland
Sound to Mericong Sound, naming at least 20
islands of varying sizes. This was likely copied
from Des Barres 1776 untitled chart named
Coast of Maine from Mosquito Head to Spurwink
River by the Library of Congress and Leventhal
Center (the example on raremaps.com is titled
Cape Elizabeth to Moose Point, Maine).
Research provided to Mr. Kislak reports the R.
Park & Co watermarks to be circa 1820 and
suggests the map may be by Seward Porter
(1784-1838), a prominent Maine mariner and
entrepreneur who brought the first steamboat to
Maine in 1823. The present map shows the area
recorded in sheet 9 (of 10) in Porter's 1837 Chart
of the coast of Maine and it is known that Porter
possessed and copied the charts of Des Barres.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-800
217
[MAP-CARIBBEAN]
History of the West India Islands [caption
title] and folding map extracted from an 18th
century work. The text volume in modern cloth,
caption titled History of the West India Islands,
paginated 228-331 and with two folding charts, 8
1/2 x 5 inches (21 x 12 cm), some wear at gutter
of first leaf where map was mounted; the map,
now laid in, is John Russell's An Accurate Map of
the West Indies with the Adjacent Coast of
America, London, 1794, engraved folding map
15 x 21 inches (38 x 53 cm), two short tears into
image.
This highly detailed map of the Caribbean, with
corresponding text, was extracted from William
Winterbotham's An Historical, Geographical,
Commercial and Philosophical View of the
American United States, London, 1795, in
volume IV, between pages 228 and 229.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500
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MORLEY, CHRISTOPHER
Autograph manuscript signed. Entitled The
Foundry, signed, inscribed and dated April 10,
1920. 8 1/2 x 11 inches (28 x 21.5 cm); 11 pp.
Central folds, most sheets with a (mostly
marginal) separation on the fold in the right
margin.
The text is the account (and likely a prospectus)
of a private dining club in Hoboken owned by
Morley, adjacent to the theatres that he owned,
the Rialto and Lyric.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-800
219
[MAP-CUBA]
KITCHIN, THOMAS. Plan of the Havana and
its Environs, with the several posts and
attacks made by the British Forces; under the
command of the Earl of Albemarle and Sr.
Geo. Pocock, which was taken 13 Aug. 1762.
London: J. Boydell and R Willock. Engraved
map. Sheet 20 x 26 1/2 inches (50.75 x 67 cm);
framed. Old fold, lightly toned with a few very
faint spots and creasing, small chips and short
tears in the margins, two tears closed with tape,
a closed two inch tear along the fold at top edge,
top edge reinforced, four insect holes and faint
mat burn in margins.
A rare separately published map of the
successful British siege of Spanish-ruled Havana
as part of the Seven Years War. The map is
highly detailed. It includes topography,
soundings, roads, troop, artillery, and naval
positions, even the boom chain that the British
used to block the mouth of Havana's harbour.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,200-1,800
220
[MAP-CUBA]
MAUCCI, M. Mapa ilustrado de la Isla de
Cuba. Barcelona: Maucci, 1896. Large
lithographed map. 29.5 x 41 inches (75 x 104
cm); framed. Showthrough of a linen backing,
visible folds, abrasions and losses, and wear
along border, not examined out of frame and
sold with all faults.
An uncommon large format map of Cuba
published during the War of Independence,
1895-1898. The map features the coat of arms of
Havana. At the lower left corner, Antonio Maceo,
second-in-command of the Cuban Army of
Independence who was killed in December
1896, is shown on horseback, as are other
figures of both the Revolutionary and Spanish
sides.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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[MAP-CUBA]
Official Map of Cuba. Folding lithographic map
of Cuba published in Trumbull White's Pictorial
History of Our War With Spain, 1898. An inset
features the city plan of Havana and text headed
"The Cuban Revolutionary Government" and
lists the officials. 14 x 21 inches (36 x 51 cm);
matted and framed. A few spots, folds, generally
fine, not examined out of frame.
The text in the lower corner of this map reads:
""Official Map of Cuba" found in "Pictorial History
of Our War With Spain." In the corner of the map
an inset reads: "This WAR MAP of CUBA and
the WORLD has been specially prepared by us,
and is GIVEN FREE to every subscriber for OUR
GREAT WAR BOOK AND HISTORY OF CUBA,
by Trumbull White. It is absolutely reliable and
will enable everyone to carefully follow the
course of the war in all parts of the World. The
information given on the margin of the map is
alone worth nearly the price of the book. The
map is worth 50 cents."
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-300
222
[MAP-FLORIDA]
VANDERMAELEN, PHILIPPE MARIE. Florides
et Iles Lucayes. [Brussels:] August 1825.
Lithographed map with hand-color. Lithographed
by H. Ode. 19 1/4 x 21 1/2 inches (49 x 55 cm);
matted and framed. A few faint spots, lightly
toned, visibly fine overall, not removed from
frame.
An attractive lithographed map of Southern
Florida, the Keys and the Bahamas published in
the Atlas Universel, 1825-27. The atlas is
notable for being the first lithographed atlas as
well as for printing all the maps on the same
scale. Numerous Native American trails and
roads are recorded and the inset text regards the
Everglades.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$700-1,000
223
McKENNEY, THOMAS & HALL, JAMES
SHIN-GA-BA-WOSSIN; MO-HON-GO; WAAPA-SHAW; HAYNE-HUDJIHINI; RANT CHE
WAI ME; A WINNEBAGO. Six hand-colored
lithographs, 1833-1843, from The History of the
Indian Tribes of North America, various
publishers, with good or full margins, framed.
Sight of sheets approximately 18 x 12 inches
Frames 28 1/2 x 22 1/2 inches
Provenance:
[Sale] Christies, New York, December 22, 1998,
lot 303
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-800
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MELVILLE, HENRY DUNDAS Viscount.
Facts relative to the conduct of the war in the
West Indies; collected from the speech of the
Right Hon. Henry Dundas, in the House of
Commons, on the 28th of April, 1796, and
from the documents laid before the House
upon that subject. London: printed for J. Owen,
No. 168, Piccadilly, 1796. Modern calf in period
style. 10 x 8 inches (25.5 x 20 cm); 205, [1] pp.
Some dust-soiling to upper covers and edges, an
entirely uncut and largely unopened copy, traces
of the original stab-stitching visible on the gutter
margin.
An important description of the logistics of Sir
Ralph Abercromby's military expedition in the
West Indies against the French. Sabin 21269.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$700-1,000
225
[MONROE, JAMES-SEMINOLE WAR]
Message from the President of the United
States, Transmitting Copies of Documents
Referred to in His Communication of the
Seventeenth Ultimo, in Relation to the
Seminole War, &c. December 3, 1818.
Washington: E. de Kraaft, 1818. First edition.
The document headed and with running title [14].
Later cloth. 8 1/2 x 4 3/4 (22 x 12 cm); 165 pp.
Toned and spotted, a few contemporary ink
markings within, bookplate of Lucius S. Ruder.
In this scarce pamphlet, President Monroe here
presents a "full view of the operations of our
troops, employed in the Seminole War, who
entered Florida." The report contains numerous
reports from Secretary of War Edmund P.
Gaines, Major General Andrew Jackson, and
others. We trace few copies in the auction
record.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500

226
MONROE, JAMES
State of the Union Address in the National
Intelligencer, 1819. Washington: 7 December
1819. An Extra issue of the National Intelligencer
printing Monroe's long address to Congress in
four columns on one large broadsheet, signed in
print by Monroe at end. The full sheet 21 1/5 x
15 inches (55 x 38 cm). A few spots, toned, fine
overall.
A long address from Monroe on a variety of
interesting topics. Monroe opens congratulating
the Congress on the recommencement of their
sessions in the Capitol, long delayed in
construction after the War of 1812. A long
discussion follows on the ceding of lands by
Spain in the Adams-Onis Treaty: "Other
considerations of great weight urged the cession
of this territory by Spain. It was surrounded by
the Territories of the United States on every side
except on that of the ocean. Spain had lost her
authority over it, and, falling into the hands of
adventurers connected with the savages, it was
made the means of unceasing annoyance and
injury to our Union in many of its most essential
interests. By this cession, then, Spain ceded a
territory in reality of no value to her and obtained
concessions of the highest importance by the
settlement of long-standing differences with the
United States..." One of the delays in ratifying
the treaty was that the U.S. "had tolerated or
protected an expedition against Texas" which
Monroe confronts head on.
Monroe also discusses the opening of trade
relations between the U.S. and Great Britain;
surveys of coastlines and the building of forts;
and closes with mention of the death of
Commodore Perry. We do not trace an example
of this broadsheet in the auction record.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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[MONTLEZUN, BARON DE]
Voyage fait dans les années 1816 et 1817, de
New-Yorck a la Nouvelle-Orléans, et de
l'Orénoque au Mississipi, par les Petites et
les Grandes-Antilles... Paris: Gide Fils, 1818.
First edition. Two volumes. Uncut and unopened
in original pink paper wrappers with remnants of
printed paper spine labels, housed in cloth
clamshell case. 8 1/2 x 5 1/2 inches (21.5 x 14
cm); [4], 372; (6), 408, with ads at front, both
volumes with half-titles. The spines with chips
and losses to labels, the head of the spine of
volume I with the remnant of some old glue and
volume II with an old label, other stray stains and
abrasion to the rear wrapper of volume II, the
edges lightly dust soiled and some creases and
spotting to the first and last leaves.
A rare work here in remarkably original condition,
unopened and uncut in wrappers. "The author
arrived in Virginia in 1816. After visiting Madison
and Jefferson he sailed to New York, then went
by the sea to New Orleans where he spent
several months. He then went to Havana for
three months before going to Charleston for a
month to complete his American sojourn. A
veteran of the French Army during the American
Revolution, his strong Royalist sentiments led to
many criticisms of American democracy, as well
as a conviction that the sale of Louisiana by
Napoleon was illegitimate. This is the only
edition. Rare." (William Reese catalogue,
acquired 1993). Howes M749.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
228
MUNSTER, SEBASTIAN
Tabula Britanniae. [Basel: circa 1571]. Woodcut
map on laid paper set with a trapezoidal border,
paginated 120/121, with signature mark k5 to
lower corner, Latin text on verso. Sheet 11 3/4 x
15 inches (30 x 38 cm). Small wormhole above
one N in the title, small puncture in left margin,
some dust soiling.
A rare Ptolemaic map of the British Isles being a
variant of Munster's Europa Tabula I. Uncommon
with this title, this issue appeared in copies of
Strabo's Geographica published by Heinricus
Petrus in 1571. Of note are the two inset listings
of ancient populations and cities including
"Londinium," the deeply wooded Caledonian
forest, the "30 islands" representing the Orkneys,
and the apocryphal island of Thule. This variant
is not in Shirley.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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[NEW JERSEY-SHORE]
ROSE, T.F.; WOOLMAN, H.C.; and PRICE,
T.T. Historical and Biographical Atlas of the
New Jersey Coast. Philadelphia: Woolman &
Rose, 1878. First edition. Original quarter sheep
with cloth over beveled boards, stamped in blind
and gilt lettered, all edges marbled. 14 x 11 1/2
inches (35.5 x 29 cm.); 372 pp., tinted pictorial
titlepage, large folding colored frontispiece map,
illustrated throughout with lithographs, a few
tinted and some double-page, and 43
lithographed maps, mostly folding or doublepage and almost all hand-colored. Spine and
edges rubbed, scuffing and some small losses to
cloth at edges and corners, folded frontispiece
map with a separation along fold, tears along
folds and with bottom edge chipping, folded
maps with some short tears at folds and the
occasional crease but generally in fine condition,
contents lightly toned, contents otherwise clean.
A profusely illustrated atlas of the New Jersey
shore, published at the height of its popularity as
a tourist destination. The maps show towns in
small scale and great detail, oftentimes
identifying property owners, and the illustrations
show prominent homes, hotels, gardens, farms,
and other businesses in the area, each with an
accompanying text.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
230
[NEW YORK]
SULMAN, THOMAS (after). New York from
Bergen Hill Hoboken. Wood engraving by R.
Loudan, from the Extra Supplement to the
Illustrated London News, August 19, 1876, with
good or full margins. Image 17 5/8 x 45 5/8
inches (45 x 116 cm); framed. Visual folds with
some toning, not examined out of frame.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-700
231
NUIX, GIOVANNI
Para ilustrar las historias de MM. Raynal y
Robertson. Por D. Pedro Varela y Ulloa...
Madrid: Joachin Ibarra, 1782. First Spanish
edition (first published in Italian). Period Spanish
mottled calf, all edges red. 7 7/8 x 5 5/8 inches
(20 x 14.5 cm); [iv], lii, 315, [1] pp. Losses to foot
of spine, other binding wear, two discreet pen
trials and a tiny blind-stamp at the foot of the
title. Old ownership inscription "Ex libris
frat[iani]? Ferrand Carthaginensium" on title.
An important work on the Spanish conquistadors
and settlers in America, and their relations with
the Native population, from the writings of
Raynal, Robertson and Las Casas. The printing
by Ibarra, Spain's foremost printer of the period,
is (as usual) handsome. Medina BHA 5007;
Palau 196692; Sabin 56309.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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ORMILDO EMERESSIO [=QUERINI, ALVISE]
L'Ammiraglio dell'Indie osia le gesta di
Cristoforo Colombo scuopritor dell'America.
Venice: Giambattista Novelli, 1761. First edition.
Early (probably publisher's) Italian laced-case
paper binding (legatura alla rustica). 10 x 7 1/4
inches (25.5 x 15.5 cm); xvi, xxxii, 33-236 pp.; 10
engraved plates engraved by Sardi after designs
by Pasquali. Minor soiling, one page with a short
marginal tear, a remarkably fresh and uncut copy
overall.
A rare work on Columbus, attractively printed
and illustrated, very much in the Venetian style
of illustrated book that became popular at this
period.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
233
OVIEDO Y VALDES, GONZALO FERNANDEZ
DE
Historia General y Natural de las Indias, Islas
y Tierra Firma del Mar Oceano. Madrid: Real
Academia de la Historia, 1851-55. Three
volumes in four. The first complete edition of
Oviedo, publishing much of the manuscript for
the first time. Contemporary Spanish calf
marbled in blue, the spines tooled in gilt and with
brown lettering labels, the top edges stained red,
uncut. 12 3/4 x 9 inches (32.5 x 23 cm); Vol. 1:
Lithographed half-title (or wrapper), CXII, 632, [1]
pp., 5 lithographed plates; Vol. 2: Lithographed
half-title (or wrapper),VII, 511, [1] pp., 3 plates (2
folding); Vol. 3: Lithographed half-title (or
wrapper), VIII, 651, [1] pp., 2 plates; Vol 4:
Lithographed half-title (or wrapper), VIII, 619, [1],
5 plates (one in color and folding). Slight fade to
spine and few scratches or bumps to corners but
the bindings generally fine and attractive, short
tear to front free endpaper in volume I, small
labels to half-titles, the label in vol. 1 partially
removed, spot to one plate at end, otherwise
very clean internally.
A very fine set of the first complete edition of
Oviedo, publishing much of the manuscript for
the first time. This edition also contains the first
full-length printing of the sections originally
published in Spain in 1526, 1535, and 1547.
"Contains so much material not included in the
original Spanish editions that it may properly be
included in this compilation as a new work"
(Howes). Edited by Jose Amador de los Rios,
this comprehensive edition also adds maps, a
bibliography, and an excellent biography of
Oviedo. Palau characterizes this edition as
"magnifica en todos conceptos, tanto por el
merito historico y literario como por la
presentacion nitida y correcta" (translation:
"Magnificent in all aspects, mainly for its
historical and literary merit and its precise and
accurate presentation."). Oviedo's account of
events differs considerably from that of Las
Casas; indeed, the two found themselves on
opposite sides in many matters. Palau 89532;
Graff 3147; Howes O159 ("b"); Sabin 57990.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,500-2,500
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PHILLIPS, TERESIA CONSTANTIA
An Apology for the Conduct of Mrs. Teresia
Constantia Phillips, more particularly that
part of it which relates to her marriage with
an eminent Dutch Merchant... Three volumes.
Volume I: London and Westminster: the
booksellers, no date. Second edition, signed by
the author. Volumes II and III: London: for the
author, 1748-49. First editions, signed by the
author. Contemporary speckled calf, gilt ruled. 7
5/8 x 4 5/8 inches (19.5 x 12 cm); Volume I: iv,
xxii, [14], [v]-[x], [11]-348 pp., engraved
frontispiece portrait; Volume II: [1] - 246, [1]-53,
[11] 247-301 pp.; volume III: [1]-180, [8], 181323, [1], [1]-6, [2], [1]-32 pp. Calf worn and dry,
with hinges cracked, front board of volume I
detached, front endpapers of volumes I and II
loose, spines toned and chipped, contents toned
and foxed, overopened in a few spots, sold as is.
The scandalous autobiography of a famous
English courtesan, Teresia Constantia Phillips,
who was unjustly abused by her wealthy
husband after he discovered her bigamy. This
resulted in a long and drawn out lawsuit, which
Phillips described in detail in her book. The
unreserved memoir also contains a full account
of Phillips' adventurous life, with descriptions of
her numerous marriages, her liaisons, and the
ever-increasing hardships that were the result of
her affairs. The text was published in eighteen
parts, with the author's signature on the first leaf
of many of the parts as an early form of
copyright. There is a change in publisher from
"the booksellers" in volume I to the author herself
in the subsequent volumes due to the book's
unseemly content and initial publishers' apparent
fear of legal action.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$200-400
235
[POTTER, WOODBURNE]
The War in Florida: Being an Exposition of its
Causes, and an Accurate History of the
Campaigns of Generals Clinch, Gaines and
Scott. Baltimore; Lewis and Coleman, 1836.
Original publisher's plum floral cloth in modern
cloth slipcase and chemise. 7 3/8 x 4 1/2 inches
(19 x 11 cm); viii, 184 pp.; three folding maps.
Spine worn at head and foot, minor soiling, front
hinge cracked at endpaper and barely holding,
short tear into map from stub (repaired),
internally a clean copy.
"Unsparingly critical of Jackson, Jesup, and the
Secretary of War"--Howes. The maps are "A
Map of the Seat of War in Florida, 1836" and
plans of the "Battle and Massacre Ground of
Major Dade and Command Dec. 28th 1835" and
"Camp Izard on the Ouithlacooche River Reb.
29, 1836." Potter was a former United States
officer who was wounded at Camp Izard. Howes
P-515, Sabin 64673, Streeter II: 1236.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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PURCELL, JOSEPH
A Map of the States of Virginia North Carolina
South Carolina and Georgia Comprehending
the Spanish Provinces of East and West
Florida... New Haven: Amos Doolittle, 1788.
Engraved map on laid paper. 13 x 14 1/2 inches
(33 x 37 cm); matted. A few tears repaired with
tape on the verso, some loss to the border on
the right side touching the neatline, this obscured
by mat, toned.
The early state of Purcell's fine map of the
southeastern United States in the first years
following the American Revolution. The map
includes an early reference to the "New State of
Franklin" and the west and south are highly
detailed with Native American towns, roads, and
the claims of the New Jersey Company, the
Illinois Company, etc. The map first appeared in
Jedidiah Morse's Geography, referenced in the
imprint, and also in the August 1788 issue of the
American Magazine. The map was reissued in
London in 1792.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$500-800
237
[REVOLUTIONARY WAR-FLORIDA]
TONYN, PATRICK, Colonial Governor. Long
autograph letter signed. St. Mary's, Florida,
from on board the "Cyrus": August 10, 1785, 5
1/2 pages addressed to Lord Sydney, marked
"Duplicate" (such letters were frequently sent two
or more times, because of the vicissitudes that
beset the Transatlantic mails). 12 1/2 x 8 inches
(32 x 20 cm); approximately 140 lines, legibly
written. Except for three binding holes in blank
margin of each sheet, in very fine condition.
This letter recounts the end of the British colony
in Florida, which had become a refuge for
Southern Loyalists during the Revolution. East
Florida had been ceded to Spain in 1783. The
British evacuation was delayed until 1785,
because of logistical and other problems. The
letter recounts "the deplorable and wretched
state of desolation" caused by the Spanish
Government, "from a real want of money in
general in their American Government ... the
difficulties and expenses in effecting this
business has been most shockingly purplexing
[sic] and disagreeable ... the hire of small craft ...
and the necessity of purchasing a quantity of
provisions for the Transport ship ... the sum ... is
enormous ... The Agent with four Transports with
Emigrants and effects are to sail at the same
time for the Bahamas..." These would be some
of the last ships departing from the former
Province, as the evacuation was already far
behind schedule; the final ships sailed from St.
Mary's River on November 19, 1785. This is an
extraordinary account of the fate of Loyalists in
the wake of the Revolutionary War. For an
excellent article on this debacle, see

238
[RICHARDSON, SAMUEL]
The Life and Heroic Actions of Balbe Berton,
Chevalier de Grillon. Translated from the
French by a Lady, and revised by Mr.
Richardson... London: Printed for H. Woodgate
and S. Brooks, n.d. [1760]. First edition. Two
volumes. Later three-quarters morocco. 7 x 4
inches (18 x 10 inches); iv, 277; [2], 244 pp., an
uncut copy. The title page of volume I with an
irregular trim to the right margin, otherwise
completely uncut and a fine copy internally, the
bindings rubbed, both with the ex libris of Barton
Currie.
A rare work documenting the interesting life of
this Huguenot soldier, translated by Samuel
Richardson. Rothschild 175.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
239
ROBERTS, ORLANDO W.
Narrative of Voyages and Excursions on the
East Coast and in the Interior of Central
America. Edinburgh: Constable, 1827. First
edition. Later full green morocco gilt. 5 1/2 x 3
1/2 inches (14 x 9 cm); lithographed frontispiece,
folding map, 302 pp. Title with paper
replacement to corner supplying a few letters to
the last word of title, map with a tear repaired,
spotting, binding lightly rubbed.
Narrative of travels in Central America, mostly
Nicaragua, with a map by John Irving dated
1825. The frontispiece plate shows the thwarted
execution of Roberts at the hands of a Spanish
firing squad before a formidable fort, while
several natives are forced to watch. Roberts
writes "I instantly turned to the commandant ...
and observed, in broken Spanish, and English,
that, if he was determined to murder an innocent
man, a subject of Great Britain, I could die
without being blindfolded." Some copies report
an engraved title for Constable's Miscellany, vol.
XVII, not present here. Sabin 71915.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500

https://www.americanantiquarian.org/proceeding
s/44806786.pdf
Provenance:
Charles Hamilton Autographs, Inc. Sale no. 14.
September 22, 1966.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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ROCHEFORT, CHARLES DE
Natuurlijke en Zedelijke Historie der VoorEylanden van Amerika. Rotterdam: Arnout
Leers, 1662. First Dutch Edition, preceded by the
French edition issued in Rotterdam, 1658.
Contemporary vellum, yapp edges, all edges
red. 7 5/8 x 6 inches (19.5 x 15 cm); [40], 475,
[11] pp.; 6 folding plates, 37 copperplate
illustrations in text, and a magnificent engraved
title-page. The vellum a bit soiled, but in general
an exceptionally bright, fresh copy internally.
Beehive bookplate of the Bibliotheca Ludwigiana
(Christian Gottlieb Ludwig) and one other.
Rochefort was the pastor of the French
Protestant Church in Rotterdam, who lived for
some years in the West Indies, and is drawn
from multiple sources. The vocabulary of the
Carib language (pp. 464-475) is based on that of
Raymond Breton (see the present catalogue for
a collection of his works). The book was
intended to encourage emigration of the
Huguenots to Florida. It is a very thorough
account of the natural history of the Caribbean,
with much on the Carib people in the second
section. Pilling 3344; JCB II, p. 484; Sabin
72320; Tiele 926; Cox II, p.205 (orig. French ed.,
Rott., 1660); Nissen, ZBI 3448; Arents 269 etc.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,000-1,500
241
ROSS, JOHN
A Voyage of Discovery ... for the Purpose of
Exploring Baffin's Bay and Inquiring into the
Probability of a Northwest Passage. London:
John Murray, 1819. First edition. Pale green
boards, backed and cornered in calf, edges
sprinkled blue. 10 3/4 x 8 1/2 inches (28 x 21.5
cm); xxix, 252, [2], cxliv pp., errata slip; with 25
plates, most in aquatint (15 hand-colored as
issued) and 7 maps & charts. Boards rubbed,
corners a bit bumped, head of the front joint
starting, front hinge cracked through at the
endpaper, minor toning and soiling internally, a
few pencil marks, projecting margins of two
folding plates bit soiled and frayed, some
offsetting from plates. Bookplate of Sir James
Barbizon Urmston (of the East India Company,
their chief in Canton; knighted 1824), with a trace
of his signature at the head of the title..
Ross's first voyage was marked by a singular
error, one that has tended to overshadow its real
achievements. In August of 1818, he navigated
Lancaster Sound at the north end of Baffin Island
but sailed only a few miles west along it, as he
thought he saw it terminating in mountains.
These were a mirage, and his retreat led to
dissension between him and Parry, his lieutenant
and second-in-command, who navigated the
sound the same year this works was published.
Abbey Travel 634; Sabin 73376; Field 1320;
Pilling 3386.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$2,000-3,000

242
RUSCELLI, GIROLAMO
Tierra Nueva. [Venice: circa 1574]. Copper
engraved map. Second state with Italian text on
verso. Neat lines 7 x 9.6 inches (18 x 24.4 cm);
sheet 9 x 12 1/4 inches (23 x 32 cm). Trimmed to
plate mark along the upper edge, the other
margins wider, ink atlas marker "328" at lower
right.
An important early map of the "New World",
showing the east coast of North America. Based
on Gastaldi's 1548 map, Ruscelli's map
combines the discoveries from the voyages of
Verrazano and Cartier. The Hudson and St.
Lawrence rivers are here unnamed and shown
connecting inland. Off Florida, Bermuda is
named "La Bermuda." The map was first
published in Ruscelli's translation of Ptolemy and
again in the Italian edition as here. Burden The
Mapping of North America 30.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
243
[SALAZAR, JOSE DE]
Crisis del Ensayo a la Historia de la Florida.
Madrid: [Universidad de] Alcala de Henares
1725. First edition. Plain paper wrappers. 7 1/2 x
5 3/4 inches (19 x 14.5 cm); 55, [1] pp., collating
A-G^(4), no formal title as issued. Minor
waterstaining, title repaired at head in the upper
blank margin. The Edward Eberstadt copy.
A very rare work on Florida history, in which De
Salazar, the historigrapher of Spain and the
Indies, attempted a point-by-point refutation of
Barcia Carballido y Zuniga's 1723 Ensayo
cronologico, para la historia general de la Florida
now considered a key work for the early history
of Florida. While his attack had little or no effect
on Barcia's reputation or on that of his work, this
little controversialist piece is exceedingly rare
indeed, with only the Maggs and Eberstadt
copies ever offered for sale. Sabin 75577;
Howes S46.
Provenance:
Sotheby's, Books From the stock of Edward
Eberstadt & Sons, Lot 35, 1967.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-900
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SARTINE, ANTOINE DE
Carte d'une partie des côtes de la Floride et
de la Louisiane, contenant le cours du
Mississipi, depuis ses embouchures jusqu' à
la Riviere Rouge, l'entrée de la Mobile, et les
baies de Pensacola, de Ste. Rose et de S.
Joseph. D'apres plusieurs plans manuscrits,
levée par des navigateurs et des ingenieurs
françois. [Paris: Dépôt des Cartes et Plans de la
Marine], 1778. First state, with the fleur-de-lis in
the Depot de la Marine Stamp. Engraved map
with hand-coloring. 17 1/2 x 24 5/8 inches (44.25
x 62.5 cm); framed. Pale foxing and two darker
spots, dampstaining.
A Revolutionary War era navigational chart
showing the Gulf coasts of Louisiana and
Western Florida, including New Orleans,
Pensacola, the lower Mississippi and Mobile
Bay. The chart originally appeared in the author's
Neptune Americo-Septentrional, published in
1778, and was intended for use by the French
Navy during the Revolutionary War.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-900
245
SARTINE, ANTOINE DE
Plan de l'île d'Amelia à la côte de la Floride
orientale, tiré de la carte de la Georgie et de
la Caroline méridionale de De Brahm, et
assujeti pour le port d'Ameilia... [Paris: Depôt
des Cartes et Plans de la Marine], 1779. First
state, with the fleur-de-lis in the Depot de la
Marine Stamp. Engraved map, hand colored,
framed; sheet measures 24 3/4 x 18 1/4 (63 x
46.5 cm). Lightly toned, pale spotting,
dampstaining.
A highly detailed Revolutionary War era
navigational chart of Amelia Island and the
entrance to the St. Mary's River in Northeastern
Florida, showing different navigable channels to
approach the island, as well as the locations of
the various habitations and plantations that were
located there. The map is derived from Captain
William Fuller's 1770 chart, Jacob Blamey's 1775
chart, and a larger map of Georgia and the
Carolinas by William De Brahm. It first appeared
in Sartain's Neptune Americo-Septentrional,
published between 1778 and 1780, but would
have also been available separately for sale to
the public.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-900

246
SCOTT, THOMAS [or Henry Hexham]
An Experimentall Discoverie of Spanish
Practices. Or the Counsell of a well-wishing
Souldier, for the good of his Prince and State
herein is manifested from known experience,
both the cruelty, and policy of the Spaniard,
to effect his own ends... London: s.n., 1623.
19th century half morocco, cloth sides embossed
with the arms and monogram of William Stirling.
6 3/4 x 5 inches (17 x 13 cm); [ii], 54 pp. Light
binding wear, repaired tear on E1 extending well
into the page with no loss of legibility, small
holes in C3 and C4 affecting a few letters, pale
stain in the lower corner of the text, lacking the
terminal leaf H2, presumably blank. William
Stirling's armorial bookplate with his (printed)
signature.
An exceedingly rare little work with some
interesting American and West Indies content, of
which we trace only one copy offered for sale in
the past century or more (quite possibly this
copy, as a copy of the catalogue entry for that is
enclosed). The book is equivalently rare in
institutional hands. The author writes "To prove
that the King of Spain has no general consent of
the people and the Nations of the Indies [to be
governed by Spain] appeareth most evident by
this reason: for that no Spaniard inhabiteth
farther northward than Florida, where they have
but two little Forts or villages, the one called St.
Augustine, and the other St. Helena; all the rest
of that huge tract is such (no mortall tongue can
express, or eye hath seene) doe not so much as
think there is another world but that they
themselves inhabit..." Addressed to James I of
England, decrying the folly of a truce or treaty
with Spain, Scott disputes the rights of Spain to
sovereignty in the New World, citing Cabot's
priority over Columbus, and other arguments.
The author is almost certainly the eminent
protestant polemicist and pamphleteer Thomas
Scott, 1580-1626, a preacher and a rabid antiCatholic, with a particular enmity towards Spain.
In an earlier pamphlet, Vox Populi, he claimed to
reveal schemes for bringing England under
Spanish subjugation, though his text was almost
entirely fictitious, it was generally received as
authentic, and caused much alarm. It was
suppressed by royal decree, and Scott briefly
fled the country. On his return he became
chaplain to William Herbert, 3rd Earl of
Pembroke, among other roles, but after became
preacher to the English garrison at Utrecht. He
was murdered by an English soldier, John
Lambert, on 18 June 1626. It was widely thought
that Lambert was instructed to kill Scott by
Jesuits or Catholic priests, but he seems instead
to have been a deluded madman. STC 22077;
Sabin 78363.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,200-1,800
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SETTLE, DONYSIUS
Historia Navigationis Martini Forbisseri Angli
Praetoris sive Capitanei, A. C. 1577 ... in
Septemtrionis & Occidentis tractum
susceptae ... ex gallico in latinum sermonem,
Joh. Thoma Freigio translata, & Noribergae,
ante A. 94. cum praefatione utili,
observationibus aliquot & appendice edita,
denuo prodit, e museo D. Capelli P.P.
Hamburg: For Johann Naumanni & Geori Wolff,
1675. Second Latin edition. Modern vellumbacked boards.7 3/4 x 6 1/4 inches (20 x 15.5
cm); 28 ff., paginated [xix] (including the fine
frontispiece), 37 pp., collating A-G^(4). Light
binding wear, browned.
Frobisher made three voyages to the northeast
coast of North America between 1576 and 1578
in search of gold and the North West Passage.
This is the Latin version of this account of his
second voyage, written by an eyewitness, for
Settle accompanied him. The Latin edition is
based on the French translation of Settle's work
published by Chuppin in 1578, but N.B. "The
notes of this edition contain much matter not in
the English, French, German, or Latin edition"
(Church). The engraved frontispiece by J.
Wichmann shows a man in a kayak, a map of
the Frobisher Straits, and a unicorn and is
headed with engraved text. Church 638;
European Americana 675/157; JCB, 1675-1700
(1973), p. 14; Sabin 79346.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$3,000-5,000
248
SCHLIEMANN, HEINRICH
Autograph letter signed to Alexander Stuart
Murray, Keeper of Greek and Roman
Antiquities at the British Museum. Athens, 26
Sept. 1889, single page written in English on a
bifolium of blue lines paper, 8 x 5 1/4 inches
(20.5 x 13 cm). A few small marks, generally a
fine example. Housed in folding case.
The letter thanks Murray for the loan of an article
on writing foreign to Egypt found in a XII dynasty
Egyptian archaeological site, and remarks on the
"wonderful sagacity and perseverance" of
Flinders Petrie, who made the discovery.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$700-1,000

250
SMITH, ADAM
An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the
Wealth of Nations. London: T. Cadell, 1802.
Tenth edition. Three volumes. Contemporary
speckled calf with gilt border, rebacked and
recornered to style. 8 1/2 x 5 1/4 inches (21 x 14
cm); with all half-titles, 499; 518, appendix; 465,
index. Spotting to first and last leaves but very
clean otherwise, one lettering label rubbed,
attractively rebacked.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
251
SMITH, CHARLES
Smith's New General Atlas Containing
District Maps of All the Principal Empires,
Kingdoms & States throughout the World.
London: C. Smith, 1809. Old calf-backed boards.
15 3/4 x 12 5/8 inches (40.5 x 32 cm); 45 handcolored maps, as per the plate list. Front board
detached, some pale staining to lower margins,
sometimes entering the maps, noted throughout.
Two of the maps show North America; Australia
is shown in full in outline on the Eastern
Hemisphere map, though largely blank.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
252
STANLEY, HENRY MORGAN, Sir
Portrait of Sir Henry Morgan Stanley on
original stone. An original lithographic stone
with a portrait of Sir Henry Morgan Stanley
seated in an armchair beneath palm leaves.
Some wear. The stone is heavy.
Provenance: Christie's, Exploration and Travel,
24 September 2003, lot 168
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600

249
SHACKLETON, ERNEST
The Heart of the Antarctic. Being the story of
the British Antarctic Expedition 1907-1909...
London: William Heinemann, 1909. First trade
edition. Two volumes, modern white threequarters vellum, marbled sides. First English
edition. 9 1/2 x 7 inches (24 x 18 cm); xlviii, 372
pp.; xvi, 419, [1] pp.; fine plates after
photographs throughout, the three folding maps
and the panorama in a pocket at the end of the
second volume. An attractively bound copy.
Some scattered foxing.
Spence 1097; Rosove 305.B1
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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[STREETER COPY]
SEARCY, I. G. Map of Florida constructed
principally from authentic documents in the
Land office at Tallahassee by I. G. Percy.
Published by I.G. Searcy Tallahassee & F. Lucas
Jr., Baltimore, 24 September 1829. Large handcolored engraved map, dissected and laid to
linen and folding into marbled boards, housed in
a cloth case with red morocco lettering label.
Overall 48 1/2 x 37 1/2 inches (123 x 95 cm).
Some spotting, soiling and toning mostly along
folds and visible in ocean areas, small typed
label to one board, the colors fresh and in
original condition, the T.W. Streeter copy with his
small label to the verso and the original lot tag
laid-in the box.
The Streeter copy of an extremely rare and
beautiful map of the Florida territory, published in
1829 to encourage settlement in the period
between the United States acquisition of Florida
from Spain in 1821 and admittance to statehood
in 1845. From the northwest the map reaches
from the Alabama River to the Savannah River in
Georgia to the east; to the south the map
terminates at the northern coast of Cuba. The
Florida Keys are particularly well delineated.
Within the mainland, numerous and substantial
land grants are recorded as are Indian boundary
lines and the "Track of the Indians across the
peninsula," a reference to the removal of the
Seminole. As the largest settlement at the time,
the grid of Tallahassee's streets are presented in
an inset. The Searcy map, large and functional,
is of the utmost rarity today with Rare Book Hub
recording no copy at auction since the Streeter
sale in 1967 and only two Goodspeed records
before that. WorldCat reports copies at the
Library of Congress and Newberry Library. We
located an uncolored copy in the Touchton Map
Library. Streeter noted his acquisition of the map
from Montague Hankin in 1940. Streeter 1220.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$5,000-8,000

254
[STREETER COPY]
BLATCHFORD, RICHARD M. Extract from a
report to the Trustees of the Apalachicola
Land Company, by Richard M. Blatchford,
Esq., President of the Board of Directors, and
Special Agent of said company, appointed to
examine and report upon the situation of the
property of the company [caption title]. [New
York: 1837]. First edition. Original printed yellow
wrapper. 9 x 6 inches (23 x 15 cm); 16 pp.
Wrapper detached and with chips, margins
toned, with the Streeter booklabel to the inside of
the rear wrapper.
The Apalachicola Land Company was formed
after the 1.4 million acre Forbes Purchase of
lands ceded by the Creek and Seminole
between 1804-1812 which was then ratified
Spanish governor. In 1817, the lands were sold
to two merchants who formed the company and
fought to settle land claims in then territorial
Florida, with most lawsuits settled by the late
1830s. The pamphlet is scarce and we trace no
copy at auction since the Streeter sale. Sabin
5878 (calling for a map, not present); Streeter
Sale 1240 (this copy, acquired from Eberstadt in
1936).
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-900
255
[STREETER COPY]
PERRY, W. L. Scenes in a Surveyor's Life; or
a Record of Hardships and Dangers
Encountered, and Amusing Scenes which
Occurred, in the Operations of a Party of
Surveyors in South Florida. Jacksonville: C.
Drew's Book and Job Printing Office, 1859. First
edition. Publisher's embossed cloth. Rubbing
and edgewear, spine faded, some stains to
boards, contents toned in the margins, the
occasional spot, early ownership signature, T.W.
Streeter booklabel.
The T.W. Streeter copy of Perry's rare and
exciting memoir about a party of government
surveyors in South Florida. Perry and his
colleagues encountered many adversities while
mapping the area, including harsh swampy
terrain, bears, wolves, panthers and Seminole
Indian ambushes. Apparently, no other copies of
this book have appeared at auction since this
copy was sold in the Streeter Sale in 1967. Not
in Sabin. Streeter 1257.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,500-2,500
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TAYLOR, CHAS. EDWIN
An Island in the Sea. Descriptive of the Past
and Present of St. Thomas, Danish West
Indies. With a Few Short Stories about
Bluebeard's and Blackbeard's Castles. St.
Thomas, D. W. I.: Published by the Author at
Taylor's Book-Store, 1895. First edition,
presentation copy, signed by the author and
dated January 1896. Publisher's pictorially gilt
red cloth, beveled boards, all edges gilt. 9 x 5 3/4
inches (23 x 14.5 cm); 120 pp., frontispiece and
plates after photographs, 6 pp. ads at rear. Light
soiling and wear, cloth bubbling in a few places,
corners and spine ends a bit bumped, short
marginal tears to front free endpaper, title page
toned, overopened at two places in text, spotting
to ads, nonetheless an attractive copy. A history
and guidebook to Saint Thomas, together with
amusing tales about Blackbeard and Bluebeard,
printed on the island for its burgeoning tourist
trade. This copy is bound in the red cloth with
additional gilt-stamping, indicative of its being a
deluxe version of this attractive publisher's
binding.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-500
257
[TWAIN, MARK; ROOSEVELT, THEODORE;
and others]
The First Book of the Authors Club. Liber
Scriptorum. New York: The Author's Club,
1893. First edition, number 124 of 251 copies
signed by the contributors. Original publisher's
stamped leather, in later slipcase. 12 1/2 x 8 1/2
inches (32 x 23 cm); (xviii), 592 pp., with 109
contributions, each signed by the author. Some
dampstaining to the rear board, though not
severe, a few leaves with trifling discolorations to
the extreme fore-edge, but in all a sound
example of a very desirable work.
A finely produced anthology with each entry
signed by its author, including Mark Twain,
Theodore Roosevelt, Andrew Carnegie, Charles
Dudley Warner, John Hay, Theodore De Vinne,
and Henry Van Dyke among the 109 signed
contributions. Twain provided his short story
"The Californian's Tale" and Roosevelt "A Shot
at a Bull-Elk." For the Twain: BAL 3438.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$4,000-6,000

258
UPHAM, SAMUEL C. Notes from Sunland, on
the Manatee River, Gulf Coast of South
Florida. Its Climate, Soil and Productions.
Braidentown, Fla.: Published by the author,
1882. Second edition. Later dark brown leather
spine with gray boards, gilt spine title, original
rear wrapper bound in. 7 x 4 5/8 inches (18 x 12
cm); 83, [1] pp., portrait frontispiece and one
illustration, 8 pp. ads at rear. Frontispiece and
rear wrapper moderately soiled, without front
wrapper, lower corner missing on frontispiece
and title, then dog eared on the following few
leaves, contents lightly toned..
"An early piece on the beginnings of settlement
on the west coast of Florida, below Tampa."
Streeter,1264; Clark, New South, I:231.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$300-400
259
VEGA, GARCILASO DE LA [RICHELET, P.-trans.]
Histoire de la conquete de la Floride; ou
relation de ce qui s'est passé dans la
découverte de ce pays par F. de Soto. Paris:
Jean Musier, 1711, 1707. Third edition (the first
1670, the second 1709). Covers with the arms of
the Comte de Plélo, neatly rebacked retaining
the original spine, all edges red. 6 x 3 1/2 inches
(15 x 8.5 cm); cviii, 281, [1] pp.; [ii], 249, [1] 10
pp. Neatly rebacked as noted, a bit toned and
spotted throughout, two tiny burnholes on T6 but
in all a sound copy.
The second part has a separate title page dated
1707. "One of the major accounts of the travels
of De Soto in Florida and throughout the present
day Southeastern United States...the Inca's work
remains the major literary by-product of this
historic invasion" - Servies.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
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VOLNEY, CONSTANTIN-FRANCOIS
CHASSEBOEUF, comte de
Tableau du climat et du sol des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique. Suivi d'eclaircissemens sur la
Floride, sur las colonie francaise au Scioto,
sur quelques colonies canadiennes, et sur
les sauvages. Paris: Courcier & Dentu, AN XII-1803. First edition, first issue, with the terminal
gathering "Vocabulaire de la langue des
Miamis," paginated continuously with the text.
Two volumes. Modern three-quarters red
morocco gilt, an uncut copy. 8 1/2 x 5 inches (21
x 14 cm); with both half titles, with two folding
maps and two folding plates (omitted in later
issue), [4], 2, [2], xvi, 300; [4], [301]-532 pp.,
uncut. Faint stain to margins of prelims, light
spotting, a fine set.
An extensive description of the topography,
climate, and other aspects of the United States.
Volney travelled to the French colony of
Gallepolis in the Ohio Country, lured there by the
fraudulent Scotio Land Company. Gallepolis is
indicated on the folding map. Also includes
Volney's "Vocabulaire de la Langue des Miamis."
Fine, uncut copies such as this are rare. Philling,
Algonquian pp.518--519; Howes V141; Servies
776; Clark, Old South 2:69; Buck, Illinois 49;
Thomson, Ohio 1170 note; Hubach p.35;
Monaghan 1472; Sabin 100692
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-800
261
[WALKER, JONATHAN]
Trial and Imprisonment of Jonathan Walker,
at Pensacola, Florida, for Aiding Slaves to
Escape from Bondage. With an Appendix,
Containing a Sketch of his Life. Boston: The
Anti-Slavery Office, 1846. Modern speckled calf
spine with marbled paper boards, gilt black
leather spine label, all edges sprinkled brown. 7
x 4 3/8 inches (17.75 x 11.25 cm); [i]-vi, [7]-126
pp., portrait frontispiece, plates. Contents
spotted throughout, especially at front and back.
A memoir by Jonathan Walker, "the Man with the
Branded Hand", who was imprisoned by the U.S.
Government and branded "S.S.", for slave
stealer, after being captured during an attempt to
help seven runaway slaves flee Florida to the
British West Indies. The preface is by Maria
Weston Chapman, a noted Boston abolitionist
and the editor of the anti-slavery journal The
Non-Resistant.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$100-200

262
WEDDELL, JAMES
A Voyage Towards the South Pole,
Performed in the Years 1822-24. Containing
an Examination of the Antarctic Sea, to the
Seventy-fourth Degree of Latitude: and a Visit
to Tierra del Fuego ... With Observations on
the Probability of Reaching the South Pole,
and an Account of a Second Voyage
Performed by the Beaufoy, Captain Brisbane,
to the Same Seas. London: A. & R.
Spottiswoode for Longman, Rees, Orne, Brown
and Green, 1827. Second edition. Modern half
brown calf, decorated paper sides. 8 1/2 x 5 1/4
inches (21.5 x 13.5 cm); iv, 324 pp.; 10 maps,
charts and diagrams (6 folding), hand-colored
frontispiece, four uncolored aquatint plates, and
2 plates of coastal profiles printed in blue. Light
binding wear, minor offsetting from plates,
generally a fresh copy. Bookplate of S.D.
Dodweerd, with his name in ink on endpaper.
From the dedication: "This volume, containing
the Journal of a Voyage in the Southern
Hemisphere, and which reached a higher latitude
in that quarter that was ever before
accomplished, is (with His Lordship's fostering
permission) respectfully dedicated. When the
writer, a Seaman, views the noble exertions
made under His Lord-ship's administration to
ascertain the Geography of the Northern Polar
Circle, he must deem it at once a debt of
gratitude and a tribute of respect, humbly to offer
him the account of researches pursued at the
other extremity of the Globe." The most southerly
voyage attempted to that date, the present work
is a foundational one in Antarctic studies. The
second edition is especially significant (in some
regards, more so than the first), as it was
expanded to include Weddell's "Observations on
the Probability of Reaching the South Pole," a
seminal document on Antarctic travel, and
additionally the account of Brisbane's voyage to
Tierra del Fuego. Rosove 345.B1; Spence 1248;
Taurus 5.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,500-2,500
263
[WEST FLORIDA]
BANKS, JAMES. Document signed "To His
Excellency Peter Chester..."Pensacola,
Florida: 23 August 1775. 12 1/4 x 7 7/8 inches
(31 x 18.5 cm); two pages on a single leaf, the
recto a petition requesting a grant of 200 acres
of Florida land for his services as Corporal in the
17th Regiment "during the late War in North
America, the verso with docketing on the verso
includes description of the land evidently granted
to Banks: "about seven miles from the junction of
Lake Maurepas and the River Natabani in the
Forks between the River Natabani and
Pickfall."Usual folds, minor toning.
The lands are in what is today Southeastern
Louisiana, at the time considered part of the
Province of West Florida. Parke-Bernet,
American Historical Manuscripts From the Stock
of Edward Eberstadt & Sons, April 9, 1968, lot 71
($40). We note a similar example of this class of
document sold in 1981, and none since.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$600-900
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[WEST FLORIDA]
MORRISON, HENRY. Manuscript document
signed "To His Excellency Peter Chester."
Pensacola, Florida: 8 February 1776. Single
page on a folded sheet, docketed verso "Warrnt.
issued same day" 12 x 7 1/2 inches (30.5 x 19
cm); Morrison, "a reduced Non Commissioned
Officer," asks for a new warrant of survey for 150
acres on the River Amit, between lands granted
to Patrick Conway and Edward Jones, having
found that of his existing grant of 200 acres"
were vacant. Some toning, two small holes from
ink oxidation, some separation on folds.
Presumably Morrison moved to West Florida, of
which Peter Chester was the Governor, because
of the Revolutionary War. Parke-Bernet,
American Historical Manuscripts From the Stock
of Edward Eberstadt & Sons, April 9, 1968, lot 75
($30).
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$400-600
265
[WEST FLORIDA]
CHESTER, PETER. Three crudely printed
land grants for West Florida, each engrossed
in manuscript, with an attached manuscript
survey map. Pensacola, Florida, 1st September,
1777; 24 November 1777; and 10 September
1779. The grants 7 1/4 x 11 3/4 inches (18.5 x
30 cm); all a single leaf, secretarially completed
in manuscript and signed by Peter Chester, the
Captain General, Governor and Commander in
Chief of West-Florida, with the affixed wafer seal;
each with accompanying survey map in ink at a
scale of 20 chains to an inch, the latter two
notated as true copies by Elias Durnford, the
Surveyor General for the Province, Usual folds, a
little soiling and wear but in generally remarkably
good condition. The latter two Thomas W.
Streeter's examples, one with his label on verso.
Of this class of documents, Streeter noted
"These forms are thought to be from the earliest
Florida press and to antedate the earliest Florida
printings described by McMurtrie (St. Augustine,
1783) by several years..." (description for the lot
preceding these). This press was apparently
situated about 10 miles from Fort Natchesen.
These are likely the earliest procurable examples
of Florida printing. Streeter also noted of this pair
"The watermark on the grant of November
twenty-fourth is MGL LOSA as on two of the
forms in the preceding lot. The watermark on the
grant of September 10, 1779, is of the British
arms." The 1772 grant is for 1,000 acres; the
1777 grant is for 626 acres to "John Brown a
Reduced Captain"; that of 1779, a grant of 200
acres on Lake Pontchartrain to one Morris Smith.
Streeter Sale 1188.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200

266
[WEST FLORIDA]
CHESTER, PETER. Three crudely printed
land grants for West Florida, engrossed in
manuscript, each with an attached
manuscript survey map. Pensacola, Florida: 11
January, 14 November and 19 November 1777.
The grants 7 1/4 x 11 3/4 inches (18.5 x 30 cm);
each a single leaf, secretarially completed in
manuscript and signed by Peter Chester, the
Captain General, Governor and Commander in
Chief of West-Florida, with the affixed wafer seal;
each with accompanying survey map in ink at a
scale of 20 chains to an inch, two notated as true
copies by Elias Durnford, the Surveyor General
for the Province, Usual folds, a little soiling and
wear but in generally remarkably good condition.
Thomas W. Streeter's examples, each with his
label on verso (and apparently previously the
John Gray Bell and Sir Thomas Phillipps
examples).
After the outbreak of the War of Independence,
West Florida became a haven for disaffected
loyalists, Of this class of documents, Streeter
noted "These forms are thought to be from the
earliest Florida press and to antedate the earliest
Florida printings described by McMurtrie (St.
Augustine, 1783) by several years..." (description
for the lot preceding these). This press was
apparently situated about 10 miles from Fort
Natchesen. These are likely the earliest
procurable examples of Florida printing. Streeter
also noted "The forms dated eleventh January
and nineteenth November, 1777, have the
watermark MGVL LOSA and the one dated
fourteenth November, a watermark of a circle
with four groups of three small circles on the
perimeter; and a square, with six circles at the
head and foot, at the center of the large circle."
The 1777 grant is for 626 acres to "John Brown a
Reduced Captain"; that of 1779, a grant of 200
acres on Lake Pontchartrain to one Morris Smith.
Streeter Sale 1187; this accompanied by two
pages of notes by Streeter.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,000-1,500
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WEST INDIES
An interesting collection of documents
concerning West Indian affairs from
approximately 1687-1830. Consists of An
indenture for plantations on Antigua. On 11
sheets of vellum, with 25 signatures of interested
parties or their representatives. 15th November
1798, on vellum; multi-sheet document
similarly pertaining to plantations in Antigua.
1799, on vellum; single-sheet indenture.
Pertaining to plantation on Antigua. 1816, on
vellum; single-sheet indenture. Pertaining to
plantation on Nevis. 1774, on vellum; doublesheet indenture. Pertaining to plantation on
Nevis. 1768, on vellum; single-sheet indenture.
Pertaining to plantation on Tobago. 1817, on
vellum; and others similar for Montserrat;
Dominica; etc., approximately 16 indentures in
all, all on vellum; Together with a group of
papers pertaining to the Mount Nesbitt
Estate, probably of St. Vincent, listing daily work,
number of slaves employed etc., approximately
12 pp. folio; and three other documents,
including a plat map for a Jamaican plantation,
1786. Condition varies.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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WILLIAMS, JOHN LEE
The Territory of Florida: or, Sketches of the
topography, civil and natural history of the
country, the climate and the Indian tribes.
New-York: A. T. Goodrich, 1837. First edition.
Contemporary quarter roan, spine gilt. 5/8 x 5
1/2 inches (22 x 14 cm); vi, 7-304 pp.;
frontispiece of Osceola and two lithographed
plates, the rear board with the large folding map
printed on tissue mounted (as issued?). Front
joint barely holding, rear board detached,
generally a clean copy internally. A tear
extending into the "F" of Florida in the caption,
some separations on folds, a few spots, but a
good example of the rare map. .
A work that appears infrequently at auction, and
which is often lacking the fine Florida map. John
Lee Williams was a physician residing in St.
Augustine. His account of the Seminole War in
these pages, which is highly critical of the
Governor-General Richard K. Call, is a highpoint
of the work. "Very full account of the wars with
the Seminoles"--Field 1666. Clark III:255; Howes
W467 ("aa"); Sabin 104284; Streeter sale
II:1245.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$3,000-5,000

268
[WEST INDIES]
A Geographical and Historical Description of
the Principal Objects of the Present War in
the West-Indies, viz. Cartagena, Puerto Bello,
La Vera Cruz, The Havana, and San Agustin,
shewing their Situation, Strength, Trade, &c...
London: T. Gardner [etc.], 1741. Period mottled
calf, rebacked to style by Aquarius (retaining
original endpapers), all edges sprinkled red. 7
1/4 x 4 5/8 inches (18.5 x 12 cm); [viii], 192 pp.
(pp. 97-104 mispaginated pp. 89-9); folding
hand-colored frontispiece map of the region, one
plan of Porto Bello. Light binding wear, some
very minor soiling, in all a rather pretty copy of
this scarce work. Bookplate of The Lord Viscount
Montague, and the Althorp bookplate (i.e. the
library formed by George John, 2nd Earl
Spencer).
A surprisingly scarce work, with some significant
Florida interest; the last copies we trace at
auction were in the 1970s. The section on St.
Augustine details General Oglethorpe's
expedition against it 1740, and the map has an
inset of the harbor of St. Augustine, with
soundings. Much of the work is taken up with the
activities of the buccaneers who infested these
waters.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$800-1,200
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WYTFLIET, CORNELIS VAN
Granata Nova et California. [Louvain or Douai:
circa 1597-1611]. Copper-engraved map, without
text on verso. Plate marks 9 1/8 x 11 1/4 inches
(23 x 29 cm ), with larger margins. Marginal
spotting, four small matching wormholes in the
upper margin along the fold.
Sold Bonhams, 18 February 2007, lot 40.
A dark impression of Wytfliet's Granata Nova et
California, "the first printed map devoted to
California and the south-west of the present day
United States" (Burden). The map was first
issued in 1597 in his Descriptionis Ptolemaicae
Augmentum, and while no other states are
known, the map was included in subsequent
editions of the atlas through the Douai edition of
1611. Largely derived from Spanish sources, an
interesting feature of the map is the depiction of
the fabled seven cities of the Cibola ("Septem
ciuitatum Patria") shown surrounding a large lake
which flows into the Gulf of California. Many of
the town names are derived from Coronado's
lost map. Burden 106; Schwartz & Ehrenberg
plate 41; Heckrotte 7; Wheat 29; Wagner 188.
C The Collection of Jay I. Kislak sold to benefit
the Kislak Family Foundation
$1,500-2,500
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